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Problem
In I Cor 8:l-10:29a, Paul has been consistently on the side o f the brother in 8:11
whose conscience is weak to eat food offered to idols. But, in 10:29b-30, he seems to
reverse himself, here suggesting that one should be able to eat anything regardless o f its
provenance or the effect such eating may have on others. Or, what should be made o f the
two questions asked in the text that appear neither fitted to the context nor directly
answered by what precedes and follows in the discussion o f eiScoAoOura in 8:1-11:1?

Approach
Scholars have employed various methodological interpretations in search for the
contextual meaning o f the two questions asked in I Cor 10:29b-30 without a solution.
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However, no one has treated the two questions asked in the passage as an argumentative
device intended to resolve the problem o f eating idol food discussed throughout 8:1-11:1.
in order to understand the function o f l0:29b-30 in Paul’s argumentation, my research
agenda is laid out in the following manner.
First, following the introductory chapter, the four broader issues where no
consensus exists are discussed in chapter 2 because they in no small measure impact the
understanding o f the two questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30. For example, the view that
Paul intervened in two different ways has led to the partitioning o f chaps. 8 and 10 into
8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 where it is argued Paul allows the eating o f idol food, and 10:1-22
where the same food is denounced, is informed by the content o f 10:29b-30. Because
Paul defends a position of not eating on account o f the weak brother, the view is found
inadequate upon examination o f l0:29b-30 in its contexts.
Second, the examination o f I Cor 10:29b-30 in the larger context o f 8:1-10:22
(chapter 3) and the narrower context o f 10:23-11:1 (chapter 4) suggests a unified
deliberative rhetorical argumentation that characterizes 1 Corinthians. Paul’s
deliberative rhetoric, as those in the classical handbooks o f Greco-Roman rhetoric,
reveals that the two rhetorical questions in l0:29b-30 function in two ways. First, they
are asked to dissuade the “strong” from setting a bad example for the “weak” by
participating in idol feasts. Second, they help to persuade the strong to adopt Paul’s own
behavioral patterns following their wrong use o f knowledge (chap. 8), exercised in the
name o f authority or “rights” (chap. 9), and freedom (chap. 10). Thus, the two questions
asked in the passage belong to one o f the three proofs (irioreic) Paul used to persuade the
strong to consider the weak brother (vss. 29b-33) before his final appeal in 11:1.
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Conclusion
My investigation of the function o f the two rhetorical questions asked in I Cor
10:29b-30 reveals some o f the problems in the interpretation o f 1 Corinthians in general,
and 8:1-11:1, in particular. However, Paul’s use o f the deliberative rhetorical device
provides insights to resolve the problems o f understanding the passage against other
rhetorical species and methods. The device helps to account for I0:29b-30 as Paul’s
means of disarming the strong in their wrong use o f freedom, and his reason for choosing
not to eat idol food because o f his concerns for the weak brother.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem
Throughout 1 Corinthians Paul repeatedly defends the “weak” person. This is
particularly evident in 1 Cor 8 and 10 where he states that his actions have been guided
by the conscience o f the “weak” (1 Cor 8:7-13; 9:22; 10:28c). For Paul, the passionate
concerns o f the other person’s well-being are the raison d ’etre in whether or not he is
free to eat certain food. However, Paul’s two questions asked in 10:29b-30 appear to be
a non sequitur because he seems to reverse his position. In these verses, he appears to be
saying that the brother’s concerns should not determine his actions.
The Greek text reads:
I v a tC yap

f|

eAeuQep ia pou icp Ci/eta i

utto

aM-qc auveLSqaecot;; e i eydi xapi-Ti

petexw, t l pAxta^qpotipai inrep ou eyco euxapiard);1

lThe NTV reads: “For why should my freedom be judged by another’s conscience? If I
take part in the meal with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of something I thank God
for?” Both the NIV and RSV seem to render ivazL. . . KpCvetai as a subjunctive translation in I
Cor 10:29b probably because of vss. 28-29a. However, the translation may not hold because
none of the two questions asked in vss. 29b-30 receives a direct answer, “certainly not to the
second question, which seems difficult to understand in any other way than as rhetorical and
apologetic” (Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, NICNT [Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1987], 487). Fee adds that whenever the interrogative
conjunction LvatC occurs with the present tense, for instance, in Matt 9:4; Luke 13:7; Acts 7:26, it
means “why is this going on?” (Ibid., n. 56). Because Paul seems not to reverse his concern for
1

j
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1

Numerous scholarly efforts have been made to account for the difficult passage.
For example, Johannes Weiss, in his partitive or compositional theory of 1 Corinthians,
went so far as to suggest that 1 Cor 10:29b-30 was either the effort o f an interpolator (as
some regard 11:2-16; 14:34b-36; 15:33b-35) who was reacting to Paul’s restrictive position
o f 10:28c or the rhetorical questions already asked by the “strong” Corinthians that Paul
quoted.1 Although Wolfgang Schrage also concurs that “V 29b 1st wieder sehr schwierig,”
nonetheless, he refuses to accept Weiss’s hypothesis that the questions in the passage are a
secondary interpolation.2 And, even if one tries to avoid the subtleties o f the other
the weak brother of 1 Cor 8:11 in 10:29b, 1prefer to translate the interrogative conjunction as
“for, for what purpose or reason” but never “for why” or “for what right.” Together with vs.
29a, the passage would read as follow: 1 mean not your own conscience but of the other person,
for, for what reason or purpose is my freedom criticized by another person’s conscience? If I
partake with thankfulness, why am I being reviled for that for which I give thanks? Further
justification for my translation is noted on p. 167, n. 2 of this dissertation.
'Johannes Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief EKKNT 5 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1910), 265-266. His view, which set the stage for much of later scholarly
contributions, continues to underscore the fact that there were two groups in the Corinthian
church, viz., the “strong” and the “weak.” The “strong” are believed to have been in opposition
to Paul. In addition, Weiss thinks Paul intervened in two different ways. First, in 1 Cor 10:1-22
the Apostle warned against idolatry, as referred to in 1 Cor 5:9-13. Second, that in 8:1-13 and
10:23-11:1 Paul considered the eating of idol food itself as non-essential (aSiacbopov), that is, as
a category of things which are neither good nor bad (Konrad Weiss, *5ia«|>€pa), ra Sicuftepovra,
5id<bopoc;, aSiti4>opov,” TDNT, 9:62-64; cf. Gal 2:6; 1 Cor 4:3). Elsewhere, J. Weiss’s argues,
somewhat persuasively, that “it is very hard to conceive of them [in this case, 1 Cor 8 and 10:2411:1] from the literary point of view as occurring in a single letter” (Johannes Weiss, The History
o f Primitive Christianity, 2 vols., ed. and trans. Frederick C. Grant [New York: Wilson-Erickson
Press, 1937], 1:329). Other possible reasons for an interpolation are advanced by Robert Jewett,
“The Redaction of 1 Corinthians and the Trajectory of the Pauline School,” JAAR, suppl. 46, no. 4
(1978): 417-418. Jerome Murphy-O’Connor seems to favor the same view because he, as others,
takes the textual statement as a transcription of the way later church leaders attempted to apply
Scripture to their own context (Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, “Interpolations in 1 Corinthians,”
CBQ 48 [1986]: 81-94).
Wolfgang Schrage, Der erste Briefan die Korinlher (I Kor 6,12-11,16), EKKNT 7.2
(Zurich: Benziger Verlag, 1995), 471.
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explanations, there is still a problem in that vss. 29b-30 seem not to make sense with what
precedes and follows. In fact, the passage rather seems to make incoherent Paul’s logic in
argumentation that starts off in 8:1.'
On 1 Cor l0:29b-30, E. B. Alio states that Paul’s explanation looks clear from vs.
29a “but what is less clear is the sense and the objective o f the following two
interrogative statements, Lva. zL yap

kt X,

et ei eyco

kt X.

It is difficult to fix well the

sense, and put them in the context.”2 Likewise, Carl Holladay aptly notes: “The remarks
in verses 29b, 30 are extraordinarily difficult to fit into any coherent interpretation o f the
passage because, if read as they are, they directly controvert Paul’s advice in verses 28, 29a.
. . . Moreover, verse 30 is equally difficult to fit into this scheme.”3
The efforts to account for Paul’s words in this passage have thus caused
considerable debate with a wide range o f interpretations.4 For some, the two questions
'Charles K. Barrett says I Cor 10:29b is “notoriously difficult” (The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, HNTC [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1987], 242). Fee notes that its
difficulty “has created a notorious crux for interpreters” (486). Perhaps, it is one reason Rick
Hordem writes, though not on the issue of 1 Cor 10:29b-30, that: “The apostle Paul has always
been a problem for the church, for theology, and for preaching. If someone says that Paul is not a
problem, then we can probably guess that they have not understood all of Paul" (“Paul as a
Theological Authority,” USQR 33 [1978]: 133; cf. 2 Pet 3:15-16).
2E. B. Alio, Saint Paul: Premiere epitre aux corinthiens (Paris: Librairie Lecoffie, 1956),
249 (my translation).
3Carl Holladay, The First Letter o f Paul to the Corinthians (Austin, TX: Sweet Publishing
Company, 1979), 136.
4Robert Jewett noted three alternative approaches by which scholars search for the
meaning of what Paul is trying to accomplish with the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30,
namely, that: “(I) It is an objection of the ‘strong’ Christian to a renunciation of his freedom
which was inserted either by a later editor or by Paul himself as a sort of rhetorical questions. (2)
It is a warning to the ‘weak7not to take advantage of the strong man’s renunciation of his freedom
by attempting to enslave him or denounce his freedom. (3) Or it is Paul’s explanation of his
advice not to eat in I Cor. 10:28; one should set aside his freedom for the moment lest it come
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asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 are cited by Paul as the objections made by the “"strong”
Christians which he anticipates to the restrictions o f their freedom.1 Others conclude that
Paul directs his two questions in the passage to the “weak” Christians, warning them not to
take advantage o f the strong’s forbearance or renunciation o f freedom.2 Still, there are
those who argue that the two questions asked in vss. 29b-30 are not directed to a particular
group known as the “strong” or “weak.” Rather, the two questions are a part o f the
Corinthians’ assertions to Paul that they were not asking him for advice over the issue o f
eating idol food. And, if there is any disagreement at all concerning idol food, it must be
between Paul and the Corinthians.3
under judgment or denunciation at the hands of the ‘weak’” (Paul's Anthropological Terms: A
Study o f Their Use in Conflict Settings, AGJU 10 [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971], 429; also Barrett,
242-244; Wendell Lee Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth: The Pauline Argument in I Corinthians 8
and 10, SBLDS 68 [Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985], 246-250; Duane F. Watson, “ 1
Corinthians 10:23-11:1 in Light of Greco-Roman Rhetoric: The Role of Rhetorical Questions,”
JBL 108 [1989]: 308-310). Because Fee added the issue of interpolation as advanced by Weiss
he, however, noted five possible accounts of the verses, “none of which is fully satisfactory” (Fee,
486, n. 52). Anthony C. Thiselton gives six possible ways to account for the same text in view
(The First Epistle to the Corinthians: A Commentary on the Greek Text [Grand Rapids, MI:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2000], 788-793).
lSee, for example, Hans Lietzmann, Handbuch zum Neuen Testament: An Korinther I. II,
9 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1931), 52; Claude A Pierce, Conscience in the New Testament, SBT
15 (London: S C M Press, 1955), 77-78. Rudolf Bultmann and C. K. Barrett hold that even
though Paul advises for actions of restraints in eating idol food (1 Cor 10:28), still, the two
questions reinforce vs. 29a that forbearance of eating privileges does not necessarily make one
lose one’s freedom of conscience (Theology o f the New Testament [New York: Scribner, 1951],
218-219; Barrett, 243).
2Wilhelm Bousset, “Der erste Brief an die Korinther,” in Die Schriflen des neuen
Testaments neu ubersetzt undfur die Gegenwart erklart, ed. Wilhelm Bousset and Wilhelm
Heitmuller (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1917), 2:127; James Moffatt, The First Epistle
o f Paul to the Corinthians, MNTC (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1959), 144; Jerome MurphyO’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto (I Cor., viii, 1-13; x, 23-xi,l),” RB 85 (1978): 566-571).
3See, for example, John C. Hurd, The Origin o f 1 Corinthians (London: S. P. C. K.,
1965), 117-125; Conzelmann, I Corinthians: A Commentary on the First Epistle to the
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Statem ent of the Problem
Do Paul’s two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 suggest a reversal o f concern
for the “weak” brother since it is claimed that the content o f the passage makes this
obvious? The problem is, if Paul, in vss. 29b-30, does reverse himself by asking the two
questions, then
we reach the somewhat strange conclusion that Paul appears to have permitted
the Corinthians to continue their current practices concerning idol meat virtually
unchanged, that he had himself eaten such meat when he was in Corinth, and
thus that he accepted to some extent the principles concerning Christian freedom
which they express in their letter. Yet instead o f immediately stating his large
measure o f agreement with the Corinthians, adding only a word or two of
warning as to possible dangers in this matter, Paul devoted the major part of his
reply to vigorous disagreement with them, and only at the close did he give them
permission to behave as in fact they had been behaving.1
And, if he does not reverse himself, again, the two questions asked in the passage appear
Corinthians, trans. James W. Leitch (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), 14; Gordon D. Fee,
“EL5coA.60UTa Once Again: An Interpretation of 1 Corinthians 8-10,” Biblica 61 (1980): 179181; Alex T. Cheung, Idol Food in Corinth: Jewish Background and Pauline Legacy, JSNT, sup.
176 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 85-89, 162. Perhaps, it is one reason Archibald
Robertson and Alfred Plummer hold that the two questions provide further reason for Paul's
injunction to the entire congregation at Corinth not to eat as 1 Cor 10:28c gives additional reasons
for renunciation (Archibald Robertson and Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the First Epistle o f St. Paul to the Corinthians, ICC [Edinburgh: T & T Clark,
1999], 222-223; Ernest Bernard, Saint Paul: Premiere Epitre aux Corinthiens, EBib [Paris:
Gabailda, 1935], 249-251; Willis, 246-247). But, Rollin A. Ramsaran writes that because Paul
mediates between the “weak” and “strong” in hopes of restoring community harmony, therefore,
his two rhetorical questions in 10:29b-30 is a means of encouraging his Corinthian audience to
understand his balanced position over the questions of eating idol foods (Liberating Words:
Paul s Use o f Rhetorical Maxims in I Corinthians 1-10 [Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press
International, 1996], 56-63; Watson, 308-310; Ben Witherington ID, Conflict and Community in
Corinth: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on 1 and 2 Corinthians [Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995], 228). Still, Peter J. Tomson argues that Paul asked the
two questions in 10:29b-30 in the context of his rational application of halakhic principles
regarding what is idol food in doubtful cases (Paul and the Jewish Law: Halakha in the Letters o f
the Apostle to the Gentiles [Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1990], 208-220).
•Hurd, 148.
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incongruous to account for what had been said from 8:1 in general, and at the beginning
of 10:23 in particular.1
Scholars are agreed that apart from 1 Cor l0:29b-30 Paul is defending the
“weak” in chaps. 8 and 10, but there is no consensus regarding a solution to the apparent
reversal of Paul’s words in this passage. And, as will become evident, none o f the
interpretations of l0:29b-30 so far suggested is entirely satisfactory. The important
questions are: Why is Paul asking (or citing) the two questions o f 1 Cor 10:29b-30
without giving an answer? And, what precisely is the purpose or function of this text in
the discussion of eating idol food2 in 8:1-11:1 in general, and in 10:23-11:1 in particular?

Purpose of the Research
The purpose o f this study is to establish whether or not there is a reversal of
concern by Paul for the “weak” in I Cor l0:29b-30. If it is determined that he has
reversed himself, I want to ask, Why? On the other hand, should Paul’s words in these
lAn example of the problem the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 seems to pose is
discussed in Roger L. Omanson, “Acknowledging Paul’s Quotations,” BT 43 (1992):210-2U,
and David Horrell, The Social Ethos o f the Corinthian Correspondence: Interests and Ideology
from I Clement (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996), 147-148.
2Harold S. Songer acknowledges that “in 1 Corinthians 8:1-11:1 Paul deals with one of
the most serious problems in the Corinthian church. The problem itself—the eating of food
sacrificed to idols—no longer exists in American Christianity, but the questions this issue poses
are very much alive. What limits are set for the freedom of one Christian by the immaturity of
another? Is the Pauline statement that ‘if meat makes my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
while the world standeth’ (KJV) to be taken to mean that a Christian should not do anything that
another Christian feels inappropriate? If this be the principle for Christian conduct—‘Do nothing
that offends’—how are the disagreements of Paul with other Christians to be understood?”
(“Problems Arising from the Worship of Idols: I Corinthians 8:1-11:1,” RExp 80 [1983]: 363;
see also David Horrell, “Theological Principle or Christological Praxis? Pauline Ethics in I
Corinthians 8.1-11.1,” JSNT 83 [1997]: 83).
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verses not be a reversal, I want to explain why that is so.

Justification for the Research
The unresolved dilemma in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 calls for further research. Also,
the dilemma is complicated in that there is no consensus on the specific identity o f the
so-called “weak” and “strong” in chaps. 8 and 10.‘ Likewise, how much does the
unresolved debate over the Jewish/Gentile situation and other possible backgrounds
impact on the two questions asked in 10:29b-30? And, in what sense does the
relationship between chaps. 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 impact the understanding o f
the two questions asked in l0:29b-30?2
In addition to wrestling with the apparent reversal in 1 Cor 10:29b-30, it is
important to consider other related issues to the extent they help to understand the major
issue o f this dissertation. These include (1) the perennial debates on the relationship
between Paul’s use o f yvdxju; and dydirn in 8:1-13, (2) the issue o f Paul’s renunciation
'Attempts at reconstructing the instigators of the communication with Paul in 1 Cor 8 and
10 have been a problem to scholars. The question is: Who are the ‘strong’ and the ‘weak’ in this
section of the epistle? For a bibliographical entry on the discussions of the identity of the strong
and the weak in 1 Corinthians, see Khiok-Khng Yeo, Rhetorical Interaction in I Corinthians 8
and 10: A Formal Analysis with Preliminary Suggestionsfo r Chinese, Cross-Cultural
Hermeneutic (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995), 142-155.
2The seeming inconsistency shows up between I Cor 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22. In
the former, Paul’s responses appear to confirm, in theory, the Corinthians’ claims to both yi'&xJ'-C
and 4/Uu0€p La in buying meat sacrificed to idols in the marketplace and in eating such meat in
the homes of their pagan friends or at the pagan temple. However, in the latter, his statement
indicates that he abhors their claims as a reason to participate in idol foods. Thus, it would seem
that Paul is saying two different things in these texts because in 8 and 10:23-11:1, he merely
restrains or limits such claims. But, in 10:1-22, and on the basis of the principles of love for the
weaker Christian brother, Paul not only prohibits the Corinthians’ grounds of eating idol meat at
the pagan temple but also attacks the theoretical basis of the Corinthians’ claims to knowledge and
freedom. See also Conzelmann, 137; Fee, “EL6ci)A.66ura Once Again,” 172-179.
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of eSouoia in 9:1-27 as an example o f the proper use o f freedom for the common good
(aun<t>epov) and on whether chap. 9 is a digression from the subject o f idol food, and (3)
whether Paul’s interpretation o f the OT wilderness events in 10:1-11, and the specific
application made for the Corinthian church in vss. 12-22, play any significant role in the
formation o f his ethical advice. These secondary issues are discussed because they also
provide the basis that led to the two questions asked in vss. 29b-30.

Delimitations
This study focuses on the relevant statements in 1 Cor 8-10 that deal with the
issues that help to explain the apparent reversal of 10:29b-30. This means that the study
does not address all the multifarious problems in 8:1-11:1. The discussion of idol food,
such as found in Acts 15,21, and Rev 2, is studied only as they may contribute to the
thesis of my study. Also, the issue concerning Paul’s advice to both “weak” and “strong”
Christians in Rom 14 and 15 is discussed only to the extent that it helps to clarify 1 Cor 8
and 10, because no matter how one approaches Rom 14 and 15, 1 Cor 8 and 10 do not
reflect a debate over Jewish dietary laws as in these chapters o f Romans.1 Likewise,
there seems to be no direct evidence o f the Corinthian response to Paul’s proposed
solution o f the problem of et6coA66uta except for what can be “possibly” reconstructed
‘Paul discusses the problem of eating food generally in three of his letters: 1 Corinthians,
Galatians, and Romans. In both 1 Cor 8-10 and Rom 14-15 he deals with the issues of eating
meals/foods (meats) between the “strong” and “weak” members but on a different note. For
example, it seems to me that, in the latter, he appeals to the “strong” to bear with the “weak” over
the distinction of clean and unclean meats (cf. Lev 11), or, between a vegetarian and non
vegetarian diet. Whereas, in the former, his chief concern is to warn the “strong” not to mislead
the “weak” by eating meats as a sacred meal of pagans even if the meat served is ‘clean.’
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through a mirror technique in 2 Corinthians and Rom 14:1-15:13.'
Neither will the present study examine all the theories and practice of classical
rhetoric in my attempt to understand the meaning o f the two questions asked in 1 Cor
10:29b-30. I introduce the Greco-Roman rhetorical practice in discussion2 because, as
evident in this investigation, the rhetorical function o f vss. 29b-30, both in its larger and
narrower contexts o f 8:1-11:1, appears to be as those found in the handbooks of Paul ’s
'Another major reason for my assumption rests on the question of identity of the
opponents dealing with different problems in 2 Corinthians and Rom 14:1-15:13 (cf. Galatians)
(C. K. Barrett, “Paul’s Opponents in II Corinthians,” NTS 17 [1971]: 233-254; Jerry L. Sumney,
Identifying Paul’s Opponents: The Question o f Method in 2 Corinthians, JSNT Supplement
Series 40 [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990], 15-120).
2St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430 A.D.) seems to be the first to analyze the eloquence of
the contents of the Scriptures as a Christian teacher. He claims, as other Church Fathers of his
time, that the authors of the Scriptures (and Paul, in particular) attain or surpass classical rhetorical
standards as they combined their wisdom with eloquence (St. Augustine On Christian Doctrine
4.6.9-10; 4.7.11-14). C. Joachim Classen also writes concerning Philip Melanchthon as one of
those that utilized rhetorical theory in their explanations of the Scriptural passages during the
Reformation (“Melanchthon’s First Manual on Rhetorical Categories in Criticism of the Bible,” in
The Passionate Intellect: Essays on the Transformation o f Classical Traditions, RUSCH 7, ed.
Lewis Ayres [London: Transaction Publishers, 1995], 298-302). Further contributions to Paul and
rhetorical theory come from C. G. Wilke (1843) and C. F. G. Heinrici (1887) based on the 1897
Johannes Weiss report in his “Beitrage zur Paulinischen Rhetorik,” Theologische Studien in
Honor o f Bernard Weiss, ed. Casper R. Gregory and A. Hamark et al (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1897), 166. Unfortunately, however, the interest in rhetorical approach to the study
of the Bible did wane for a while.
But, at the beginning of 1970, interest in the use of rhetorical analysis of biblical texts
once again experienced resurgence. This is as a result of James Muilenburg’s Dec. 18, 1968, SBL
presidential address at the University of California, Berkeley, and published as “Form Criticism
and Beyond,” JBL 88 (1969): 1-18. Also, in 1981 Richard N. Soulen correctly noted that “the
field encompassed by rhetorical studies . . . is extensively vast and ancient; it embraces all forms
of human communication and is traceable back to the Rhetoric of Aristotle,” especially for the
interpretation of the persuasive nature of the biblical texts (Handbook o f Biblical Criticism
[Atlanta: John Knox, 1981], 170). And, for an excellent review of an ongoing interest to interpret
the NT following the canons of Greco-Roman rhetoric, see Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and the
New Testament, GBS (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 9-17; R. Meynet, “Histoire de
Tanalyse rhetorique’ en exegese biblique,” Rhetorica 8 (1990): 291-312; Margaret M. Mitchell,
Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation: An Exegetical Investigation o f the Language and
Composition o f I Corinthians (Tubingen: Mohr, 1991).
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time. Likewise, the Greco-Roman rhetorical handbooks helps to understand how Paul
responds to problems such as the eating o f “idol food” in the Corinthian church.
However, the handbooks is examined only to the extend it can help to understand the
meaning o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.

Overview of the Dissertation
Besides the introductory and concluding chapters, the preponderance o f this
dissertation is composed o f three main parts in succession. In chapter 2, I begin with a
review o f the general state of scholarship on 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 noting there are four major
issues that seem to cause scholars to examine over and over again this section in 1
Corinthians. These broader issues where no consensus exist include (1) the
interpretation o f 1 Corinthians and, in particular, the two questions asked in 10:29b-30
that mean different things to different scholars when read against various hypothetical
backgrounds, (2) the relationship between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 that seem to
suggest Paul’s apparent inconsistencies over the problem o f eating idol food, especially,
in view o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30 that stand as an apparent reversal of his
concerns for the weak brother, (3) the specific identity and features o f the “weak” and
“strong” Corinthians for whom the two questions asked in 10:29b-30 are directed, and
(4) who asked the two questions in 10:29b-30: the strong or Paul? These four broader
issues are considered in detail in light o f my investigation o f 10:29b-30.
Murphy-O’Connor, in an article titled “Food and Spiritual Gifts in 1 Cor 8:8,”
insists that “a correct interpretation o f every verse is essential if we are to understand
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not only his [Paul’s] position but that of the Corinthians.” 1 Although one study alone
cannot adequately address every verse in the dynamics o f Paul’s discussions in I Cor 8:111:1, still, Murphy-O’Connor’s appeal is invaluable for two reasons. First, his suggestion
helps to establish a genuine coherence o f not only the three Corinthian chapters in view
but the whole letter in contrast to the partition theories. Second, his suggestion also
helps to be more focused on the problem o f idol food discussed in chaps. 8-10. Too
often the passage is examined without due attention to the unique relationship that binds
together the three chapters as a whole.
Because the three Corinthian chapters are organically connected as indicated in
the literary structure o f 1 Cor 8:1-11:1, they are interpreted sequentially in chapter 3 in
the larger context o f the rhetorical function o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.
That is, the three Corinthian chapters are examined not only to address the issue o f a
supposed reversal o f Paul’s concern for the weak brother but that they are also meant to
call into question the Corinthians’ claims to yvcocnc;, e^oixjLa, and eAeudepog'&eudepicc.
Following the rhetorical method o f interpretation adopted in this study, the two questions
asked in 10:29b-30 are readily understood in light o f Paul’s comments on

in

chap. 8, on eCouoia in chap. 9, and on eAeu0epo<^ eAeu0ep(a in chap. 10. Thus, it is
amazing how the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30 “appropriately complete
the refining pattern and are understandable as restatement (and insistence!) o f the maxim
‘Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, “Food and Spiritual Gifts m 1 Cor 8:8,” CBQ 41 (1979):
292.
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core that Paul is emphasizing throughout” 1chaps. 8-10.2
Because preliminary study demonstrates that Paul made use of rhetoric, in
chapter 4 , 1 analyze the rhetorical structure o f 1 Cor 10:29b-30 in the narrower context o f
10:23-11:1, comparing it with Greco-Roman rhetorical patterns. I decided to follow this
approach for at least two reasons. First, a rhetorical criticism o f 10:23-11:1 can be
demonstrated amidst the larger context o f the issues involved in 8:1-11:1, which probably
consists of either what Paul himself could have misunderstood from the Corinthians’
questions or that which can be reconstructed from his own rejoinders. The procedure is
followed as an example o f how to wrestle with the enigmatic verses of 10:29b-30 which
contain a strategic feature of Paul’s textual rhetoric3 on the situation o f food problems.
Second, when Paul’s questions in 10:29b-30 are rhetorically analyzed, generally, it is
possible to understand better the deliberative nature o f his argument, his use o f proofs
1Ramsaran, 62. Also, Yeo writes that the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 “are
used to invite dialogue and to transform the worldview and behavior of the audience” addressed in
the larger context of chaps. 8-10 (Yeo, 203; see also Robertson and Plummer, 222-223).
2Conzelmann, however, argues that this is not clear because “while it is certainly possible
to see a comprehensive theme in the topic of freedom, yet this is not enough to explain the state of
the text. For in chapter 9 the freedom that is discussed is not the same as in chapter 8. Its sense
cannot be discovered from the connection with chapter 8 but in the first instance only from
chapter 9 itself’ (/ Corinthians, 151).
3Aristotle (ca. 384-322 B.C.) identified three species of rhetoric as judicial, deliberative,
and epideictic. These are the rhetoric of accusation and defense, persuasion and dissuasion, and
praise and blame, respectively (Rhet 1.3.3-4). For details, see George A. Kennedy, The Art o f
Rhetoric in the Roman World: 300 B.C.-A.D. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1974),
7-23; Heinrich Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik: Eine Grundlegung der
Literaturwissenschaft (Munich: Max Heuber, 1973), 1:51-56; Josef Martin, Anlike Rhetoric:
Technik undMethode, Handbuch der Aiteriumswissenschafi 2.3 (Munich: Beck, 1974), 15-210,
and passim. However, because of the conflicting results in the application of several rhetorical
studies on Pauline letters, it is increasingly difficult to posit exactly the rhetorical genre(s) used or
developed by Paul in a given letter or passage. And, for a good summary of this issue, see Mack,
66-73.
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against the Corinthians’ slogans or retorts throughout the Corinthian correspondence.1
Thus, a rhetorical analysis of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 shows that the passage falls into
five parts o f a classical deliberative2 discourse, corresponding roughly to the rrpooipiov
// exordium, proem or introduction in vs. 10:23; trpoSeoLt; //propositio, thesis or the
speaker’s wish in vs. 24; and Suy/Tiais // narratio, narration or statement o f facts in vss.
25-29a that have two parts. Next, in vss. 29b-33 are three irLOteu; // probatio, proofs
which give credence to the two different situations, namely, when ‘one can eat’ and
when ‘one must not eat’ as mentioned by Paul in the above 5nyyT|ai<;. And, in 11:1 Paul
makes his last statement which serves as the erri/loYoc; // peroratio, epilogue or
conclusion, to the entire argument that generates his feelings o f goodwill toward the
Corinthian congregation.3
‘Hans Dieter Betz’s valuable work on Paul’s letter to the Galatians exhibits a similar
composition which launched numerous studies that have appeared in recent years, especially in
NT, using the tools of rhetoric to analyze and interpret the Bible (“The Literary Composition and
Function of Paul’s Letters to the Galatians,” NTS 21 [1975]: 353-379; idem, Galatians: A
Commentary on Paul's Letter to the Churches in Galatia, Hermenia Series [Philadelphia, PA:
Fortress Press, 1979]). See also Lorin L. Cranford, “A Rhetorical Reading of Galatians,” SWJT
37 (1994): 4-10.
2This study follows Aristotle’s major divisions of a speech into four parts, namely, i) the
introduction, if) the thesis, iii) the proof section, and iv) the conclusion {Rhet 3.13.2.4; [idem]
Rhet ad Her 1.3.4; 2.1.2; 3.9.16). Because Aristotle’s work even did not go unmodified by other
theorists it does, however, add a part named ‘statement of facts’ (5i.qYTlOL9) developed and
adapted by Cicero and Quintilian as heirs of Greco-Roman rhetoric. On one hand, Cicero breaks
down the structure of a speech into six parts, namely, the introduction, statement of facts, proof
section, refutation, and conclusion {Part Ora 1.4; 8.27; Top 26.97-98; De Irrv 1.14.19, De Ora
1.31.143; 2.19.80; 2.76.307) and, on the other, Quintilian proposes five parts in the arrangement
of a speech, namely, i) the introduction, statement of facts, proof section, refutation, and
conclusion {Inst 3.9.1-5; 4.3.15).
3My proposed compositional analysis of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 is not confirmatory but rather
an attempt to further the understanding, especially, of the context of Paul’s two questions asked in
10:29b-30. The reason is not only because the two questions asked appear to contradict Paul’s
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My goal is to demonstrate, in the words of Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, that:
“Rhetoric seeks to persuade and to motivate people to act right. Rhetoric seeks to
instigate a change o f attitudes and motivations, it strives to persuade, to teach and to
engage the hearer/reader by eliciting reactions, emotions, convictions, and
identifications. The evaluative criterion for rhetoric is not aesthetic, but praxis.” 1 Hence,
I will be guided by the grammar o f persuasive communication found in the classical
handbooks of Greco-Roman rhetoric so as to come to grips, most especially, with the
interpretation o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30. And, on the basis o f my research
findings, I provide a summary and hope to draw conclusions for this study.
lengthy treatment of “food sacrificed to idols,” at the beginning of 8:1, but that it seems to break
the camel's back for the entire problem Paul wrests with throughout 1 Corinthians and, especially,
in 8:1-11:1. However, this study only seeks to apply the sample of what is often taken as
Aristotle’s rhetorical layout in the quest for the interpretation and understanding of what Paul
seems to be saying in 10:23-11:1. Again, it is important to know that “ancient rhetorical theory”
is an inexact concept as there seems to be no uniform set of dogmata in antiquity as it is even
among the modem scholars using the method. Perhaps, it is the chief reason for the differences
that exist in the arrangement or in the rhetorical layout between a tradition of philosophical
rhetoric that was less concerned with the speaker, and a sophistic tradition that placed greater
emphasis on the speaker himself (George A. Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and Its Christian and
Secular Traditionfrom Ancient to Modem Times [Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina,
1980], 16-17; R. Dean Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul, BET 18 [Kampen: Kok
Pharos, 1996], 252).
'Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, “Rhetorical Situation and Historical Reconstruction in 1
Corinthians,” New Testament Studies 33 (1987): 387.
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CHAPTER II

FOUR BROADER ISSUES OF 1 COR 8 AND 10 IN SCHOLARSHIP
Four Broader Issues of 1 C or 8 and 10
Because scholars offer different explanations on the problem o f eating
ei8GjAo0uTa “food sacrificed to idols” in 1 Cor 8-101and, in particular, on the two
questions asked in l0:29b-30, it is important to examine some o f the issues2 which seem
'Besides the various commentaries, William T. Sawyer’s unpublished dissertation in 1968
is the first major contribution to the current scholarly debate over the question of idol food in 1
Cor 8-10. At that time, Sawyer overtly states in his dissertation that, to his knowledge, “no one
has offered a comprehensive study of the question of meat offered to idols at Corinth, and at the
same time related this problem to the total context of Paul’s ministry” (“The Problem of Meat
Sacrificed to Idols in the Corinthian Church” [Th.D. diss., Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
1968], 4; see also Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 2). But, at present, the reverse is the case due to
the result of flowering contributions of such scholars as John C. Hurd, Gordon D. Fee, Richard
Horsley, and J. Murphy-O’Connor, to mention a few, especially, in view of the other related
issues discussed in 1 Corinthians. Likewise, a bibliographical list that suggests other interpretive
methods or approaches of addressing the problems of idol food in 1 Cor 8-10 are in Yeo, 5-14;
Derek Newton, Deity and Diet: The Dilemma o f Sacrificial Food at Corinth, JSNT Sup. 169
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 25-35; Cheung, 17, n. 4; Duane F. Watson and Alan
J. Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism o f the Bible: A Comprehensive Bibliography with Notes on
History and Method, BIS (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994), 190-192.
2Tomson identifies and evaluates four possible explanations offered by scholars to the
difficulty of understanding the questions over the eating of 6L8o)A.60ura in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1. First,
it is held that Paul himself creates the difficulty because at the one point in the passage Paul
prohibits idol food but allows the same in the other, hence the contradiction is fundamental.
Second, because it is claimed that Paul expresses himself unclearly on the matter; there can be no
satisfactory solution to the issues addressed in the passage. Third, it is argued that Paul is
addressing two different situations or circumstances because 8:1-10:22 concerns with idol food
during actual participation in cult meals (cf 8:10,10:21), whereas 10:25-28 deals with the
participation in the non-cultic meals. Fourth, it is further claimed that as 1 Cor 10:25-29 stands
Paid, therefore, “defines what is idol food in doubtfid cases” (cf. Deut 22:1-4) as reflected in
Rabbinic halakha (206-208). Fee also writes that the different interpretations cannot be avoided
15
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to underlie the trend. This is necessary because, in most cases, a scholar’s interpretation
o f the two questions asked in vss. 29b-30 is often informed by the conclusion drawn on
(1) the hypothetical backgrounds o f chaps. 8 and 10, (2) the relationship between 8:1-13
+ 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22, (3) the identity o f the “weak” and “strong,” and (4) who asked
the two questions in 10:29b-30?' While these four issues are discussed in this chapter,
the significance o f the discussion is developed in chapters 3 and 4.
The first issue concerns the various hypothetical backgrounds advanced in
scholarship that allegedly inform the interpretation of 1 Cor 8 and 10. A scholar’s
assessment of the situation at Corinth is critical to the nature of the conclusion reached in
the discussion o f food sacrificed to idols in 8:1-11:1. For instance, a ‘mirror reading’2 o f
the situation at Corinth has led scholars for years to treat the meanings o f 6t5cjA.o0iJta in
8:10 and €t5coA.oXatptac in 10:14 as mutually exclusive. It is as if in 10:1-22 Paul
because “not everyone is agreed on the exact nature of the problem and of Paul’s response” (The
First Epistle to the Corinthians, 358-360; idem, “Ei8coA.o0UTa Once Again,” 172-179).
'The four broader issues also account for the different interpretations of other problems
Paul addresses in 1 Corinthians. However, while some interpreters of I Cor 8-10 examine the
passage without a satisfactory explanation to Paul’s arguments, others do not consider the broader
issues before a detailed exegesis arguing that the case is too complex to enumerate or unnecessary
in the discussion of the passage. For me, neither approach is adequate in the study of 1
Corinthians and, especially, in view of the hypothesis advanced by scholars that continue to add to
the difficulty of understanding the two questions asked in I Cor 10:29b-30.
2'Mirror reading’ is taking a written statement to account for the position of the other
person on an issue. Such is the case with the two questions asked in 1 Cor L0:29b-30 as discussed
in this dissertation. For example, scholars 'mirror read’ the two questions asked in the passage to
mean that Paul warns the “weak” as he sides with “strong” on the right/freedom to eat idol food.
But, there are difficulties with such reading. See, for example, the pitfalls of a 'mirror reading’ on
Paul’s responses to the ‘charges’ from his opponents in Galatians (George Lyons, Pauline
Autobiography on Paul "s Life: Toward a New Understanding, SBLDS 73 [Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1985], 96-97).
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rigorously condemns idolatry but refuses to do so in the adjacent paragraphs that connect
with the questions over the eating o f idol food in the letter. But, the preliminary
investigation indicates that most o f the background reconstructions on 1 Corinthians in
general lack the necessary evidence to sustain the kind o f conclusions reached on 10:29b30.1
The second issue is that scholars are divided on the relationship between 8:1-13 +
10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 that gives rise to the partition theories. The latter passage is
usually considered to be earlier because it is stricter and, therefore, belongs to the
“previous letter” (5:9). The former two passages are taken altogether as a unit and part
o f another letter that actually answer the question of meat or food sacrificed to idols from
Corinth. Thus, scholars have been led to conclude that because the two questions asked
in l0:29b-30 are in the immediate context o f 10:23-11:1, the pericope belongs to chap. 8
where the eating of idol food is a matter o f indifference to Paul.
The third issue concerns the specific identity and features o f the “weak” and
“strong.” For instance, who or what is the “weak” brother refers to in I Cor 8:11? And,
who or what precisely is the “strong” (cf. Rom 15:1) in the discussion o f food offered to
idols that led to the two questions asked in 10:29b-30? Finally, in the fourth issue,
scholars are divided over whether the two questions asked in l0:29b-30 are Paul’s own
sentiments, or those o f the “strong.” These broader issues do overlap at different points
but in this dissertation, as much as possible, they will be handled under four headings.

|

‘Hurd, 124-131; John C. Brunt, “Paul’s Attitude Toward and Treatment of Problems
Involving Dietary Practice: A Case Study in Pauline Ethics” (PhD. diss., Emory University,
1978), 113-115.
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Issue 1: The Hypothetical Backgrounds o f 1 Cor 8 and 10
The Jewish/Gentile Situation
Since the time of Ferdinand C. Baur o f the Tubingen school in 1831, scholars
have tended to define the “parties” mentioned in 1 Cor 1:12 in the setting o f a
Jewish/Gentile (Peter/Christ vs. Paul/Apollos) conflicts in the church.1 Thus, Baur’s
reconstruction o f the Jewish/Gentile situation,2 for example, opens the door for most
scholars to make a deliberate attempt in treating eLSooiolatpia (10:14) separate from
6 L 5 a)A .o 0 u ta

(8:10) with less attention paid to the contextual framework in which Paul

argues. The basic claim is that the former displays Paul’s Jewish hostility to idolatry in
10:1-22 (even though Paul is still very un-Jewish for some) and the latter explains Paul’s
ethical perspective o f Christian freedom, especially, the freedom mentioned in the
context o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.3
'Ferdinand C. Baur, “Die Christus Partei in derkorinthischen Gemeinde,” TZT 5 (1831):
61-206; idem, Paid the Aposde ofJesus Christ: His Life and Work,His Epistles, and His
Doctrines, trans. Allan Menzies (Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate, 1873), 1:269-276; idem, The
Church History o f the First Three Centuries, trans. Allan Menzies (Edinburgh: Williams and
Norgate, 1878), 1:61-63. Cf. Albert Schweitzer, Paid and His Interpreters: A Critical History
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1951), 12-21.
2For example, Sawyer argues that “Cepha’s [Peter’s] group are described in 1 Corinthians
8-10 as being weaker brothers. The other three parties cannot be distinguished with clarity”
(Sawyer, 141). This argument is, however, informed by Baur’s conclusion on the Jewish/Gentile
situation in the early church.
3For example, Walter Schmithals argues that in 1 Cor 10:1-22 Paul deals with the issue of
6L5cjA.oAxcTpta (the actual worship of idols) that belongs to Letter A, whereas 8:1-9,23 + 10:2311:1 deal writh €l5coA.66ut(£ (the meat sold in the marketplace) and belong to letter B where the
Corinthians are merely “asking Paul for information on this point” (Gnosticism in Corinth: An
Investigation o f the Letters to the Corinthians, trans. John E. Steed [Nashville, TN: Abingdon
Press, 1971], 227). Thus, it is possible for Brunt to argue that Paul’s attitude to the issue of idol
food is different from his treatment of it because his “treatment of the issue also reveals something
of the kinds of concerns he had for believers. While he does not worry about what they eat, there
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For instance, in 1910 Johannes Weiss, whose insight continues to provoke and
shape much o f the subsequent debates in 1 Corinthians, argues that Paul intervenes in
two different ways on the questions over the eating o f idol foods in Corinth because o f
his dual background experiences. In fact, Weiss’s claim also informs the arguments
developed further in the discussion o f the second issue o f this chapter. First, that his
Jewish background made him to attack idolatry in 10:1-22 which originally was part of
the “previous letter” (5:9). Second, that 8 and 10:23-11:1 reflect Paul’s latter ethical
perspective on the motif o f freedom derived from his Hellenistic background or
environment—where the eating o f idol meals is morally indifferent (adiaphoron).1 C. K.
Barrett also concurs in that he views the main problem in Corinth between the Jewish
Christians who abstained from idol meat and the Gentile converts who ate on the basis o f
knowledge (yvcoaic;) of the non-existence o f idols.2 Unfortunately, however, 1
Corinthians presents no evidence to justify either claim.
Moreover, in the quest to account for the origin of Paul’s discussion o f idol food
are dangers that face the believers which do concern him . . . to actually participate in the pagan
cult and share with the demons is incompatible with the faith in Christ. Thus a sharp distinction
must be drawn between idol meat [eidtoAoQvra] and idolatry [€i5a)A.otarcp ia]” (118-119).
Again, Fee’s argument is that Paul combats with the “knowing” Corinthians in 1 Cor 8:1-13-10:22
against the eating of idol food but “this is scarcely so with 10,23-11:1. Although set in the context
of edification and loving concern for ‘the other person,’ here Paul simply gives advice. There is
no attack, and very little of the urgency one feels throughout 8,1-10,22” (“EiSooAoOirca Once
Again,” 176-177). Likewise, Joop F. M. Smit describes Paul’s approach to this problem in two
ways by suggesting that “in 8:1-3 and 8:7-9:27 Paul argues at a social level
in 8:4-6 and
10:1-22 he argues at the theological level” (‘“ Do Not Be Idolaters:’ Paul’s Rhetoric in First
Corinthians 10:1-22,” NovT 39 [1997]: 42).
'Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, xl-xliii, 264; idem, The History o f Primitive
Christianity, 1:326-327.
2C. K. Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to Idols,” in Essays on Paul (Philadelphia, PA:
Westminster Press, 1982), 54-56.
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in 1 Cor 8-10, Hurd contends that the problem is the third o f the “three prohibitions as
the contents o f the Previous Letter”1that the Corinthians objected. Following his review
of scholarly claims (which Hurd grades as negative and positive theories)2 o f omission of
the Apostolic Council decision (Acts 15) in Paul’s discussion on idol meat in chaps. 810, Hurd’s concludes that there are two reasons for the omission. First, he states that it is
because the Apostolic decision was not part o f Paul’s original preaching in Corinth.
Second, that after the promulgation o f the Apostolic Decree that “later Paul adopted
them and sent them to the Corinthians, not because they represented a logical
development in his ethical principles, but, on the contrary, because they represented a
compromise into which he had entered with a position quite different from his own.”3
Hurd’s claim is that Paul’s stand is an uncomfortable compromise with the
Jerusalem leadership into which he entered only for the purpose o f the legitimization o f
his mission to the Gentiles. Thus, his suggestion makes the question o f idol food
prohibition as a new development and a latter part o f the dietary laws Paul rejects in his
mission work among the Gentiles. This ideological explanation o f Paul’s position on
idol food probably led Paul D. Gardner to suggest that the term eiScdAoOuTa “was
‘Hurd, 226.
2Ibid., 254-259.
3Ibid., 261; Sawyer, 35-37. Again, Pierce writes that Paul “recognizes that it is useless to
appeal to any pronouncement of authority. He had probably laid down the Jerusalem regulations
at the outset of his Corinthian ministry: the present trouble would then have arisen partly from the
Corinthians’ defiance of them in the name of gnosis” (76; Lawrence W. Knox, Sl Paul and the
Church o f Jerusalem [Cambridge: University Press, 1925], 234, 236; Weiss, Der erste
Korintherbrief 213; Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to Idols,” 50-54; Thomas W. Manson, Studies in
the Gospels and Epistles, ed. Matthew Black [Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1962],
187-200).
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actually coined around the time o f the Jerusalem Council and was o f Christian origin.” 1
However, Hurd’s conclusion is difficult to establish either in Acts or 1 Corinthians.
Although the problem o f the Decree in Acts is much debated, still, there is no
indication that the versions o f the Apostolic Decree (Acts 15:20, 29; 21:25)2 suggest that
idol food prohibition is a new development that started with the early Church. What both
Acts and 1 Corinthians seem to indicate is that idolatry and idol food are inseparable
because the meat problem was specifically one o f pollution with idols that poses a great
danger and challenge to the early Church.3 Thus, it would be difficult to substantiate the
claim that Paul singularly vitiates the problem o f idol food as Hurd imagines.4 Perhaps,
this seems to inform Witherington’s assessment of the difficulties scholars face in the
interpretation o f 1 Cor 8-10 and the Apostolic Decree in Acts 15 on idol food. According
to Witherington:
‘Paul D. Gardner, The Gifts o f God and the Authentication o f a Christian: An Exegetical
Study o f I Corinthians 8-11:1 (New York: University Press of America, 1994), 15. He also refers
to 4 Macc 5:2 and Sib 2:95 as “the only possible pre-Christian uses of the word” (16).
21here is neither a serious textual problems with dA.LOYTmata)v twv eLdtoAxov in Acts
15:20 nor with what seems to be an interpretation by the substitution of aA.Loyiipdta for
tiScoXoOura in vs. 29. See, for example, Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the
Greek New Testament (New York: United Bible Societies, 1971), 429-434.
3This is evident in the archaeology of Roman Corinth that reveals the religious practices
of the Greco-Roman world. For example, see Peter D. Gooch, Dangerous Food: I Corinthians
8-10 in Its Context, SCJ 5 (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1993), viii-xvi, 146.
^Moreover, there is the possibility that even the audience in 1 Corinthians may know
nothing of the so-called Apostolic Decree since there is no evidence that they accept from Paul
any of its regulatory verdicts. W. D. Davies gives three reasons for all this (Paul and Rabbinic
Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in Pauline Theology [London: S. P. C. K_, 1970], 119). Also,
see Hans-Joseph Klauck, Herrenmahl und hellenistischer Kult: Eine religionsgeschichtliche
Untersuchung zum ersten Korintherbrief Neutestamentliche Abhandlungen, neue Folge 15, ed. J.
von Gnilka (Munster: Aschendorff, 1982), 279-280.
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et5ci)A.o0uTa in all its 1st century AD occurrences means an animal sacrificed
in the presence o f an idol and eaten in the temple precincts. It does not refer
to a sacrifice which has come from the temple and is eaten elsewhere, for
which the Christian sources rather use the term iepoOutov. In fact in all the
first century AD references the association of ei5coA.o0uTov specifically with
the temples and eating seems vety likely and is made clear by the context
o f these references in one way or another.1
However, following a thorough examination o f the primary sources, Cheung’s
conclusion is that it is extremely unlikely that there was a competing interpretation
between Paul and the orthodox Christians o f the first century Christianity on idol food
prohibition, or that Paul represents the sole voice that disagreed with the Apostolic
Council in Jerusalem.2 What is clear is that the problem o f idol food is not different
from the danger idolatry poses because “our sources reveal that a distinction was
generally made between Jewish dietary laws and the idol food prohibition. This gives us
reason to believe that Paul indeed treated the two issues differently and substantiates our
contention that Paul’s rejection o f Jewish food laws does not imply that he condoned
eating idol food.”3 That is, Paul’s rejection o f the kosher laws (cf. Gal 2) is not to be
taken to mean his compromise on the idol food prohibition of the Apostolic Decision
(Acts 15). To be sure, Paul’s position on idol food is completely different from the
problems involving dietary practices that tend to disrupt the unity in the fellowship o f
Jews and Gentiles. And, failure to note this distinction contributes to the ideological
interpretation of Paul’s position on idol food in 1 Cor 8 and 10, especially, in light o f the
lBen Witherington HI, “Not So Idle Thoughts about EIDOLOTHUTON,” TynB 44
(1993): 240, 254, italics his.
2Cheung, 165-295.
3Ibi<L, 279.
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two questions asked in 10:29b-30.‘
Next, Sawyer’s conclusion on the problem of meat sacrificed to idols in 1 Cor 810 is also viewed against the background that “this seemingly unimportant controversy at
Corinth was understood by Paul to be related to a larger issue, the growing rift between
the Jewish and Gentile wings o f the Church.”2 And, following Barrett’s claim that the
problem of ei5(i)A.60um was introduced by the ‘Peter group’ into the church,3 Sawyer
looks into some details o f Jewish dietary regulations and customs believed to be derived
from the OT and rabbinic literature. He argues that a Jew is forbidden to eat meat for a
number of reasons that include improper slaughtering, or because an animal is ‘unclean’
by itself and, especially, if that animal is “slaughtered by an idolater or used for
'See, for example, Hans von Soden, “Sakrament und Ethik bei Paulus: Zur Frage der
literarischen und theologischen Einheitlichkeit von 1 K.or. 8-10,” in Urchrististentum und
Gesammehe Aufsdtze und Vorirage, ed. Hans von Campenhausen (Tubingen: Mohr-Siebeck,
1956), 1:239-275. Also, Murphy-O’Connor opens his article on “Freedom or the Ghetto” stating
that “the problem of the legitimacy of eating meat which had formed part of pagan sacrifices is, in
itself, of very limited interest. Yet, Paul’s treatment is of perennial value because he saw that
fundamental principles were involved. The way in which the issue was raised forced him to deal
with such basic questions as the nature of Christian freedom, the place of the believer in a nonChristian society, and the education of conscience” (“Freedom or the Ghetto [1 Cor., viii, 1-13; x,
2 3-xi, 1],” 543; see also Brunt, 311-316; idem, “Rejected, Ignored, or Misunderstood? The Fate
of Paul’s Approach to the Problem of Food Offered to Idols in Early Christianity,” NTS 31
[1985]: 113-124).
2Sawyer, 260. However, Willis’s detailed examination into the Hellenistic meals in his
study of 1 Cor 8-10 may seem to balance the neglect it suffers in Sawyer’s research even though
Willis himself also pays less attention into the Jewish background material on the issue (Willis, 764).
3In fact, Barrett states that “the problem of ei5coA.60ura would seldom arise, and
possibly would never have arisen in a Gentile Church like that of Corinth if Jewish Christians (the
Cephas group, perhaps) had not raised i t
in matter of ei.6coA.d0wa (to mention no others)
Paul was not a practising Jew. In Corinth, and not here only, Paul had to walk the tightrope
between the legalism of Jewish Christianity and the false liberalism of gnostic rationalism. That
he was able to do this is one of the clearest marks of his greatness” (Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to
Idols,” 49-50,56).
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idolatrous purposes.” 1 Thus, for the Jews, ei5G)A.60uca refers to all meat that is
sacrificed to idols regardless o f where such meat is eaten (cf. 10:25 and 27).
Sawyer holds that Paul dealt with the problem o f meat sacrificed to idols by
mediating between the concern for idolatry by the ‘weak’ (Jewish Christians) and the
freedom of the ‘strong’ (Gentile Christians) to eat all meat. This is because “the
identification of eating meat sacrificed to idols with idolatry itself was made in latter
centuries, but not by Paul himself,” therefore, this “explains why the question is not
whether one should eat or refrain, but for Paul it is a matter o f where one ate and drank,
and under what conditions.”2 Sawyer claims that it is not surprising that Paul as an
apostle to the Gentiles is on the side o f the strong as “most o f 1 Cor. 8:1-11:1 constitutes
a reply to the questions of the Corinthians which represented basically the position o f the
‘strong.’”3 However, Sawyer’s thesis raises some problems.
First, Sawyer’s emphasis on the Jewish background at the neglect of the
Hellenistic background material cannot satisfactorily account for the problem of yvcooLc;
in 1 Cor 8:7 that Paul states is not in everyone. If the ‘weak’ are the Jewish Christians,
what ‘knowledge’ of God does a ‘strong’ Gentile Christian have that the weak Jewish
brother does not have? Second, there is no indication in chaps. 8-10 that Paul confronts
the Jewish dietary regulations in the discussion of el5a)Ao0ura which Sawyer looks for
throughout his dissertation in the hope to justify his claim that Paul sides with the
'Sawyer, 13, n. 15.
2Ibid., 165-166, emphasis his; Fee, “Ei6coA.o0t)Ta Once Again,” 182; Robertson and
Plummer, 171.
3Sawyer, 173, n. 36. Cf. Rom 15:1.
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‘strong’ in 10:29b-30.‘ Therefore, Sawyer’s Jewish background reconstruction o f the
problem o f meat sacrificed to idols in chaps. 8 and 10 is also inadequate to account for
the problem Paul confronts in the passage.

The Influence of Gnosticism
There were scholars who later became dissatisfied with Baur’s thesis that Paul
developed his position in complete opposition to that o f the primitive Church. Frederic
Godet, for example, observes that because the Corinthian situation indicates the
influence o f some elements o f gnosticism among Paul’s opponents, therefore, it is
difficult to ascertain precisely the common element that held together the so-called
Peter/Christ party in opposition to a party o f Paul/Apollos. And, even though Godet sees
the Peter party as Judaizers, still, he contends that “nothing authorizes us to ascribe to
Peter a conception o f the Gospel opposed to that o f Paul.”2 For him, the Peter party
concedes the liberty o f believers as Paul unlike the Christ party that denies such liberty.
There is even the likelihood that “the name o f Christ, in the title which these persons
took, those o f Christ, would be formulated, not only in opposition to the name o f the
apostles, but even to that o f Jesus.”3
Thus, Wilhelm D. Lutgert finds Paul’s opponents at Corinth as the Christ party
'Ibid., 190.
Frederic Godet, Commentary on St Paul’s First Epistle to the Corinthians, trans. A.
Cusin (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1890), 72. Of course, Godet himself allows for the existence of
four separate groups in 1 Cor 1:12, otherwise, he thinks Paul could not have spent so much time
and space discussing the subject in I Cor 1-4 (ibid., 68, 33-79).
3Ibid., 77, emphasis his.
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with the antinomian gnostic, hyper-pneumatic tendencies. He criticizes Baur who earlier
claimed that the Christ party is o f the nomistic Jewish stock that opposed Paul. For
Lutgert, the Christ party is a hyper-Paulinist and Gnostic group that stood in opposition to
all Paul taught in Corinth (cf. 1 Cor 1-4).1 He connects the pneumatic group as the party
that distorted the original gospel o f freedom that Paul preached but which had been
radically affected by their gnostic teachings (cf. 2 Cor 11:4). Hence, Paul’s letters to the
Corinthians give no indication o f Judaizing problems as Baur alleges. Rather, Lutgert
argues by pointing to 2 Cor 10:7 that the Corinthians were against Paul because he failed
to demonstrate power and the spirit o f a gnostic.2
However, the weakness to Lutgert’s hypothesis is that his elaborate explanation
o f the Christ party as a hyper-Paulinist and Gnostic group is difficult to accept for one
group only mentioned in a verse. Besides, he fails to relate his argument to the problems
o f idol food in chaps. 8-10. This seems to be the reason he became so preoccupied with
2 Cor 10-13 to establish a case for the group even though his reference to 2 Cor 10:7 is
still a conjecture. Although the issue o f gnosticism before the second century has been
raised, Barrett’s attempt to identify some characteristics of the yvtootc in the first
century Corinth only suggests its incipient development That yvcoou; (I) was
1Wilhelm D. Lugert, Freiheitspredigt und Schwarmgeisier in Korinth: Ein Beitragzur
Charakterislik der Christus partei (Guttersloh: C. Bertelsmann, 1908), 89-95.
2Ibid., 51-69, 162. Adolf Schlatter, having built on Lutgert’s hypothesis, however, argues
for the gnostic teaching of a Palestinian Judaism that is made up of a Christ party who newly
arrived in Corinth from Peter in Jerusalem. Schlatter also indicated that the group derives its own
theology by the appeal to Christ that is neither of a Pauline or Peterine but rather of a Jewish
“wisdom” ideas dressed in Hellenistic syncreticism (The Church in the New Testament Period, tr.
Paul P. Levertoff [London: S. P. C. K., 1955], 173-190).
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essentially practical [1 Cor 6:13; 8:1-13], (2) held a rationalistic claim o f monotheism
[8:4-6; 10:19], (3) was strictly dualistic not only with food, but also with immorality [5:113; 6:13; 15:32], and (4) as a rational dualism led to moral indifference (10:29).'
Again, the interpretation o f 1 Corinthians has been greatly conditioned by the
supposed hellenistic/gnostic hypothesis in the quest for the background thought o f Paul.
For instance, Richard Reitzenstein, a member o f the religions-geschichtliche Schule,
claims that the influence of gnosticism is already at work in Paul with his opponents in
Corinth who are the enthusiasts as himself. In the attempt to remove Paul from his
Jewish background, Reitzenstein argues that the words irvguparLKOQ, yvcoaic;, and rrveupa
that feature in Paul’s individual passages are derived from the mysteries o f the hellenistic
'Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to Idols,” 54-55. Although Robert Wilson warns against
reading too much of the second century full-blown Gnosticism into the Corinthian situation, still,
he also notes various motifs in the letter that are gnostic in outlook, viz: schism, ascetic sexual
practices, libertine behaviors, the ideas of ao<t>i& and yvcoois, contrast between m'eupatiKOL—
\|ruxiKOL, abuse of the Lord’s Supper, realized eschatology, denial of resurrection, among others,
that he describes as “what A. D. Nock called ‘a gnostic way of thinking”’ (“How Gnostic Were
the Corinthians,” NTS 19 [1972], 70, 65-74; idem, The Gnostic Problem: A Study o f the Relations
Between Hellenistic Judaism and the Gnostic Heresy [London: A. R. Mowbray, 1958], 78-85).
Again, Robert Grant tries to establish a connection between the “wisdom” of the Corinthians with
the philosophy of Stoicism both of which seem to impact the position of the “strong” in 1 Cor 810 over the question of eating ei5coA.o0irra (“The Wisdom of the Corinthians,” in The Joy o f
Study: Papers on New Testament and Related Subjects Presented to Honor Frederick Clifton
Grant, ed. Sherman E. Johnson [New York: Macmillan Company, 1951], 51-54; idem, “The
Earliest Christian Gnosticism,” Church History 22 [1953]: 81-89; idem, A Historical
Introduction to the New Testament [New York: Harper & Row, 1963], 204-206). Likewise, W.
Larry Richards provides insight into Paul’s refutation of the gnostic denial of gender distinction
(“How Does a Woman Prophesy and Keep Silence at the Same Time?” in Women in Ministry:
Biblical & Historical Perspectives, ed. Nancy Vyhmeister [Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Press, 1998], 313-333). Edwin M. Yamauchi is but one representative of scholars that
doubt of any pre-Christian Gnosticism because of a lack of ‘strong’ evidence to prove above
postulations {Pre-Christian Gnosticism: A Survey o f Proposed Evidences [Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1983]). However, it seems to me the gnostic teachings and
practices are so replete in 1 Corinthians and in other primary Gnostic materials that they account
for other brazen behaviors of the Corinthians that Paul refers, for instance, in 1 Cor 8:10; 10:23;
cf. 5:1-13. See also William W. Combs, “Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and New Testament
Interpretation,” GTJ 8 (1987): 195-212.
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religions.1 He claims that based on 1 Cor 2:14 that Paul as a irveuiiarucoc; had a
“mystical connection with Christ,” and this is what eautcp Xp l o t o u elvai means in 2
Cor 10:7. That is, to be Christ’s is not to belong to a ‘Christ party’ which, as
Reitzenstein argues, is “added under the demand o f rhetoric.”2 Thus, for Reitzenstein,
the key difference between Paul’s yvcook; and that o f the Corinthians’ is that because of
the Cross a spiritual or mature man (rrvevjpaTLKoc) balances his own knowledge with love
(8:1 ).3

Therefore, Reitzenstein’s gnostic hypothesis is another attempt to provide a
hellenistic background material o f the Corinthian situation. For instance, it is possible to
view the two questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30 in the gnostic spirit o f the time, that is,
as an objection to Paul’s appeal on behalf o f the weak (8:11). Schmithals also holds that
Gnosticism provides the context for I Corinthians although he denies it arose from
Palestinian Judaism as Bultmann holds.4 He argues that what Paul addresses in 8:1
following is “against the unbiblical yvcooic;, which is lacking in aydtrn, since it does not
seek to awaken and order the will o f man, but through knowledge excuses man from all
lRichard Reitzenstein, Hellenistic Mystery-Religions: Their Basic Ideas and Significance,
PTMS, trans. John E. Steely (Pittsburgh, PA: Pickwick Press, 1978), 73-75. See also Wilhelm
Bousset, Kyrios Christos (Gottingen: Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht, 1921), 92-96.
2Reitzenstein, 427.
3Ibid., 381,494-496. Again, Reitzenstein"s Hellenism/Gnosticism hypothesis made him
regard 1 Cor 10:3-4 as “an obvious transfer of Old Testament ideas into the perspective of the
mysteries” (416).
4Bultmann maintains that Gnosticism arose in Hellenism; he believes it “penetrated into
the Christian congregations mostly through the medium of a Hellenistic Judaism that was itself in
the grip of syncreticism" (1:171).
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responsible willing.”1
Nonetheless, Reitzenstein’s gnostic reconstruction as a background factor in the
interpretation of chaps. 8 and 10 raises other problems. For example, he claims that “in
the use of the technical term Paul is in full agreement with Hellenistic mysticism” in the
way he connects the irony o f Paul’s use of

yvcoolc;

in 8:1 as “the idea o f the graduated

vision in the mysteries.”2 Similar imposition o f a technical mystery-religious idea is also
forced on 10:3-4 which Reitzenstein regards as an “an obvious transfer o f Old Testament
ideas into the perspective of the mysteries.”3 The implication of this is that the magical
sacred meals (theophagy) in the hellenistic mystery cults are often sought for as a
necessary background for scholars who adopt a “sacramental” view in the interpretation
of chaps. 8 and 10. And, it is against this background most interpreters claim Paul warns
the Corinthian Gnostics against sacramentalism: “therefore, let anyone who thinks he
lSchmithals, 146. However, Schmithals criticizes Reitzenstein for finding his concept of
“Gnosis” only in the mystery cults because, for Schmithals, y v c S o u ; is a terminus technicus of all
religious language in Paul’s time that found its root not in mysticism but in the myth of Corpus
Hermetiam. Hence, “to possess Gnosis means nothing other than to know just this myth in its
existential import” (ibid., 147).
2Reitzenstein, 381.
3Ibid., 416. See also Otto Pfleiderer, Primitive Christianity (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, 1906), 1:62-63, 337-339, 417-426. And, on I Cor 10:21 Conzelmann writes that “Paul is
accordingly aware of the analogy between the Christian meal and the pagan festivals” (/
Corinthians, 174, n. 47, see also Gunther Bomkamm, Paul [New York: Harper & Row, 1971],
191-193). But, George B. Caird opposes the idea and writes that “the attempts of Reitzenstein
and others to show that the Christian sacraments were derived from the hellenistic mystery
religions, [are] wrongheaded” (The Apostolic Age [London: Gerald Duckworth & Co., 1962], 96;
see also G. H. C. MacGregor and A. C. Purdy, Jew and Greek: Tutors Unto Christ [London:
Nicholson & Watson, 1937], 236; A. D. Nock, Early Gentile Christianity and Its Hellenistic
Background [New York: Harper & Row, 1964], 183).
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stands take heed lest he fall (10:12).” ‘
With the above, it seems in 1 Cor 10:1-22 Paul builds his argument from the
sacramentalism of the hellenistic mysteries which forces him to be more “rigorist” in his
approach over the question o f eating idol food, whereas in 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 he denies
sacramentalism from an “ethical” viewpoint. An example of this is evident in the
interpretation of chaps. 8 and 10 by Hans von Soden, whose primary concern was the
resolution o f “sacrament and ethics” in Paul.2 He finds a background o f the passage in a
tension between the “strong” and the “weak.” He suggests that the “strong” as the
“unrestrained enthusiasts” think sacramentally because they believe that their
participation in Christ’s body (= Christ in their body) brings no harm on them, and the
weak who probably have no sacramental view are “the terrified of every defilement” and
“legalistic anxiety.” According to von Soden, because Paul’s own “sacramentalist” view
involves an ethics o f proper intention, therefore, he moves beyond the attitudes of both
groups. His conclusion is that Paul’s main concern is to reform the wrong view o f the
sacrament o f both the weak and the strong because participation in the sacred meals of
'It is claimed that Paul only attacks the over-confident Corinthians who felt free to partake
in the temple sacred meals because they think the sacraments shield them against everything that
threatens their relationship to God and salvation. Barrett writes that “some at least of the
Corinthians, possibly gnostics of a sort, fancy themselves secure; they are God’s elect, and they
too are equipped with sacraments. But they are no more secure than Paul himself (ix.27)”
(Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 228). For a summary of the impacts of the mystery
religions in New Testament interpretation, see Werner G. Kummel, The Mew Testament: The
History o f the Investigation o f Its Problems [Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1970], 245-280;
Stephen Neil and Tom Wright, The Interpretation o f the New Testament: 1861-1986 [Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1988], 172-204).
2Hans von Soden, 1239-275. An excerpted English translation of von Soden’s article,
“Sacrament and Ethics in Paul,” also appears in Wayne A Meeks, ed., The Writings o f St. Paul
(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1972), 257-268. Either of the two is used as references
in this dissertation.
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the Lord’s Supper still remains the basis o f the believer’s mystical union with Christ.1.
However, Willis’s approach to the interpretation o f the hellenistic meals as social
meals opposes any attempt that describes the meals as sacred. He declares that the
alleged conflict in the discussion on idol food between the “sacramentalist” view in 1
Cor 10:1-22 and the “ethical” arguments o f 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 “misunderstands both
the character o f pagan cult meals and Paul’s arguments in 1 Cor 8 and 10.”2 He
describes three traditional explanations scholars have followed to account for the
meaning o f cultic meals in hellenistic religions, namely, (1) the Sacramental, (2) the
Communal, and (3) the Social.3
The sacramental view emphasizes the situation where the worshipers eat the
deity, whether real or symbolic (theophagy), in the cult meal. The communal view is
concerned with the ‘sharing o f the meal’ with the deity who is assumed to be present at
the worship occasion. The social view is that although the meals were eaten before the
deity because “due regard was given the deity and a portion allotted to him,” still, “the
focus is on the social relationship among the worshipers. The deity is more an observer
than a participant.”4
lvon Soden,” 259-261. Unfortunately, however, von Soden’s primary concern to free Paul
from a charge of legalism had led him to ignore the apostle’s restrictive argument against idolatry,
especially, in I Cor 10:14-22.
2Willis, 11.
3Ibid., 17-21.
4Ibid., 20. Willis holds that the difference between “the prominent communal
interpretation” and the social is that while the communal meal concerns “an occasion of conscious
worship,” that makes the experience appears “sacramental,” in the social the main concern is to
emphasize the social relationship that binds the participants together. Even though “Greek thusiai
were doubtless accompanied by religious sentiment and sanction, but that they involved a sense of
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Following Willis’s examination o f papyri and other inscriptions relating to four
important mystery cults to support a sacramental view—Eleusis, Dionysus, Mithraism,
and Serapis-lsis—Willis’s conclusion is that there is “no evidence at all” to suggest that
such meals had sacramental significance. He argues that the sources describing the
meals and those ridiculing them rather stress the aspect of their social conviviality than a
religious one. Furthermore, he declares that the meals were not “religiously significant”
even when such meals are eaten at the pagan temple precinct. Thus, for Willis, the
problem Paul encountered with the Corinthians eating sacrificial food at social occasions
is that sometimes the meals are served and eaten “in a temple” (1 Cor 8:10). That is, the
motive o f the Corinthian Christians for eating the meals is “social” but the concrete
situation which evokes Paul’s concern is the impacts such eating have when it is eaten in
a pagan temple.1
Willis’s thesis is significant in two ways. First, his findings in the sources o f the
hellenistic meals as “social” rather than sacred or religious help to explain why the
alleged “sacramentalist” view may be inadequate as a background factor in the
interpretation o f 1 Cor 8 and 10: It seems likely that even in the Hellenistic mysteryreligions sacred meals are not considered sacramental occasions since the communal
understanding is more prominent in the cases Willis cited. Besides, even the lines
personal relationship with the deity is doubtful” (20-21, n. 62).
‘Willis concludes that "the cult meals as occasions of good company, good food, and
good fun makes it obvious why the Corinthian Christians would not have wanted to miss out”
(ibid., 63, n. 235; see also Bruce N. Fisk, '"Eating Meat Offered to Idols: Corinthian Behavior and
Pauline Response in 1 Corinthians 8-10,” TJ, n.s. 10 [1989]: 62-70).
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between the religious and social ceremonies are many at times difficult to discern.1
Second, Willis’s explanation o f the meals as meals eaten at ‘social occasions’ may
suggest that Paul himself must have participated in such meals with the Corinthians even
though there is no evidence to justify this claim as Hurd and Fee allege.2 As a matter of
fact, if the two questions asked in 10:29b-30 are those o f the Corinthians,’ Willis’s thesis
may further provide additional reasons they have been asked in the first place.
However, one weakness to Willis’s hypothesis is that not all the evidence he
provides can always be read the way he suggests because his sources are still open to
different interpretations. For example, in a banquet invitation such as the ‘banquet o f the
Lord Serapis,’ it is difficult to accept a proposition that the focus at such occasional
meals is merely ‘social’ and not religious among the participants. Another weakness, in
my judgment, is that Willis’s thesis seems to undermine Paul’s restrictive argument
against idolatry. He seems to understand Paul’ position as suggesting that abstention
from idol food is needed only when there is the danger o f causing harm to the weak
brother. Nevertheless, Willis’s observation makes it certainly possible to understand the
background that caused the questions of the Corinthians on idol food.

The Questions of the Corinthians
Our canonical 1 Corinthians is informed by what Paul either knew about the
‘See also David H. Gill, “Trapezomalcr. A Neglected Aspect of Greek Sacrifice,” HTR 67
(1974): 137.
2Hurd holds that Paul defends himself in 1 Cor 9 on the charge of his own behavior and
apostolic credentials because the Corinthians question his authority to stop them in partaking idol
food (126-127; Fee, “Ei8coA.o0UTa Once Again,” 179-181).
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Corinthian situation (cf. 1 Cor 1:11) or received as a report from the Corinthians’ letter
(7:25; 8:1; 12:1; 16:1, 12; 16:16-18).1 However, because the letter itself accounts for his
own side o f the several issues discussed (though he occasionally cites Corinthian
statements in argumentation), scholars have attempted to offer a restoration o f the nature
o f the questions that led to the kind o f responses recorded in 1 Cor 8 and 10. For
example, Sawyer reconstructs the main elements o f the questions o f the Corinthians on
food sacrificed to idols this way:
Another matter o f concern to us is the question o f food, and especially meat
sacrificed to idols. When you were with us there was never any question
about what you ate or drank. We all know that ‘food is meant for the stomach
and the stomach for food.’ We also believe that ‘food will not commend us
to God.’ We are no worse off if we eat, and no better off if we do not eat
certain foods. We know that for those in Christ ‘all things are lawful.’ And
since there is no god but one and an idol has no real existence there seems to
be no harm in eating meat sacrificed to idols.
This subject has become a perplexing and divisive issue among us. There
fore, we would ask your advice about these matters. How are we able to know
what meats at the market are associated with idolatry? Are we required to ask
about the history o f all the food we buy? And what if we are invited to attend
private meals? Should we make an issue over everything that is served?2
However, some doubt if there is enough evidence in the passage to establish the
kind o f reconstruction Sawyer made for the Corinthians. For instance, Hurd and Fee hold

lPaul’s association with the Church in Corinth was an ongoing experience as a leader and
founder of the community (1 Cor 3:6, 10; 4:15; 9:2; 2 Cor 10:14-16). And, 1 and 2 Corinthians
show that he wrote, at least, four letters (cf. Letter 1 as the “Previous Letter,” Letter 2 as our
canonical 1 Corinthians, Letter 3 as the “Severe Letter [ 2 Cor 10-13],” and Letter 4 in 2 Cor 19). But, precisely, as to when and where he did so depend largely on the view each scholar holds
on Acts 18:1-17 and other references in Pauline epistles (see, for example, W. G. Kummel,
Introduction to the Afew Testament [London: SC M Press, 1975], 271; Hurd, 43-58; idem, The
Earlier Letters o/Paul-and Other Studies, SRHEC 8 [New York: Peter Lang, 1998], 188-192).
:Sawyer, 111; Hurd, The Origin o f 1 Corinthians, 115-116, n. 3, for earlier
reconstructions.
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that because Paul himself ate idol food1 it is impossible for the Corinthians to be
asking for his advice as Sawyer and others have indicated. Hence, “the Corinthians’
question is not ‘may we?’ or ‘should we?’ but ‘why can’t we?”’2 Fee holds that because
the Corinthians take pride in their claims to

yvuok;

and protection in the sacraments,

that it would be demeaning for the “knowing” Corinthians to seek any advice that could
restrict the freedom to partake in idol food.
Thus, Fee suggests that it is obvious that the Corinthians were asserting their
rights to freedom rather than asking for Paul’s answers on idol food.3 And, the
conclusion o f Hurd is that since it is improbable to hold to a theory o f two groups seeking
for Paul’s advice over a disagreement on idol food in Corinth, therefore, the conflict in
the passage must rather be between Paul and all the members o f the church. For him,
the scholars who claim the Corinthians asked Paul for answers on idol food must “have
hypothesized a more complicated theory than necessary.”4
lHurd, 126; Fee, “EL5coA.o0i>Ta Once Again,” 180-181.
2Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 126, 146. In addition, Fee claims that the
Corinthians asserted their rights saying: “Why can’t we then continue to join our friends at their
feasts, even at the temples? Besides, Paul, you seem to be unable to use your authority as an
apostle. Indeed, are you really an apostle? You have repeatedly refused our offer of financial
support, and you also have been known to eat idol meat in Gentile homes, but refuse it when Jews
were present. If you cannot settle on your own authority, why should you restrict ours to act in
Christian freedom?” (“Ei5coA.o0UTa Once Again,” 181).
3Fee, “Ei5coA.o0ura Once Again,” 180-181.
4Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 125. But, if there were no questions asked by the
Corinthians that demand the kind of explanations Paul offered in 1 Cor 8-10 and, especially, in
10:29b-30, then, how do we account for the report of the delegation sent by the Corinthian church
to Paul in 16:17-18 and the party spirit in 1:12-16? My guess is that it is possible for the
Corinthians to have asked the kind of questions Sawyer advances even though not all the members
of the congregation would accept Paul’s advice or await his answers to their questions over the
problems of eating idol food. There are two reasons for my hunch. First, because 1 Corinthians
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But, if the motive o f Paul’s combative approach on eiSu)a.60ura in 1 Cor 8-10 is
not traceable to the Jewish/Gentile situation, or the examination o f both Gnosticism and
mystery-religions of hellenism, or the questions of the Corinthians, then, what
background should inform the understanding of the two questions asked in the context of
chaps. 8 and 10? Or, are we to borrow a lead from Davies’s insight that “it has become
clear. . . that Paul was influenced not only by the religion o f his fathers, but also by the
religious movements of the Hellenistic world o f his day, that both Hellenism and
Judaism were his tutors unto Christ”?1
So far, all of the hypothetical reconstructions advanced on Paul’s thought,
attitudes, and position on 6L5u)A.o0uta in 1 Cor 8-10 are yet to be resolved because the
majority of the hypotheses lack the necessary evidence either from the Corinthian
correspondence or the other parts o f the NT. As with the quests for other background
questions in Pauline matters, Gardner suggests that the problem
lies in how much it is possible to distinguish between the background that was
Paul's, and that he drew upon, and the background that was the Corinthians’.
It is all too easy to forget that, while Paul himself may have had Jewish ideas
reflects the situation of a Church with radical freedom in the egalitarian expression of the spirit of
the time (Zeitgeist) as in 6:12 and 10:23: “I am free to do anything” (Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, /
Corinthians, NTM 10 [Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier, 1979], ix; Barrett, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 19; Conzelmann, / Corinthians, 108). Second, the debating spirit in the Church
in the claim to knowledge and rhetoric can also lead to the questions advanced for the Corinthians
in view of the two asked in 10:29b-30 (Kirsopp Lake, The Earlier Epistles o f St. Paul: Their
Motive and Origin [London: Rivingtons, 1911], 199-200, 201; R. C. H. Lenski, The
Interpretation o f St. Paul’s First and Second Epistles to the Corinthians [Columbus, OH:
Wartburg Press, 1946], 253-254).
Davies, 1. Barrett remarks: “It is sad that we do not know more of the historical
circumstances that lay behind the writing of 1 Corinthians, but we must probably be content to
reconcile ourselves to ignorance, and we may perhaps allow ourselves to render Paul’s own advice
in 1 Cor. 4.6 as: It is better not to read too much between the lines” (The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 10-11).
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in mind when he spoke o f Yvdkng and 0 0 $ lo., he may have been deliberately
re-defining Greek pagan concepts in a manner obvious to the Corinthians, but
not so obvious to those studying the text 2000 years later.1

Issue 2: The Relationship Between 1 Cor 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22
The second broader issue on 1 Cor 8 and 10 is that scholars find it difficult to
understand precisely what Paul is trying to accomplish between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and
10:1-22. That is, how do the first 22 verses o f chap. 10 relate to chap. 8 and the last half
o f chap. 10? The relationship seems to suggest that in the former Paul allows for the
eating o f idol food unless such eating brings harm to the weak brother whereas in the
latter such permission is off limit. Thus, it is important to understand the relationship
between them since the answer that is given sheds light on the content of 10:29b-30. As
a matter of fact, this issue has led to two additional concerns discussed below. One is the
concern for the literary integrity of 8:1-11:1, and the other is the coherence o f Paul’s
argument in light o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.

The Integrity of 1 Cor 8 - l l : l 2
The problem o f the integrity o f 1 Cor 8-11:1 is important in the discussion o f the
relationship between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22. As Conzelmann observes:
Despite the unified topic announced by Paul, considerable breaks and
tensions are found within this section which provoke operations o f literary
criticism
In chaps. 8 and 10:23-11:1 he adopts in principle the standpoint
‘Gardner, 8 (italics his).
2The present division of 8-11:1 is only for the purpose of this study. This is because
words such as yvcootc, ayatrn, €$onoia, and eXeuOepoq are among the examples of the key
terms and ideas that suggest chaps. 8 through 14 are a unit (1 Cor 8:1,7,9-11; 9:1,12; 10:29b;
11:10; 12:8, 13; 13:1, 2-4, 8, 13, and 14:1, 6).
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o f the "‘strong”: sacrificial meat is not dangerous and can accordingly be eaten.
The restriction o f freedom is imposed not by the meat, but by the conscience,
by the bond with the “weak” brother. The strong are admonished. In 10:1-22,
on the other hand, Paul appears to vote in favor o f the weak. Eating is
dangerous. All are warned. In the former passages Paul argues with the idea
o f freedom, which has its place in the community and is thereby binding in the
community; in the second passage he operates with the idea o f the sacrament,
which institutes a fellowship that is exclusive. In the latter case, raising the
question o f conscience is not necessary at all.1
As indicated earlier, the problem o f integrity o f 8:1-11:1 is further complicated in that
Weiss’s hypothesis advances a thesis that there were originally two or more letters within
1 Corinthians.2 Weiss’s claim, which opens the door for all the modem partition
theories,3 holds that 10:1-22 (23) was earlier because it is stricter and, therefore, belongs
‘Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 137. See also Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 115.
Likewise, Joop F. M. Smit claims that chaps. 8-10 which deal with the issue of idol food “form
the cornerstone of all partition theories. Particularly the contrast between the liberal position Paul
takes in 8,1-13 with regard to eating of idol food and the rigoristic view he displays in 10,1-22 is
considered by many as convincing evidence against the unity of the letter (“ 1 Cor 8,1-6: A
Rhetorical Partitio,” The Corinthian Correspondence, BETL, ed. R. Bieringer [Leuven, Belgium:
Leuven University Press, 1996], 577, italics mine).
2Weiss, The History o f Primitive Christianity, 323. Prior to 1876 when H. Hagge first
raised the issue of the integrity of I Corinthians, the unity of the letter was generally assumed
since there is no MSS or patristic evidence to the contrary. And, by 1889, Godet describes Paul’s
plan of writing 1 Corinthians in this way: “Ten subjects, more or less extended and very
heterogenous, were present to the apostle’s mind, when he set himself to compose this letter; and
the question which arises is this: Will he confine himself to passing from the one to the other by
way of juxtaposition, or will he find the means of binding them to one another by a logical or
moral gradation, so as to leave an impression of order and unity on the mind of the reader. In
other words, will the First Epistle to the Corinthians be a heap or a building? In this very letter St.
Paul compares himself to an architect who has wisely laid the foundation of the Church. We shall
immediately see that. . . he has shown himself such also in the composition of the letter which he
has addressed to if’ (1:27).
3For a tabular presentation of the principal source analyses of 1 Corinthians from Weiss to
1991, see Hurd The Earlier Letters o f Paul, 190-191; idem, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 43-47,
131-142; Sawyer, 162. And for a follow-up discussion, see Thiselton, 36-41; Yeo, 78-83.
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to Letter A referred to in 5:9.' Weiss assigns the other two passages, 8:1-13 and 10:23
(24)-11:1, as a fragment within Letter B that is more balanced in answer to questions
from Corinth.2
Following Weiss, scholars further defend theories on the partition or redaction o f 1
Corinthians in an attempt to separate I Cor 10:1-22 (23) from its immediate context. For
example, von Soden in his article “Sacrament und Ethik bei Paulus,” argues that the
problem o f the integrity o f 8:1-11:1 is that 10:1-22 (3) is different from 8:1-9:27 + 10:23
(4)-l 1:1. Thus, he assigns 8:1-9:27 to Letter “A”; 10:1-22 to Letter “B”; and 10:23-33 to
Letter “C.”3 According to von Soden, the differences between “AC” and “B” is that (1)
in “AC” Paul holds the arguments o f the “strong” in their own terms, but in “B” he
accepts that o f the “weak”; (2) in “AC” to eat or not to eat is a matter o f indifference
‘Because of the unlikelihood that the “Previous Letter” contains only six verses, Weiss’s
first letter does include 6:12-20; 10:24-11:1; 11:2-34 [together with 2 Cor 6:14-7:1] that seems to
demonstrate similar approach. Weiss did so in contrast to his second letter (Letter B), viz: 1:16:11; 7 and 8; 9:1-23 [together with chap. 13]; 12; 14-16 (Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief xl-xlii,
156-157; idem, The History o f Primitive Christianity, 1:324-334).
2But, in 1917 Weiss revised his hypothesis and finds the third letter in 1 Cor 1-4 together
with 5:1-6:11 which became B2 or C (The History o f Primitive Christianity, 1:323-341).
However, there is disagreement to the position and purpose of chap. 9 regarded as an “excursus”
to some scholars in the discussion over the question of idol food in chaps. 8-10. M. Goguel, who
built on Weiss’s hypothesis in 1926 assigns 1 Cor 9 to the unit of 8:1-11:1 even though he argues
that it was written later as Letter C (Introduction au Nouveau Testament 4.2 [Paris: Ernest
Leroux, 1926], 5:86, 73-86). However, Jean Herring rejects the claims of Weiss and Goguel
because, for him, Letter A includes 1 Cor 1-8; 10:23-11:1, and 16:1-4; 10-14, and Letter B is the
remainder that includes chap. 15 (The First Epistle 'ofSaint Paul to the Corinthians, trans. A. W.
Heathcote and P. J. Allcock [London: Epworth Press, 1962], xii-xv.
Von Soden, 254. Yeo also argues that Paul is responding to different issues out of two
exigencies in 1 Cor 8 and 10. He holds that in 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 Paul uses the rhetoric of
knowledge and love so that the “strong” and the “weak’ can interact over the question of eating
idol food, whereas, in 10:1-22 he employs midrashic rhetoric to warn the Corinthians to flee from
idolatry (Yeo, 82-83, 160-211). Hurd, however, provides an extensive analysis of the question of
integrity in I Cor 8:1-11:1 as he responds, for instance, to von Soden’s arguments (The Origin o f
I Corinthians, 131-137).
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(8:8; 10:26) whereas in “B” to eat and drink at the table o f demons is prohibited for a
Christian because it is tantamount to idolatry, and (3) in “AC” the argument involves an
ethic o f proper intention in terms o f aweiSTioiG (8:7; 10:28-29a), whereas in “B” it
centers on a correct understanding of the magical, sacrament view of the Lord’s Supper.1
In more recent times, Schmithals argues that “it is rather unlikely that in Corinth
people preserved or published only a portion of the apostle’s letters: The arrangement o f
the letters itself forces us to recognize that Paul cannot possibly have written them thus.”2
And, having drawn on the theories of Weiss and others, Schmithals proposes nine letters
in the canonical 1 and 2 Corinthians.3 For example, he makes the following divisions in
1 Cor 8:1-11:1 as follows: Letter A (10:1-22); Letter B (8:1-9:23; 10:23-11:1 [9:24-27?]
with further subdivisions on chap. 9 into two fragments, viz: 9:24-27 being a part o f A,
and 9:1-23 as a fragment of B. Thus, for him, “now if one removes 9:24-10:22 from the
context o f 1 Cor., then the original order o f the Epistle B is restored; for the principle of
10:23 can sensibly be joined only with 9:19-23, where it m oreover//^ well, while in
connection with 10:14-22 it is simply impossible.”4
Jewett revises Schmithal’s partition theory into a redaction theory that seeks to
understand the process and motivation o f partitioning and editing. He distinguishes six
letters following the process o f his editing the partition theories. But, on I Cor 8:1-11:1,
lvon Soden,” 254-255.
2Schmithals, 87.
3Walther Schmithals, “Die ICorintherbriefe als Briefsammuhmg,” ZNW 64 [1973]: 263288)
4Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 93, 87-96.
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he holds that 8:1-13, 9:19-23, and 10:23-11:1 belong to Letter C; and Letter B consists of
2 Cor 6:14-7:1; 1 Cor 6:12-20, and 9:24-10:22.1 G. Sellin, following Jewett’s hypothesis
also assigns 9:24-10:22 to Vorbrief A and 7:1-9:23; 10:23-11:1 to AntwortbriefB.2
However, there are significant problems with the partition theories that seek to
account for the relationship between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 as in the following
observations. First, there is no textual evidence within the history o f transmission that
our canonical 1 Corinthians ever circulated in an arrangement other than the present
form. Besides, there is no explanation as to why certain elements o f the letter were not
preserved. Second, Schmithals and others who continue to partition 1 Corinthians are yet
to demonstrate, for example, that the relationship between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:122 are so different that Paul could not have written both sections in a single letter. Third,
even scholars are not in agreement on how 1 Corinthians should be divided and, in
particular 8:1-11:1, which often leads to the individual different premises regarding idoldemon food, different conclusions on what Paul supposedly allows or disallows, and the
different world views.3 Fourth, the claim o f an apparent difference between the
‘Jewett, “The Redaction of 1 Corinthians,” 389, 398-444.
2G. Sellin, “Hauptprobleme des ersten Korintherbriefes,” ANRW 2 [1987]: 2964-2986.
Other scholars such as William O. Walker, and Yeo, to mention a few, continue to postulate that
partition or redaction is already at work in the Corinthian correspondence (“The Burden of Proof
in Identifying Interpolations in the Pauline Letters,” NTS 33 [1987]: 610-618; Yeo, 81-82).
Again, there have been six separate letters or letter-fragments reconstructed by scholars on the
literary history of 2 Corinthians (Victor P. Furnish, U Corinthians, AB [Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1984], 30-48; F. F. Bruce, I & 2 Corinthians [London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott,
1971], 166-169).
3Hurd’s counter-arguments against the partitioning theories make very strong cases (The
Origin o f 1 Corinthians, 132-142; see also Thiselton, 36-38). However, there are some
agreements on how 2 Corinthians should be divided.
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relationship o f 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 has led scholars to divide for Paul what
is not intended in 8:1-11:1.
For instance, von Soden argues that in 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 Paul sides with the
“strong” whereas in 10:1-22 he accepts the arguments o f the “weak.” However, in view
o f the argumentative nature o f the problem o f idol food addressed in 8:1 - 11:1, von
Soden’s observation is only a possibility and not necessarily what the passage intends.
This is because the hypothesis that Paul supports the strong on one hand and the weak on
the other, as Weiss also imagines, makes Paul inconsistent in the discussion over the
question o f idol food. It would mean to suggest that he condemns idolatry at one point
(10:1-22), and does not do so elsewhere (8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1), especially, in light o f the
difficulty the content of 10:29b-30 seems to pose. But the problem is “whether Paul can
argue both ways in the same breath.”1
Even some scholars who defend the unity o f 1 Corinthians and, especially, on 1
Cor 8:1-11:1 still argue on the territorial ground of the partition theories which they seek
to refute. Hence, they subvert the unity theory in an attempt to account for the
relationship between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22. For example, Fee explains the
apparent lack of coherence in the relationship between the two sections by distinguishing
the main issue from the side issue. For him, the main issue is the eating o f the cultic
‘Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 137; see also Sawyer, 165. In fact, Yeo went so far as to
suggest that “Paul’s rhetorical and pastoral techniques” are diametrically opposite because I Cor 8
and 10 address different rhetorical situations (Yeo, 76; Brunt, “Paul’s Attitude,” 118). Although
the apparent tensions between 1 Cor 8:1-13 +-10:23-1:1 and 10:1-22 cannot be ignored, but, the
evidence is not “strong enough to support the burden of proof which this kind of theory must
always bear” (Hurd, The Origin o f 1 Corinthians, 47; see also Fee, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 14-16).
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meals at the pagan temples discussed by Paul in 10:1-22 in view o f 8:10: ‘"if someone
sees you reclining in a pagan temple . . . ” which also provides him the meaning of chap.
8. Fee claims that the whole o f 8:1-10:22 is directed against the Corinthian position that
they have the ‘right’ to continue this practice o f sharing pagan worship. Hence, he holds
that Paul’s response forbids their practice on theological (10:14-22) and ethical (8:1-13)
grounds.1 Thus, a side issue is the problem o f eating idol food or meat sold in the
marketplace and eaten in private homes. According to Fee’s theory, Paul does not forbid
this, unless somebody refers explicitly to its idolatrous origin. And, because this last
point of view is only about a side issue, it does not affect the coherence o f the main flow
o f Paul’s thought.2
However, there are problems with Fee’s explanation o f the two divisions. First,
Joel Delobel remarks that “by distinguishing between a main issue and a side issue, Fee
also introduces a distinction within these chapters, ‘qualifying’ the different passages in a
way which does not necessarily correspond to Paul’s intention.”3 Second, Fee’s
lFee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 359-360, nn. 12-13; see also Willis, 8-64.
2Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 360; idem, “ElSgjXoQuto. Once Again,” 194195. Although Fee objects to the traditional linkage of 1 Cor 8 with 10:23-11:1 because of a shift
in emphasis, still, his hypothesis has received a sharp criticism from Bruce N. Fisk in two ways.
First, Fee argues that the word ei5a)A.60irca “meat offered to idols” is to be understood in the
context and circumstance in which it was eaten and should not be limited to the eating in the
pagan temple as Fee holds because it difficult “to explain Paul’s toleration in chap. 8 of an activity
declared idolatrous in chap. 10.” Second, Fisk adds that attendance at pagan temple feasts has a
number of purposes that range from “harmless fun and social convention” to “raw idolatry”
because Paul’s concern is not the meat per se or where one eats the meat, but rather the character
of the meal that is eaten. For Fisk, “when temple feasts had a distinctly religious focus, when
participants were consciously acknowledging pagan gods, the Christian could not participate
(10:14) without risk of provoking God to jealousy (10:22)” (59, 64).
3Joel Delobel, “Coherence and Relevance of 1 Corinthians,” in Corinthian
Correspondence, BETL, ed. R. Bieringer (Leuven: University Press, 1996), 181. Even Mitchell’s
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hypothesis also makes Paul to address two different situations like those practitioners of
the partition theory. For instance, in what he describes as his main issue in I Cor 8:110:22, Paul appears to deal with idol food during actual participation o f the cultic meals
at the pagan temples (cf. 8:10; 10:21), whereas, in his side issue in 10:23-11:1 he deals
with idol food as being separate from an actual cultic ceremony (cf. 10:25-28). The
implication o f his explanation is that it tends to underestimate “the weight of the idolatry
prohibition not only in ancient Judaism but also in Christianity.” 1

The Coherence of Paul’s Argument
Thus far, the arguments given in partition theories to account for the relationship
between 1 Cor 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 (“AC”) and 10:1-22 (“B”) are not convincing.
However, a close examination o f the rhetorical unity of 8:1-11:1 provides a better
explanation and offers further support for the textual unity o f the letter. As I briefly
suggestion that “Paul tried (perhaps unsuccessfully) to hold two balls in the air by allowing the
eating of idol meats (unless in a particular situation it hurts the fellow Christian) but condemning
idolatry. This is because Paul's overriding concern here is not idol meats in themselves, but the
impact of conflicts over idol meats on the concord of the church community” (238). This,
however, makes Paul appear as an inconsistent individual and a compromiser, who seeks to please
the “strong” and the “weak” at the expense of the gospel, all in the name of reconciliation.
lTomson, 207. Tomson’s suggestion is that “Paul defines what is idol in doubtful cases.
While 1 Cor 8 introduces the problem and 10:1-22 reiterates the general prohibition of food
known to be consecrated to idols, 10:25-29 deals with food of unspecified nature in a pagan
setting.” His suggestion offers five advantages even though possible evidence for their analogies
or parallels are only available in the ancient non-halakhic text (ibid., 208). Tomson’s conclusion
is, however, based on the common feature in Rabbinic halakha which holds that Paul “does not
teach a partial permission to eat idol food. He teaches (instead) a rational, halakhic definition of
what should be considered an idol offering in uncertain cases and what should not” (ibid., 217).
One weakness to Tomson’s suggestion is that there is no contemporary documentary evidence that
supports a claim of Paul’s influence on the Tannaitic halakha within die dynamic variety of
expressions of first-century Judaism. For earlier and recent voices, see Colin G. Kruse, Paul, the
Law, and Justification (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1996), 28-53 and 130-136; A. C.
Thiselton, “Realized Eschatology at Corinth,” NTS 24 (1978): 510-526. Nonetheless, Tomson’s
approach still makes sense when modified in light of Paul’s deliberative rhetoric in argumentation.
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mentioned in chapter 1, arguments about the nature o f the text of 1 Corinthians have
taken on a new dimension in which the letter is studied in the context o f Greco-Roman
rhetoric o f Paul’s time.1 In light o f this, the rhetorical approach of Paul’s argument
therefore provides a reasonable reconstruction and a strong unifying element to the
content o f 8:1-11:1, as discussed in detail in the next two chapters of this dissertation.
The apparent differences in the relationship between the two sections appear to
have been exaggerated by scholars because “AC” never indicates that Paul sides with the
strong, for instance, in the context of the two rhetorical questions asked in I0:29b-30.
Rather, “AC” explains further the reasons why he appeals to the strong not to eat idol
food even as he introduces the two rhetorical questions following the deliberative
arguments in “B.”2 That is, as in “B,” there is no indication to suggest that Paul differs
1An excellent application of the rhetorical approach on the 1 Corinthians scholarship is
presented by Mitchell who argues for the rhetorical unity of the letter as a whole. She
demonstrates beyond reasonable doubt that Paul, in writing 1 Corinthians, closely follows the
grammar of the Greco-Roman rhetoric as he persuades the Corinthians to adhere to concord. An
example of this shows up in Paul’s use of the deliberative rhetoric over the question of idol meats
discussed in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 (126-148 and 237-259; Witherington, Conflict & Community in
Corinth, 186-230). And, for other representative voices in the general use of the method in NT,
and on 1 Corinthians in particular, see a bibliographical list in Watson and Hauser, 101-163 and
188-192; Yeo, 232-243. However, there is no agreement about the definition, method, and the
‘proper’ approach to the use of rhetorical criticism in 1 Corinthians. As a result of this, some
scholars employ what is termed as the “New Rhetoric,” which seems to be a revision of ancient
rhetorical handbooks to modem philosophical concerns. See, for example, Chaim Perelman and
L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation, trans. John Wilkinson and
Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1969); Wilhelm Wuellner,
“Greek Rhetoric and Pauline Argumentation,” in Early Christian Literature and the Classical
Intellectual Tradition: Honorem Robert M. Grant, TH 54 ed. W. R. Schoedel and R. L Wilkens
(Paris: Beauchesne, 1979), 177-188. The fact is, while some are drawn to the use of the so-called
“New Rhetoric,” other scholars have found it to be anachronistic to a study of biblical texts as
they prefer to employ the ancient Greco-Roman rhetorical handbooks to the peculiarities of the
NT rhetoric. The latter approach as utilized by Kennedy, Mitchell, Duane, Yeo, and Witherington
is, however, adapted in this study.
:But, Fisk thinks that “to see the objective idolatry in chapter 8 is to miss Paul’s point” in
the discussion over the question of eating idol food in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 (Fisk, 61). My qualm to
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in his appeals by compromising idolatry in “AC.” In fact, he seems to be warning against
the danger of compromise in “AC,” which suggests that Paul is not discussing two
different situations or matters as alleged in the partition theories. And, if the relationship
between “AC” and “B” are explained in the rhetorical situation of chaps. 8-10,' the
argument that Paul appears incoherent between the sections becomes difficult to sustain.
Thus, it is obvious that the apparent tensions in the relationship between the socalled “AC” and “B” in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 are more artificial than real. As observed at the
beginning o f this chapter, these tensions appear to be due to the effort to make a
distinction between what is idol food (etScoAoSuxa) from that which is idolatry
(6LocoA.olatpLa). And, because the division between idol food and idolatry is difficult to
establish as suggested in the partition theories it, therefore, makes Paul’s response on
idol food difficult to follow. In short, the division creates more problems than it solves.
Fisk is that he is yet to account for Paul’s major questions and concern in 1 Cor 8:10 vis a vis
10:29b-30 on the danger of idolatry. Watson’s analysis of the rhetorical questions in classical
rhetoric is, however, helpful. It discusses, at least, five rhetorical functions that seem to clarify
Paul’s major concerns on the principle of stumbling as, for example, in the two rhetorical
questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30. These are: recapitulation, anticipation, argumentation,
figures of thought, and ornament. The use of the rhetorical questions as an ‘anticipated objection’
of the strong against Paul’s restrictive argument and as ‘figures of thought’ are the two most
plausible of all. This is because the two questions, first, provide “an explanation of their
connection to the preceding exhortation and their context^ and, second, they “are not asked to gain
information, but to emphasize Paul’s point that Christian freedom must be exercised with the
conscience of others in mind,” that is, the major concern others have against the dangers of
idolatry (Watson, 313,315, 311-318; Joop M. Smit, “The Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30:
A Rhetorical Anticipation,” Bib 78 [1997]: 377-388; Gregory W. Dawes, “The Danger of
Idolatry: First Corinthians 8:7-13,” CBQ 58 [1996]: 82-98).
‘Also, E. P. Sanders argues that Paul’s discussion in I Cor 8-10 is a self-evident
demonstration of his ability to engage in complex and coherent thought (Paul and Palestinian
Judaism: A Comparison o f Patterns o f Religion [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977], 549; note
also Lake who finds Paul’s argument “not wholly” logical and excuses Paul’s inconsistency as a
human trait [201]).
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That there is no indication in 1 Cor 8-10 that suggests Paul allowed the eating of
idol food in one section and, then, turns around and banned it in another section
corroborates the coherence of Paul’s argument against idolatry in 1 Corinthians. The
linear relationship between the so-called “AC” and “B” becomes clearer, for example,
when the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30 in both the larger and narrower
contexts o f the rhetorical unit o f 8:1-11:1 are considered. In this way, MurphyO’Connor, as does Fee, agrees that “all the so-called contradictions in 1 Corinthians can
be resolved by a more exacting exegesis.”1

Issue 3: The Identity o f the ‘Weak’ and the ‘Strong’
The third broader issue deals with the specific identities of the “weak” and the
“strong” in 1 Cor 8-10. For instance, it is not clear who is asking the two questions in
10:29b-30 or to whom they are directed in the discussion o f idol foods in 8:1-11:1. As
Brunt remarks, “the chief difficulty comes in the identification of the ‘weak’”2 brother
Paul refers to in 8:11. The many references (cf. 1 Cor 1:25-29; 4:10; 9:22; 10:22b; 11:30;
12:22; 15:43; cf. 2 Cor 12:10b) do not reveal any consistent usage either in the
Corinthian correspondence in general, or in chaps. 8-10 in particular.3 And, since Paul
‘Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, Paul: A Critical Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997), 253; Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 15-16.
2Brunt, “Paul’s Attitude,” 8.
■‘David Alan Black, Paul the Apostle o f Weakness: Astheneia and Its Cognates in the
Pauline Literature (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 1984), 93-172. Also, Bong-Mo Song seeks
“to analyze the function of the do0ev- word group from a rhetorical point of view. This is
crucial because, as I shall make clear, Paul uses the aoQev- word group as an element of the
rhetorical strategy by which he tries to persuade his audience. A rhetorical analysis of the
passages where the aa0ev- word group occurs will show how this word group is adapted to
Paul’s rhetorical purpose, namely to make an appeal for the unity of the community” (“The
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did not use the word “strong” in chaps. 8-10,1what does the term imply in the passage?2
Hence, it is important to examine, first, the identities of the “weak” and the “strong” in
the discussion o f chaps. 8 and 10 and, second, the author o f the two questions asked in
10:29b-30 vis a vis to whom they are directed.

Who Are the “Weak” and the “Strong”?
The traditional argument for the group or social profiling in 1 Cor 8 and 10 has
been over the question as to whether the so-called “weak” were Jewish or Gentile
Christians. For example, Sawyer, who pays less attention to Hellenistic background
Pauline Concept o f‘Weakness’ in 1 Corinthians and Its Usage Within the Context of Paul’s
Resolution of die Opposition Between the Strong and the Weak in 1 Cor 8:7-13” [Ph.D. diss., The
Catholic University of America, 1997], 4).
‘In I Cor 10:22b he uses LOxupdtepoL as a comparative adjective, '‘stronger.”
2Hurd suggests two reasons. First, that it presupposes that “the Corinthians were primarily
voicing an objection to the subject [of idol meat] to Paul, and were not asking for guidance from
him.” Second, that "the Corinthians’ objections stem from a single point of view at Corinth
opposed in some degree to Paul’s. There was no ‘weak’ or ‘scandalized’ second party” (Hurd,
The Origin o f I Corinthians, 147; 117-125 ). Peter D. Gooch, as Hurd, also maintains that there
was no disagreement at Corinth over the issue of 6iScoA.60um but that the only conflict was
between Paul and the Corinthians. This suggests that even the ‘weak’ mentioned in I Cor 8:11 are
an entirely hypothetical group and, therefore, it is Paul himself who has a problem with idol food
as he seeks to warn the Corinthians of its dangers (Dangerous Food, 61-72). Brian S. Rosner also
argues that “Paul’s warning in [1 Cor] 10:22b in fact takes in more than one group in Corinth; he
asks, ‘are we, eopev (not ‘are you,’ eore) stronger than he?’ 10:22b is [therefore] addressed to all
the Corinthians” (“‘Stronger Than He?’ The Strength of 1 Corinthians 10:22b,” TB 43 [1992]:
172; see also Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 358-359; idem, “EiSooXoOuta Once
Again,” 175-176). This is against the position of Tomson who argues that the “strong,” not the
“weak,” are a hypothetical group more likely to eat idol food because of their claims to yvdxJK;!
(193). The conclusion of Dale B. Martin is that, “throughout 1 Corinthians Paul attempts to
undermine the hierarchical ideology of the body prevalent in Greco-Roman culture. He attempts
to make the strong weak and the weak strong” {The Corinthian Bocfy [London: Yale University
Press, 1995], 248). Again, what does the word for “might” “able,” “power” that shows up in 1
Corinthians in variant forms of Suv-mean? For example, 1:26 has 5waxoi (cf. Rom 15:1); 6:5
Suvfjoetai; 10:22 Laxupotepoi; 15:56 5uva|ii<; and none is ever used in the opposite sense
equivalent to the one in 8:11.
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material, concludes that the “weak” o f 1 Cor 8 and 10 were Jewish Christians or at least
Jews of proselyte background. His four reasons are suggested as follows: (1) that the
term 6l5gjA.60uto' is derived from the Jewish source, (2) that the Jews were those who
abhorred food sacrificed to idols, (3) that the chiastic structure o f 1 Cor 9:19-22
identifies the “weak” as Jews, and (4) that 1:22-23 speaks o f the association o f Jews
with ‘oicav5aA.ov.’1 Thus, for Sawyer, the “strong” were Christians o f Gentile
background even though “the term strong is actually a misnomer, for they were not
consistently strong. Apparently they saw no harm in keeping up the old associations,
even to the point o f frequenting the pagan temples. Not all o f the community at Corinth
had followed the excessive freedom described in I Corinthians, but the majority belonged
to the ‘strong.’”2
However, there are problems with Sawyer’s position. First, it is difficult to
reconcile his notion o f the “weak” with 1 Cor 8:7 because the weak appear to be o f
pagan background “who have been so accustomed to idolatry that they still think o f this
meat as consecrated to the idol” (REB).3 Second, his claim that the “weak” are the
Jews, in view o f Paul’s statement in 8:10, is not convincing. Because o f the Jewish
‘Sawyer, 125-130. See also Jacques Dupont, 284; Adolf Schlatter, Die Korintherbriefe
(Stuttgart: Calwer, 1962), 101; Michel Coune, “Le Probleme des idolothytes et l’education de la
synneidesis,” RSR 51 (1963), 504; Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to Idols,” 40-59; Wemer Foerster,
k&voia, TDNT, 2:562-575.
2Sawyer, 130-131.
3Max Rauer, Die “Schwachen” in Korinth und Rom nach den Paidusbriefen (Freiburg:
Herder, 1923), 27-29, 36-39. Hence, I find Richard Horsley’s conclusion mistaken in that there is
no indication in 1 Cor 8 that the “weak” were Jewish Christians because they subscribe to a less
prominent but popular view in the Jewish apocalyptic literature that considers idols as cosmic
forces ordained by God to conscript the pagans to serve the demons (“Gnosis in Corinth: 1
Corinthians 8.1-6,” NTS 27 [1981]: 38).
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abhorrence to idolatry, it seems logical to take the indefinite pronoun t l q in vs. 10a as a
“weak Gentile” who may be encouraged by the action o f a “strong Jew” to eat idol food
in the name of yvdkjic;.1 Hence, it is difficult to account for Sawyer’s Jewish Christians
as the “weak” with the pagans’ pangs of past conscience (1 Cor 8:7-12; 10:29). Third,
his attempt to look for some details at Jewish dietary regulations to justify his hypothesis
does not also fit the burden o f the discussion in chaps. 8-10.2
Perhaps, the above problem may be one reason some scholars do not consider the
issue of identities o f the “weak” and “strong” as important in the discussion of 1 Cor 8
and 10. For instance, Conzelmann holds that “the ‘weak’ are neither Jewish Christians
nor any closed group at all. They do not represent a position. They are simply weak.”3
James D. G. Dunn argues that although the Jewish abhorrence to idolatry dominates that
the “weak” are Jewish, nevertheless, “not all the weak were Jewish Christians” and not
“all the strong were Gentile (Paul numbered himself among the strong, 8.8; 10:25-26), so
that the focus on the Jewish/Gentile question and on particular parties is less valuable.”4
Therefore, Hurd holds that “the really striking fact is that in 8.10-13 and 10.28, 29 the
‘See Fee, “Ei6coA.60uta Once Again,” 182-183; Robertson and Plummer, 171. Mark D.
Nanos, in his study of Romans, also takes the “strong” as the Jewish Christians. He argues that
“to assume that the “weak” were Christian Jews . . . is indeed to fall into Luther’s trap" of
antinomianism (The Mystery o f Romans: The Jewish Context o f Paul's Letter [Minneapolis, MN:
Fortress Press, 1996], 115, 116-119, emphasis his; contra Robert A. J. Gagnon, “Why the ‘Weak’
at Rome Cannot Be Non-Christian Jews,” CBQ 62 [2000]: 64-82).
2Sawyer, 258-261.
3Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 147.
4James D. G. Dunn, / Corinthians, NTG (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1 9 9 9 ), 5 8 ,
and 5 7 - 6 0 . Also see Bultmann, 1 8 0 -1 8 1 ; Grant, “The Earliest Christian Gnosticism,” 8 1 - 9 8 ;
S c h m ith a l s , Gnosticism in Corinth, 2 2 6 ; Wilson, “How Gnostic Were the Corinthians?,” 6 5 - 7 4 ;
cf. Rom 1 5 :1 .
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‘weaker brother’ is completely hypothetical and indefinite.” 1 Two notable weaknesses
o f this position are (1) it makes Paul’s main concern on idolatry and the weak brother in
8:7-12 and l0:29b-30 as something conjectural than real, and (2) because o f the nature o f
the problems addressed in chaps. 8-10, it is difficult to take Hurd’s thesis that “the
difference of opinion over the question o f idol meat is a disagreement which lies not in
Corinth, but between Paul, on the one hand, and the Corinthian Church, on the other.”2
Following a survey of Greco-Roman literary sources, Gerd Theissen brought
attention to the sociological dimensions on the identity of the “weak” and “strong” in 1
Cor 8-10. His reconstruction o f a social stratification between the Corinthian “rich” and
“poor” provides an alternative explanation to those o f earlier interpreters that identify the
“strong” and the “weak” in I Cor 8-10 on ethnic terms. According to Theissen’s
hypothesis, the strong or rich (e.g. Erastus, the “city treasurer”; cf. Rom 16:23) for some
social reasons could not have avoided idol-foods and, therefore, would have eaten meat
in cultic contexts as a necessity for their daily social and business engagements.3 Hence,
Theissen argues that Paul was in basic agreement with the strong because the apostle
appeals to knowledge in defense of eating idol-foods. He claimed that the weak or poor
rarely eat meat because of its cost and, therefore, would have eaten idol meat only on
lHurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 125, n. 2.
2Ibid., 126. Fee also suggests that the Corinthians’ letter to Paul “comes from the church
as a whole, not from one of the factions in the church” (El6coA.60uta: Once Again,” 179).
3Gerd Theissen, “Social Stratification in the Corinthian Community: A Contribution to the
Sociology of Early Christianity,” in The Social Setting o f Pauline Christianity: Essays on
Corinth, ed. and trans. John H. Schutz (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), 121-132. See also
Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 47-64.
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cultic occasions in the worship o f pagan gods.1
Theissen’s sociological approach to the interpretation o f 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 have led
some interpreters to conclude that Paul’s response is to mediate between the different
positions over the question of idol meat between the weak and the strong. As a matter o f
fact, Paul’s solution is characterized on a note o f compromise o f a “love-patriarchalism”
which “allows social inequalities to continue but transfuses them with a spirit of concern,
o f respect, and o f personal solicitude.. . . This should not be overlooked even if Pauline
love-patriarchalism cannot be considered the solution to contemporary social problems.”2
The strength o f Theissen’s position on the identity of the “weak” and “strong” is
in his attempt o f a possible sociological account o f a theological quarrel in 1 Cor 8-10
(cf. 8:4-6). He argues that the theological quarrel in the Corinthian church was between
the upper social class who eat meat on a regular daily basis and the lower counterpart
who rarely eat meat except on religious occasions. Perhaps, it was this diversity o f socio
economic positions in the Greco-Roman society that made Paul oppose the rich who
showed no concern for the poor at the Lord’s Supper (11:17-34).
Again, Theissen’s explanation holds that the strong are the rich because they
would be more affected by not participating in €L5coA.66um and their social and business
engagements might be more adversely hampered than those o f the poor. However, one
weakness o f Theissen’s thesis is that his social categorization does not fit the evidence o f
'Theissen, 125-129; Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 21-64; Mark Reasoner, “The ‘Strong’
and the ‘Weak’ in Rome and in Paul’s Theology” (Ph.D. diss., The University of Chicago, 1990),
1:124-127.
2Theissen, 139-140.
|
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what was a complex issue in the Greco-Roman society. Also, his suggestion o f the two
different types of the weak Corinthians, namely, “a gentile Christian type” who eats idol
food and “a Jewish Christian type”1who avoids the same food, is confusing as there is no
support for his conclusion throughout chaps. 8-10. Another weakness is that eL6a)A.60i)ta
is understood only as meat—a fact that mistakenly caused him to make “an unjustified
contrast in the social uses o f food between classes in Greco-Roman society.”2
A plausible explanation is that which is offered by scholars who take their lead
from I Cor 8:7: ’AXk’ ou k ev -naaiv f| yvcoolc;- ttvec 5e tfj awr|0€ia eco? apru -cot
eiSa&ou cog 6 l5 gjA.o 0 u t o v

6 o 0 lo u o l v , K a i

f| aw€i5Tiai<; canrcov aoOevqc; oioa poA.uv€rai.

The suggestion is that the “weak” in Corinth were the Gentile Christians who were in
pagan mysteries, and who still lived in the belief and fears o f the demonic powers.
Because o f their former painful associations with the idols, their conscience or
conscientiousness had become “oversensitive” when they saw their fellow believers
partaking in the pagan temple meals.
For instance, M urphy-0’Connor admits that although certitude is impossible on
the actual identity of the “weak” and its antithesis, still, a working hypothesis worthy of
respect implies that “the Weak were Gentile Christians whose intellectual conviction
that there was only one God had not been fully assimilated emotionally. Having been
conditioned from their youth to think o f idols as enjoying real existence, it was inevitable
that there should be a time-lag between intellectual and emotional acceptance of
lIbid., 124.
2Gooch, Dangerous Food, 150; see also Yeo, 145.
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monotheism.” 1 There are three notable strengths for this position. First, it addresses the
issue o f ignorance or fear o f the “weak” that concerns Paul in 1 Cor 8:7 and 10. Second,
because the “strong” boastfully subscribe to the statement in 8:4bc (cf. Wis 12:23-14:31;
15:2-3; Jdt 8:20) that resembles the Hellenistic Jewish gnostic idea,2 this helps to identify
them as the Jewish Christians gnostics3 as well as the main reason Paul challenges their
claims to

e^ouaia, and eXeuQepLa throughout chaps. 8-10. Third, the position

also helps to account for the reasons Paul did not reverse his concern for the weak
brother concerning the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.

Issue 4: Who Asked the Two Questions in I Cor 10:29b-30: The “Strong” or Paul?
In view of the fact that the “weak” are likely the Gentile Christians and the
“strong” are the Jewish Christian gnostics, it is important to consider here the author of
'Murphy-O’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 554; see also Barrett, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 194-195; Rauer, 27-39, esp. 31.
2Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 228-245; Horsley, “Gnosis in Corinth,” 34-40;
Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 144-145; Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 39-40;
Murphy-O’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 350-351; Willis, 98-104. Justin and Irenaeus also
indicate that the later Gnostic heretics ate idol food and went to theaters to display their inner
freedom (Brunt, “Paul’s Attitude,” 269-270, 274).
3The terms “gnostic” and “gnosticism” generally are not used for the first century AD
phenomena. Rather proto/incipient gnosticism is used because only the seeds of the heresy
existed prior to the second century when it appeared on the scene as a fully-established system of
thought. However, because the “strong” or the “knowledgeable” at Corinth have the seeds of the
heresy in their obsessions with the Hellenistic-Jewish theology, 1prefer to identify or describe
them in this study as the Jewish Christian gnostics (cf. 1 Cor 8:4bc, 6-11; 9:3; 10:23). One reason
for this is that, despite Yamauchi’s critiques and doubts of pre-Christian Gnosticism as earlier
discussed, it can be argued that there have been “Christians” before the disciples of Christ were
first called as such in Antioch (Acts 11:26; 26:28; 1 Pet 4:16). Another reason for my naming the
“strong” as “Gnostics” is because of their key emphasis on the Greek word for “to know” and
“knowledge” that occur 77 times as well as for “wisdom” that occurs 28 times in the Corinthian
correspondence. Hence, the strong came close to being what I simply call in this study as
Gnostics than using quotation marks each time or words that are either ambiguous or tool long,
“proto/incipient-gnosticism.”
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the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 as the fourth broader issue. Are the two
questions asked by Paul, or by the “strong”? If they are Paul’s questions, are they
directed to the weak or to the strong? Or, if the two questions belong to either Paul or
the strong, why have they been asked here in the first place?
Some scholars claim that Paul warns the “weak” as he asked the two questions in
I Cor 10:29b-30, warning them not to take advantage o f Paul’s appeal for the “strong”
Christian’s forbearance. For example, Hering states that in 10:29b-30 “the Apostle
seeks to define limits for the respect due to the weak. Already 10:29a recalled that the
liberty o f conscience o f the man who yields through consideration remains free and
independent; the text expressly underlines this fact by forbidding the weak to judge the
strong, or even more strongly to insult them (10:30).”' Also, James Moffatt holds that
“he [Paul] will not have the stronger enslaved by the weaker (vii. 23). Even as he pleads
for consideration, he feels bound to deny the right o f any over-scrupulous Christians to
fetter or denounce the freedom o f others.”2 Thus, for Moffatt, Paul’s instruction in
10:28 is not obligatory because “the concession is purely voluntary, since any Christian
may eat anything for which he has given thanks to God by saying grace over the meal
(Rom. xiv. 6).”3 Peter Richardson also concurs that it is because the weak were
‘Hering, 99. See, also Joseph MacRory, The Epistles o f Paul to the Corinthians with
Introduction and Commentary (St. Louis, MO: B. Herder, 1915), 152-153; Richard B. Hays,
First Corinthians Interpretation: A Bible Commentaryfor Teaching and Preaching (Louisville,
KY: John Knox Press, 1997), 176-177.
2Moffatt, 1959), 144.
3Ibid. Cf. Bousset, “Der erste Brief an die Korinther,” 2:127. Bultmann holds that “If ‘I’
(Paul) supposed that I had to decline for the sake of conscience, I would have submitted to
another’s judgment and surrendered my conscience,; in principle, I am free to eat anything that I
can eat with thanksgiving (i.e. with a ‘good conscience’; v. 30); but I do not surrender my freedom
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impatient with the strong that Paul in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 warns these individuals “who
have tried to force their scruples on others as checks to the exercise o f another’s
freedom.” 1
Murphy-O’Connor also holds that Paul raised the two questions in I Cor 10:29b30 because “the harsh questions were intended to shock the Weak into a realization o f
the unchristian character o f their attitude.”2 That is, the two questions asked in 10:29b30 are to caution the excesses o f the “weak” who seem to take undue advantage o f the
consideration of the “strong.” Hence, “v. 29b is intended as justification o f Paul’s advice
to preserve ignorance in order to avoid problems o f conscience. In reality Paul does not
provide a reason. His intention was to force the Weak to discover it themselves by
asking them ‘what good does it do’ to project onto others the condemnation of their own
consciences.”3
Moreover, he claims that Paul’s protest with the two questions in 1 Cor 10:29-30
is meant not only to warn the weak against their unscrupulous attitude, but also to
educate them from their ignorance. In fact, it is for this latter reason that he argues that
Paul challenges the weak “to reflect along productive lines by pointing out that the
suggestion that the Strong were deliberately acting against their own consciences could

either, if I decline out of consideration for another’s conscience” (1:219; see also W. D. Davies,
“Conscience,” IDB, 674; William F. Orr and James A. Walther, I Corinthians, AB 32 [Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1976], 256).
lPeter Richardson, Paul’s Ethic o f Freedom (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1979),
129.
2Murphy-0’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 570.
3Ibid., 571.
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not be justified, since the fact that they ‘gave thanks’ to God for what they ate (x, 30)
manifested the conviction that they were not doing anything wrong.”1 MurphyO ’Connor adds that Paul’s “first step is the extremely pragmatic one of telling the Weak
that they should not go looking for trouble.”2 That is, he thinks Paul in 1 Cor 10:29b-30
takes a drastic approach o f warning the weak not to invite trouble upon themselves
unnecessarily. Thus, he concludes that Paul asked the two questions so that “their
consciences should not bother them unless they were absolutely sure that a particular
piece o f meat had in fact been offered to idols, and they could avoid being absolutely
sure by asking no questions regarding the origin of the meat they buy (v. 25) or which is
offered to them in pagan houses (v. 27).”3
However, the arguments that the two questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30 are to
warn the “weak” is not wholly convincing for three reasons. First, although Paul often
makes abrupt shifts in argument such as the abrupt transitions between 6:12 and 10:23,
but, this is not the case with the two questions asked in 10:29b-30. This is because, as
Hering and others argue, Paul directs the two questions to warn the weak, otherwise, the
passage “makes Paul’s transition so sharp that the readers would hardly be expected to
have understood it.”4 That is, how can Paul at this stage o f his concerns for the “weak”
from 8:1 now turn against the same person or group? Second, Jewett also writes that the
lIbid.: see also Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 194.
2Murphy-0’Connor, I Corinthians, 101.
3lbid. Jewett also notes that it is because Paul is operating on the principle that “what you
don’t know won’t hurt you” that he warns the weak for being over-scrupulous (Paul's
Anthropological Terms, 428).
4Brunt, “Paul’s Attitude,” 114.
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position “is likewise incapable of clarifying the presence o f yap in 29b, and it is
revealing that those who propose this interpretation avoid providing a precise translation.
As much as one’s personal sympathies may rest with this interpretation, it must be set
aside.”1 Third, although the passage gives limited information, still, in view o f Paul’s
other remarks in favor of the weak brother in 8:13; 9:19-23, and 10:24, the suggestion is
inadequate.2
There are scholars who consider the two questions asked in I Cor l0:29b-30 in
anticipation of the objection Paul expects from the “strong” against his restrictions on
idol foods. For instance, Paul Heinz-Dietrich Wendland and Pierce, following the lead of
Weiss,3 interpret the two questions asked in the passage as the objection already raised by
the “strong” Christians to the restrictive argument of Paul: “Why should my freedom be
judged by another’s conscience. If I partake with thanks, why am I blasphemed on behalf
o f which I am thankful?” In other words, l0:29b-30 contains the words Paul himself
thinks the “strong” in Corinth are stating to his attitude toward the “weak.” Thus, rightly
understood, the text consists o f Paul’s anticipation o f the negative response o f the strong
to the restrictions o f 10:28-29a.4 This traditional view is commonplace in modem
‘Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, 429.
2Willis, 246, n. 117; Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 485-487, n. 52; Watson,
310.
3Weiss describes the two verses as a gloss to 1 Cor 10:27 (Der erste Korintherbrief, 265266; note also G. Zuntz, The Text o f the Epistles: A Disquisition Upon the Corpus Paulinum
[London: Oxford University Press, 1953], 17).
4Heinz-Dietrich Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, DN'l'D 7 (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1936), 83-84; Pierce, 78. According to this position, Paul agrees in
principle with the “strong” that the issue of idol food is but an dSidffjopov “matter of
indifference” (cf. Rom 14:5-9), that he urges abstention from eiScoXoQura “food/meat offered to
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scholarship and, as a matter of fact, it is precisely how the NEB (c f NAB, GNB)
translators understand vss. 29b-30: “‘What?’ you say, ‘is my freedom to be called in
question by another man’s conscience? If I partake with thanksgivings, why am I blamed
for eating food over which I have said grace?”’
Lietzmann understands the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 as the
objections Paul anticipates from the “strong,” in the style o f the diatribe, to the delicate
situations he addresses at Corinth. Thus, he concludes that “the aAAq oweiSqoK; is
clearly a reference to the awei5riai.<; too etepou, so that 29b-30 must be understood as
the exclamation o f the ‘strong,’ which Paul, according to the diatribe style, abruptly
introduces here in the discourse.”1 Although Lietzmann himself admits that Paul fails to
give a direct answer to the questions asked by the strong, but because of the rhetorical
nature of the two questions asked, an answer is implied. That implied answer is found in
a diatribal dialogue: “Why then is my freedom (as you say) judged by the conscience o f
another? If I eat with thanksgiving, why am I scolded because of that for which I give
thanks (to God)?”2
idols” (1 Cor 8:7b), only when there is the danger of causing the weak to stumble. Robert G.
Bratcher also adds that “verses 29b-30 are an objection made by someone who has a strong
conscience, that is, a believer who knows he is not sinning if he eats food sacrificed to idols” (A
Translator's Guide to Paul's First Letter to the Corinthians [London: United Bible Societies,
1982], 101). The RSV, by placing vss. 28-29a within parenthesis, makes the words in vss. 29b-30
Paul’s own words. This is probably in support of vs. 27, where a Christian can eat food sacrificed
to idols provided no question of conscience is raised. The TEV and other translations take the
words in vss. 29b-30 to be those either of someone else or of the person to whom Paul is writing.
Hence, it is either someone asks or else “you ask” (ibid.).
‘Lietzmann, 52 (my translation).
2Ibi(L: Otto Merk, Handeln aus Glauben: Die Motivierungen der Paulinischen Ethik,
MTS 5 (Marburg: N. G. Elwert, 1968), 129; Rudolf Bultmann, Der Sul der Paulinischen Predigt
und die Kynisch-stoische Diatribe, FRLANT 13 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1910),
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It is either that (1) Paul quotes to redefine1 in conformity to his own
argumentation the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 or (2) are questions crafted by
Paul himself as a strategy in terms which were intelligible and disarming to the strong.
Marion L. Soards favors the latter view. According to him: ‘"Verses 29b-30 are
objections that Paul imagines might come from those in Corinth who would not fully
agree with him. Paul has said, ‘Be selfless. Be more concerned with others than with
yourselves.” Therefore, for Soards, the “interpretive suggestion, that Paul is engaging in
diatribe at this point, seems the best understanding o f the passage. Otherwise, Paul’s
logic explodes on itself, and he contradicts his advice o f the following verses with no
indication o f the reason.”2
10-13,67-68. Cf. 1 Cor 15:29-34. Abraham J. Malherbe also indicates Paul’s use of the socalled Stoic-Cynic style of diatribe for the rhetorical arguments or defense on the subject of
resurrection in 1 Cor 15—a practice that is commonly found among the rhetoricians and
philosophers in Paul’s Greco-Roman experiences (“The Beasts at Ephesus,” JBL 87 [1968]: 7180, 72-77; see also George L. Kustas, “Diatribe in Ancient Rhetorical Theory,” in Protocol o f the
Colloquy o f the Centerfor Hermeneutical Studies in Hellenistic and Modern Culture [Berkeley,
CA: Center for Hermeneutical Studies in Hellenistic and Modem Culture, 1976], 1-15).
However, Stanley 1C. Stowers offers some modifications on Paul’s use of diatribe style because
his “model exponent of the diatribe is not the wandering Cynic street preacher. Moreover, the
dialogical element of the diatribe is not an expression of polemic or an attack on the enemies and
opponents of philosophy. The diatribe is a type of discourse employed in the philosophical
school. Its style, however, may be imitated literarily. The form of the diatribe and the way it
functions presupposes a student-teacher relationship
Paul either adapted the style of the
diatribe on a purely ‘literary’ level as merely a writing style, or he employed the style of
indictment and protreptic in his own teaching activity, and Romans resembles that teaching
activity. The style is too much his own and too well integrated with his exegetical method for the
former to be true” {The Diatribe and Paul’s Letter to the Romans, SBLDS 57 [Chico, CA:
Scholars Press, 1981], 175, 182). Also, G. Zuntz remarks that “if in the manner of the diatribe, a
fictitious interlocutor had been here introduced originally, his [Paul’s] refutation was bound to
follow; but this refutation is looked for in vain” (77-78).
lSee, for example, Hurd, The Origin o f 1 Corinthians, 61-94; Omanson, “Acknowledging
Paul’s Quotations,” 57*43 (1992): 201.
2Marion L. Soards, I Corinthians, NEBC, ed. W. Ward Gasque (Peabody, MA:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1999), 217. Watson also states “that Paul in diatribe fashion is
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However, some disagree with the claim that by the two questions asked in 1 Cor
10:29b-30, Paul anticipates an objection on the part of the “strong” in diatribe style. For
example, Hans-Joachim Eckstein who, although agreeing with Lietzmann that the two
questions are asked by the strong, does not agree to his claim that the passage is an
objection o f Diatribenstils. According to Eckstein, Paul’s question in vs. 29b is not an
objection o f the strong to the directive he offers in vs. 28; instead, it explains vs. 29a.
The reason is that “it is not the strong who opposes pfi eoOiete (v 28), but rather, Paul
himself declares why he is not speaking about the strong’s ‘own Syneidesis’ (v 29). This
sequence, Zuordnung, is plainly confirmed by the coordinative and successive yap in v
29b, otherwise, one would have expected 6e or aAAa.”1 Paul’s use o f the coordinative
and successive yap “for” is important in that it amplifies the reason the apostle is
still apealling to the strong in vs. 28 because vs. 29 goes with vs. 28; vs. 29 qualifies vs.
28 in terms o f conscience.2
Arthur P. Stanley holds that the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 are not
expressed in a diatribe style as Lietzmann proposes, but rather, that which “follows a
compressed dialogue

The abrupt introduction of the words o f the opponent may be

explained by the supposition that he is quoting the words of the Corinthian letter, as in vi.
anticipating the objections of the strong to the restrictions of w . 28-29a” (310; Smit, “The
Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 381-388).
‘Hans-Joachim Eckstein, Der BegriffSyneidesis bei Paulus: Eine neutestamentlichexegetische Untersuchung zum Gewissensbegriff, WUNT 2, Reihe 10 (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr,
1983), 266-267 (my translation). Also, see Weiss, Der erste Korinlherbrief, 265; Barrett, The
First Epistle to the Corinthians. 243.
2Weiss and Jewett are correct to note that the thrice-repeated phrase 5ia tqv ouveiSqoiv
in 1 Cor 10:25-28 is probably a phrase already used by the “weak” (Weiss, Der erste
Korintherbrief, 265; Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 426-427).
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12, vii. I,

sl 23,

xi. 2.”1 Two points stand out in Stanley’s remarks on 1 Cor 10:29b-30.

First, he describes Paul’s two questions in the text as “a compressed dialogue” which, of
course, does not necessarily indicate an expected objection of the strong as Lietzmann
claimed. This is because, unlike in a 'Diatribenstils,’2 “St. Paul returns no direct answer,
but turns it off abruptly with the general conclusion in verse 31 .”3 Second, because the
introduction o f the words in 10:29b-30 follows a compressed dialogue as in 6:12; 7:1; 8:1
and 10:23, therefore, Stanley’s observation that Paul’s objection o f the strong is not
expressed in the so-called Stoic-Cynic diatribe style provides additional explanation for
yap in 10:29b as a connective rather than one o f contrast.”4
Some scholars explain the two questions asked in I Cor l0:29b-30 as rhetorical
questions either to explain or question the restrictive argument on idol food.5 For
example, on the one hand, Paul T. Butler holds that “verses 29b and 30 are rhetorical

‘Arthur P. Stanley, The Epistles o f St. Paul to the Corinthians with Critical Notes and
Dissertations (London: John Murray, 1876), 172.
^Stowers, 85-93, 105-110.
3Stanley, 172.
4Ibid. See also Schrage, Der erste Brief 2:471; Alio, 250.
'But, the question is: By wliat criteria or method are we to proceed to differentiate
between the Corinthian correspondence and that which can be tagged as the Corinthians’ slogans
(apparently also quoted by Paul) from that which are exclusively his? Tire issue of Paul’s use of
the Corinthians quotes is hard to establish in 1 Corinthians. Omanson mentions a number of
factors that seem to militate against the attempt to identify such quotes (if any) by Paul. These,
according to Omanson, range from the lack of a clear-cut method among the translators and
interpreters of how to determine precisely what Paul quotes from others, to that of tire
disagreements as to when quotations) begin and end in a verse(s), its source(s), and the translation
of the key words in many of them (201). On 1 Cor 10:29b-30 in particular, see Hurd, The Origin
o f I Corinthians, 126-129; Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 478-480; Willis, 83-87;
Watson, 312-313; Tourson, 203-208; Schrage, 463-464; Gooclr, Dangerous Food, 92-93.
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questions from apostle Paul, in anticipation of the answer in verses 31, 32, and 33.”‘ On
the other hand, Witherington states that “verses 29b-30 are difficult to explain, but
perhaps the least objectionable view is that the rhetorical question, ‘Why should my
freedom be determined by another’s conscience?’ is again the objection of the
Corinthians, as in v. 23a, and does not represent Paul’s own view.”2 Suffice it to say at
this juncture that it is either that Paul introduces the two rhetorical questions in vss. 29b30 in argumentation to state his position in 8:1-11:1, or that he recasts the claim o f the
“strong” in order to question their reasons to eat the food as a sacred meal of pagans
(chap. 10). Two important factors account for this.
First, as mentioned earlier, the two rhetorical questions in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 are
never asked in isolation nor are they to be regarded as “a hypothetical objection or
retort,” as Witherington claims.3 Rather, these are Paul’s questions directed to the
“strong” to explain the reasons for his restraints on pagan sacrificial foods. While it is
possible that the two questions had been previously authored by the “strong” in a letter
sent to Paul, still, the rhetorical intent o f these questions in the discussion o f chaps. 8 and
10 indicate that they belong to Paul. Thus, Watson suggests that even though Paul’s two
questions are asked in 10:29b-30 to recapitulate and anticipate the objection o f the
strong, still, he further introduced them to appeal to the strong.4
lPaul T. Butler, Studies in First Corinthians, BSTS (Joplin, MO: College Press
Publishing Company, 1985), 195.
Witherington, Conflict and Community in Corinth, 228.
JIbid.
4Watson, 311-315; see also Mitchell, 256-257.
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Second, because Paul’s primary concern is for the “weak,” that is, the Gentile
Christians as evident in his firm support for them in 1 Cor 8:11-13 and 10:24, the
authorship o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30 is not to be reconciled with the
“strong,” that is, the Jewish Christian gnostics whom he instructs on the proper use of
freedom. For this reason, Willis, for instance, paraphrases vs. 30: “How can I offer grace
over food, knowing that I will be blasphemed for eating that over which I have said a
blessing?” 1 In light o f this, the rhetorical intent o f Paul’s two questions asked in 10:29b30 is consistent with the argument from his own prestige {ethos) used throughout I
Corinthians and, especially, in chaps. 8-10.

1Willis, 247-250.
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CHAPTER in

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF 1 COR 10:29B-30 IN THE
LARGER CONTEXT OF CHAPS. 8-10

What we see depends on where we stand. One’s social [religious] location or
rhetorical context is decisive of how one sees the world, constructs reality, or
interprets biblical texts. Therefore, competing interpretations of texts are not
simply either right or wrong. They constitute different ways of reading and
constructing historical meaning
— Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza1

Rhetorical Method of Interpretation
The four broader issues, discussed in the preceding chapter, have significantly
impacted the interpretations of the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30. The third
issue, the issue which deals with the identity o f the “weak” and the “strong,” sheds
important light on the understanding o f the passage in two ways. First, because the most
likely identity o f the “weak” and the “strong” was the “Gentile Christians” and “Jewish
Christian gnostics,” respectively, it is possible to identify Paul as the author o f the two
questions addressed in the fourth issue. Second, the two questions asked in 10:29b-30
have been rhetorically introduced by Paul in argumentation “related to the larger context
beginning at 8:1 as questions used in recapitulation o f this rhetorical unit

Regarding

‘Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, “Biblical Interpretation and Critical Commitment,” SlTh
43 (1989): 10.
65
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the deliberation, these questions are used in argumentation to stress Paul’s point and to
emphasize the weakness o f the position of the strong.” 1
Rhetorical criticism is one method used to interpret the New Testament texts in
general and, in particular, the Pauline epistles. While Betz’s work on Galatians in 1979
is an important advance in modem application o f rhetorical analysis o f New Testament,
however, his contribution did not describe a methodology that can help carry out such a
task. In 1984, that need was met by George A. Kennedy, in his New Testament
Interpretation Through Rhetorical Criticism, where his method lays out five parts that
are to be viewed as a circular process.2 Because the goal o f rhetorical criticism is to
assist the interpreters to read and hear the passage(s) to be studied as they would have
been read and heard by the original audience to whom the writer is responding,
Kennedy’s approach has become firmly established.3
In the first part, Kennedy states that in using the rhetorical method of
interpretation one ought to determine, prior to analyzing the composition o f the
argument, the rhetorical unit to be examined which “must have a beginning, a middle [or

'Watson, 318. The importance of the use of rhetorical approach to understand a passage
such as 1 Cor 10:29b-30 cannot be overemphasized, Mitchell, 1-19; 126-149; 237-258. Also,
Witherington writes that “if one wishes to understand Paul's use of rhetoric, and not merely
appropriate Paul for some modem cause or agenda, it is critical that his works be evaluated in
light of ancient Greco-Roman rhetoric” (Conflict and Community in Corinth, 58,55-61).
2George A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation Through Rhetorical Criticism
(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1984), 33-38.
3For instance, see Duane F. Watson, Invention, Arrangement and Style: Rhetorical
Criticism o f Jude and 2 Peter, SBLDS 104 (Adanta: Scholars Press, 1988); Watson and Hauser,
178-206.
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a body], and an end.” 1 Within the subsection of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 that contains the two
rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30, Paul also develops other important subjects
(topoi) from his discussion on idol food in 8:1-11:1 which make 10:23-11:1 appears as a
restatement in the chain o f discussion which begins at 8:1. In the second part, Kennedy
suggests that the interpreter must determine the rhetorical situation that connects the
people, events, and relationships to which the writer is responding.2 The ‘rhetorical
situation’ underlying 8:1-11:1, thus, helps to identify the background problems that
include, but are not limited to, the Corinthians’ claims against Paul’s use o f

y v g x jic ,

e^oixjia, eA.€u0€pia, as well as the differences in expectations over the questions o f idol
food.
Kennedy also suggests that the rhetorical critic must determine the “species” o f
the rhetorical unit.3 The determination of the “species (or kinds)” is the third o f the five
steps o f rhetorical methodology he laid out. It expects the interpreter to determine
whether the rhetorical unit o f a passage or letter is (1) the judicial/forensic (as in the
courtroom), (2) the deliberative (as in the political assembly), and (3) the epideictic (as

‘Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 33.
2Here, Kennedy draws upon the work of Lloyd Bitzer’s definition of a rhetorical situation
(“The Rhetorical Situation,” PR 1 [1968]: 1-14). .
3One may also need to determine the “stasis” or the ground on which an argument is
waged as laid out by Hermagoras in the second century B.C., and which became influential to
such renowned rhetoricians as Cicero, Quintilian, and others (Kennedy, New Testament
Interpretation, 33, 33-38; idem, The Art o f Persuasion in Greece [Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1963], 60-61; see also David Greenwood, “Rhetorical Criticism and
Formgeschichte: Some Methodological Considerations,” JBL 89 [1970]: 418-426; Donald C.
Bryant, “Rhetoric: Its Functions and Its Scope Rediviva,” in Rhetorical Dimensions in Criticism
[Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University, 1973], 3-23).
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in the public ceremony).1
The fourth step is to analyze the composition of the argument in terms o f
invention, arrangement, and style. By invention, Kennedy means to describe the
composition of argumentation by ethos, pathos, and logos. While the arrangement
concerns the ordering of structural elements, such as the exordium (an introduction that
gets the attention of the audience), the propositio (thesis statement), the narratio (setting
forth the case briefly), the probatio (proving the case), and the peroratio (summing up),
the style is to consider how various figures o f speech are utilized.2 The challenge for
rhetorical critic is how these pieces work together to form a persuasive whole as the
interpreter is expected, in the fifth step, to evaluate how a particular argument has met
(or not met) the rhetorical exigence.3
However, there is no consensus about the “proper” approach or method to be used
in the rhetorical analysis o f the New Testament. For instance, the “New Rhetoric”
introduced by Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca redefined genre, and revised many of the
classical conceptions of rhetoric into modem category that make all rhetoric appear
“deliberative.”4 The “New Rhetoric,” thus, put all the Greco-Roman ancient works into

•Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 36-37; idem, The Art o f Rhetoric, 7-23. The
three categories are further subdivided into seven species, viz. “exhortation, dissuasion, eulogy,
vituperation, accusation, defence, and investigation—either by itself or in relation to another
species” (Aristode Rhet ad Alex 1.1421a; [2:275]).
2MitcheU, 184-295; Song, 37-66.
3Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 38.
4Chaim Perelman, and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on
Argumentation, trans. John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1969), 185-514. Also, see Raymond Humphries, “Paul’s Rhetoric of Argumentation
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modem literary criticism that hardly fit because its ideation almost rejects the usefulness
o f the classical three “species” o f rhetoric. Hence, one may be hesitant to employ the
principles developed 2000 years later to interpret a letter written in the first century A.D.
Perhaps, it is the main reason other Pauline scholars have found the use o f the “New
Rhetoric” to be anachronistic to a study of biblical texts, and prefer to use as their
primary sources the materials from the classical and Greco-Roman ancient rhetorical
handbooks. Mitchell, in particular, is correct to evaluate the “new rhetoric as important
philosophical work” which “does not claim to be a handbook o f ancient rhetoric, but
rather a revision and reappropriation o f it to modem philosophical problems, particularly
that o f epistemology. Its intention is at basic points contrary to that o f these New
Testament scholars— it aims at expanding the realm o f argumentation rather than
classifying particular texts according to genre or arrangement.” 1
For now, there is growing agreement that Paul used rhetorical techniques in his

in 1 Corinthians 1-4” (Ph.D. diss., Graduate Theological Union, 1979).
‘Mitchell, 7, n. 19; see also Witherington, Conflict and Community in Corinth, 58;
Watson, 301-318). Because there is lack of agreement on the meaning, task, and methodology of
rhetorical criticism, my approach is to take “the text as we have it, whether the work of a single
author or the product of editing, and look at it from the point of view of the author’s or editor's
intent, the unified results, and how it would be perceived by an audience of near contemporaries”
(Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 4). Again, Paul may not have followed the formal rules
of the Hellenistic rhetoric to the letter but his use of the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor
10:29b-30 is an example that distinctively utilizes the deliberative “species” of the Greco-Roman
rhetorical style in the immediate context of the rhetorical unit of 10:23-11:1. Moreover, there is
evidence that the Rabbinic hermeneutics also followed an application of the Greco-Roman
rhetorical conventions (D. Daube, “Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric,”
HUCA 22 [1949]: 239-264; Timothy A. Lenchak, Choose Life/ A Rhetorical-Critical
Investigation o f Deuteronomy 28, 69-30,30, AB 129 [Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1993]; C.
Clifton Black II, “Rhetorical Questions: The New Testament, Classical Rhetoric, and Current
Interpretation,” Dial 29 [1990]: 62-70).
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letters, but there is little scholarly consensus about how to apply rhetorical analyses in the
interpretation.1 Given this fact, each scholar elects to use the guidelines found in the
classical rhetorical handbooks to understand, for example, the logic o f Paul’s argument
in 1 Corinthians. Suffice it to say at this juncture that a knowledge o f the rhetorical
genre o f a letter will help one not only to know the kind o f audience being addressed but
also the kind o f decision or response expected in the literary context o f a given passage
such as 1 Cor 10:29b-30.
The importance o f Paul’s use o f a deliberative rhetoric,2 as evident throughout 1
Corinthians, cannot be overemphasized as he persuades the Christians at Corinth to adopt
a certain course o f behavioral prescription. His use of deliberative rhetoric indicates that
“when the question is one o f changing other people’s lives the very content of the gospel
demands a ‘method’ o f effecting such changes which is directly opposed to any use of
force . . . It is that o f speaking to them in ways that do not encroach upon their

'The rhetorical genre of 1 Corinthians has been hotly debated by scholars. The different
opinions can be divided into four groups. First, scholars such as Kennedy, Mitchell, Fiorenza, and
Witherington hold that the letter was written according to the deliberative genre of rhetoric.
Second, Mack, Yeo, and Song claim some parts of the letter (e.g., 1 Cor 9) followjudicial
rhetoric while others conform to the deliberative. Third, Wuellner and Smit argue that the letter
patterns itself according to the convention of the epideictic rhetoric. Fourth, the letter is taken by
others as a mixture of two or more rhetorical genres. For a bibliographical list on the application
of these rhetorical genres in the Corinthian correspondence, see Witherington, Conflict and
Community in Corinth, 39-67. On the Pauline epistles in general, see Watson and Hauser, 178202. However, as helpful as the system of classification of the parts of a speech is, the
classification tends to be rigid and artificial (Douglass Ehninger, “On Systems of Rhetoric,” in
The Rhetoric o f Western Thought, ed. James L. Golden, Goodwin F. Berquist, and W. E.
Coleman [Dubuque, IA: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1978], 22-23; Yeo asks: “How does
one explain a piece of writing that contains mixed genre?” [77]).
2A deliberative rhetoric occurs when the author seeks to persuade or dissuade the audience
to take a future course of action (Aristode Rhet 1.3.3; Cicero De Inv 1.5.7; Quintilian Inst 3.4.6-7;
Mitchell, 23-64; Watson, 302).
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independence.”1 While a historical reconstruction or hypothesis may help to understand
why I Corinthians was written, rhetorical criticism, according to the grammar of ancient
Greco-Roman deliberative rhetoric, remains an invaluable service or method to analyze
how Paul attempts to resolve the problems in the community.
According to Mitchell, the content and series o f arguments which are made
against community factionalism in 1 Corinthians are typical o f the essential
characteristics o f a deliberative rhetoric, the genre o f the political speech. The genre o f 1
Cor 8:1-11:1 is o f the same feature for the following five reasons. First, the time for the
expected decision is yet in the future2 concerning Paul’s appeal in the entire passage that
forbids Christian participation in sacrificial meals. Second, the passage is replete with a
set o f appeals towards consideration for one another in the advantage (to oupi^pov) o f
all the varied groups o f the Corinthian congregation (cf. John 18:14; 1 Cor 6:12; 7:35;
10:23,33; 12:7). Third, Paul’s use o f ethos3 in numerous ways in 1 Cor 9 (and in 10:23-

lT. Engsberg-Peterson, “The Gospel and Social Practice According to 1 Corinthians,”
NTS 36 (1990): 572.
2Dio Chrysostom, however, argues that because the future is unknown, therefore, it is
difficult to deliberate about future action (Dio Chrysostom Orat 26; Isocrates Ora 8.8,11).
3According to Aristotle, the preponderance of any discourse lies first in the ethos or
character that resides in the speaker. This is followed by the pathos or the emotions which are
stimulated in the listeners or readers, while the logos or the reason consists of logical reasoning
similar to syllogism in the sciences {Rhet 1356a; idem, Rhet ad Alex, 28-29.1432b-1434a).
Quintilian adds that “what really carries greatest weight in deliberative speeches is the a u th o r ity of
the speaker [fj0o<;]. For he, who would have all men trust his judgment as to what is expedient
and honorable, should both possess and be regarded as possessing genuine wisdom and excellence
of character” (Inst 3.8.13; cf. Aristotle Rhet 2.1.3; Cicero De Orat 2.81.333). See also Kennedy,
The Art o f Persuasion, 95-103; Maitm,Antike Rhetorik, 15-58; Stephen M. Pogoloff, Logos and
Sophia: The Rhetorical Situation o f 1 Corinthians, SBLDS 134 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992),
40-41.
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11:1) and of the Israelites’ wilderness experience on idolatrous practices in 10:1-22, cited
as the examples (TtapaSeiyiiaTa // exemplum), is most suitable for deliberative
argumentative speeches. Fourth, the section o f 8:1-11:1 and, in particular, the subsection
o f 10:23-11:1 are intended to advise and dissuade the Christians at Corinth regarding a
particular course o f action. Finally, Paul’s appeal for unity over against factionalism on
€L5ooA.60uTa appropriately fits both the literary and rhetorical conventions o f a
deliberative rhetoric operative in the first century A.D.
Because the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor I0:29b-30 belong to the
larger context of 1 Corinthians, it is important to consider the rhetorical context o f the
passage in the overall epistolary and rhetorical forms o f the letter. Scholars have
profitably applied the conventional epistolary form and theories o f arrangement {xaS,ic,
/dispositio) found in the classical handbooks to the study o f I Corinthians. For example,
Mitchell, as others, recognizes that the letter constitutes a single rhetorical unit and,
therefore, structures 1 Corinthians following the features of the Greek epistolary form,
namely, an epistolary opening, a body, and a closing.

Rhetorical Structure of 1 Corinthians
Mitchell’s literary framework o f 1 Corinthians patterns a classical deliberative
speech that includes an introduction (trpooipiov), a thesis (irpoBcau;), the statement o f
facts (SLTiYqoig), the proof section (utoTen;), and the conclusion (eiriXoyot;) as its essential
constituents.1 This is outlined as follows:

‘Mitchell, 225-258.
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Margaret M. Mitchell’s Arrangement o f 1 Corinthians1
1. Epistolary Prescript

1:1-3

2. Epistolary Thanksgiving (Rhetorical irpooi|iiov/Introduction) 1:4-9
3. Epistolary Body

1:10-15:58

a) Thesis Statement (irpoOeoLc /Thesis Statement)
The Call for Unity and an End to Factionalism

1:10

b) Statement of Facts (5iTyyr|<WStatement of Facts)
Description o f the Present Situation and
Correction o f a Possible Misunderstanding

1:11-17

c) Proof Sections (luoteic/Proofs)2
Advice for Seeking and Maintaining Concord
in the Church (4 subsections)

1:18-15:57

(1) First Section o f Proof: Censure o f Corinthian
Factionalism and the Need for Paul’s Advice

1:18-4:21

(2) Second Section o f Proof: The Integrity o f the
Corinthian Community Against Outside
Defilement. Advice on Divisive Issues
within the Group (under subheads)

5:1-11:1

a) nopv€ia and Group Solidarity
b) Idol Meats, Freedom and Group
Unity

5:1-7:40
8:1-11:1

lIbid., 184-186, and 186-295. For other possible outlines of the compositional or
rhetorical analysis of I Corinthians, see Witherington, Conflict & Community in Corinth, 318321, and 75-324; Song, 35, 175-176.
2Mitchell has four irtoretc (1 Cor 1:18-15:57), but I made a provision for five because of
the diplomatic discourse of the group participation in the Jerusalem collection projects and the
return of ApoIIos to Corinth (16:1-12) as another major evidence of Paul’s use of the ‘proof in
the deliberative argument of 1 Corinthians. Again, Mitchell takes 1 Cor 15:58 as the conclusion
of the whole letter by assuming that 16:1-24 is an epistolary closing. But, as Witherington, I
consider 16:13-18 as the conclusion because all the issues discussed in the letter cannot be based
only on the appeal of 15:34, 58 as Mitchell holds.
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(3) Third Section o f Proof: Manifestations of
Corinthian Factionalism when “Coming
Together”

11:2-14:40

(4) Fourth Section o f Proof: The Resurrection
and the Final Goal. Unity in the rrapodjooeic;

15:1-57

d) Concluding Remarks (kn iXoyocjPerorat io)

15:58

4. Epistolary Closing

16:1-24.

My Proposed Arrangement o f 1 Corinthians
Epistolary Prescript
I. Introduction (jipooi\iiov/Exordium)
Epistolary Thanksgiving
Epistolary Body
II. Thesis (TrpoQeon; /Propositio)
Thesis Statement of the Deliberative
Argument
HI. Statement of Facts (5 vi\yr\aiq/Narratio)
Divisions in the Community Leadership
and Paul’s Apostleship
IV. ProofSection (picrzziq/Probatio)
Arguments in Support o f the Need
to Maintain Church Unity
First ULOteif;
Corinthian Divisiveness Is Incompatible
with the Centrality o f the Cross'
Second moreu;
The Integrity o f the Corinthian Community

1:1-3
1:4-9

1:10-16:18
1:10

1:11-17

1:18-16:12

1:18-4:21

5:1-1 l : l l

‘One of the subdivisions of the second luoreic; (a series of proofs) of 1 Cor 5:1-11:1
deals with the question over idol food in 8:1-11:1.
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Is at Stake by Unholy Associations
Third iaaT€i<;
Disorders in Liturgical Assemblies
Threaten the Corinthian Unity

11:2-14:40

Fourth TTLOT6LC
Denial o f the General Resurrection as a
Potential Source of the Corinthian
Disunity

15:1-58

F i f t h 1TLOT61 Q

16:1-12

Group Participation in the Jerusalem
Collections and Projections Can Help
to Diffuse the Corinthian Disunity
V. Conclusion (kttikoyocjPeroratio)

16:13-18
16:19-24

Epistolary Postscript

Rhetorical Unit of 1 Cor 8-11:1
Joop F. Smit’s Arrangement o f 1 Cor 8:1-11:11
1) Part itio (8:1-3,4-6)
2) Argumentatio a): refutatio (8:7-12), and confirmation 8:13-9:27)
3) Argumentatio b): refutatio (10:1-13), and confirmatio (10:14-22)
4) Conclusion 10:23-11:1)

My Proposed Arrangement o f 1 Cor 8:1-11:1
Introduction (u p o o L p io v!Exordium)
Love Not Knowledge on Foods
Associated with Idols

8:1-6

1Joop F. Smit, “The Rhetorical Disposition of First Corinthians 8:7-9:27,” CBQ 59
(1997): 476-477, il 3.
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Thesis (irpoQeaLt; IPropositio)
Not Ail Have the Knowledge

8:7

Statement of Facts (5ir\yi\aiQ/Narratio)
The Danger in Eating Foods
Associated with Idols

8:8-12

First Stiyfnoi-c;
Freedom to ‘Eat or Not to Eat’
Foods Associated with Idols

8:8-9

Second 8iiVynai(;
A Cause o f Stumbling for the Weak
on Foods Associated with Idols

8:10-12

ProofSection (uiaxeiQ/Probatio)
Exemplary Arguments on the Use
o f Freedom and Authority

8:13-10:22

First irurceu;
The Positive Example o f Paul’s
Use o f Freedom and Authority

8:13-9:27

Second irioreu;
The Negative Example o f the
Israelites’ Wilderness Experience
on the Use o f Freedom and Authority

10:1-22

Conclusion (enCXoyoc-JPeroratio)
Paul’s Appeal for Restraint in the
Interest o f the Christian Community

10:23-11:1

Preliminary Remark on 1 Cor 10:29b-30 in Its Contexts
The above literary structures clearly indicate that Paul arranges his subjects
(to tto l)

in 1 Corinthians according to a deliberative argument that best suits his rhetorical

purpose. For instance, the proof sections appeal to advantage ( t o aupcjjcpov) throughout
the letter in that, in the development of his arguments, Paul gives the reasons for his
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actions. This is indicated, in particular, in the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor
l0:29b-30 that belong to the second proof section o f 1 Corinthians. As a matter o f fact,
the two rhetorical questions, both in the larger context o f 8:1-11:1 and the narrower
context of 10:23-11:1, indicate Paul’s deliberative directives against meats associated
with idols. Two reasons can be advanced for this.
First, since Paul is responding to several problems in the Corinthian community,
with the aim o f persuading its members to adopt his own behavioral actions as specified
in 1 Cor 8:13-9:27 and 10:29b-l 1:1, the aim o f the two rhetorical questions asked in
l0:29b-30 is not to seek answers from the Corinthians.1 Rather, Paul is rhetorically
asking the two questions to provide “proofs” that suggest his reasons for not eating idol
food. This is because, for him, it is not idol food per se that is dangerous to eat (cf. vss.
25-27), but the wrong use o f e^otxria and eAeuOepia to eat the food as a sacred meal of
pagans. Hence, Paul’s two questions asked in vss. 29b-30 state his reasons for not eating
(cf. vss. 28-29a).
Second, because an answer is not expected, Paul’s response to the questions
o f the Corinthians is naturally answered in the yap and Lvati that open the two

‘Wilhelm Wuellner suggests that Paul’s rhetorical strategy in 1 Corinthians is not just to
answer the questions of the Corinthians but, more importantly, to question the answers they
already have over the questions about participation in the pagan temple meals (“Paul as Pastor
The Function of Rhetorical Questions in First Corinthians,” in L 'Apotre Paul, Personality, Style et
Conception duMinistere, BETL 73 [Belgium: Leuven University Press, 1986], 55). Perhaps, it is
the reason some conclude that Paul is addressing a hypothetical situation in 1 Cor 8:10-13 and
10:28-29 (Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 125-131; Ramsaran, 60).
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rhetorical questions in 1 Cor 10:29b-30.1 Robertson and Plummer correctly note that
[vati “never means ‘by what right,’ but rather ‘for what object [reason]’? St Paul’s
main point in the context is p/n eoQCete, for which yap introduces a reason.”2 Again, vs.
30 parallels the preceding verse in that Paul is stating further that one cannot thank God
for eating what one knows to be a stumbling block for other person because such attitude
amounts to idolatry. Hence, for Paul, the wrong use o f yvc3ai<;,3 &;ouoia4 and eXeuOepia5
is destructive not only to the weak brother (chap. 8) but also to the strong themselves

'Yeo, however, holds that “the two questions are answered in the following verse (31-32)
because of the conjunction ouv” (203).
2Robertson and Plummer, 222; Hering, 99, n. 52; Willis, 247-250; Thiselton, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 790. But, when the two questions are interpreted as the objection of
the “strong,” IvarC is frequently translated as ‘by what right’ and this, of course, misses Paul’s
rhetorical intent in both the larger and the narrower contexts of the passage.
3Rudolf Bultmann, “yvcooiq,” TDNT, 1:689-719. The fact is that Paul does not intend to
define the term yt/dkjK; because the relationship of yvdwnq and eidokoQvxa. is not clearly
spelled out in 1 Cor 8:-l 1:1. Perhaps, he introduces yvcooiq in argumentation because it arose in
response to an inquiry from the “strong” Corinthians who defend their activities to eat food as a
sacred meals of pagans on the basis of knowledge. Therefore, Paul points out that such use of
knowledge is wrong because it “puffs up,” as he contrasts it with dydtrri that “builds up” (1 Cor
8:1b; 13:4-13).
4Wemer Foerster, “e£oixria,” TDNT, 2:560-575. In addition to yvmoLq, the Corinthians
also stress their “rights” (e^ouoia), or “freedom” (eA.eu0epia) in defending their eating activities
at the pagan temples. Again, Paul critiques such use of rights/freedom on the basis of love as he
reminds them of the necessity of considering the other person. Thus, in I Cor 9:1 Paul uses the
term eA.eu6epia to continue the discussion of e£ouaia which he introduces in argumentation in
8:9.
5Heinrich Schlier, “eXeuQep Ca,” TDNT, 2:487-502. Even though eAeuOepia is not used
by Paul in 1 Cor 8, the term is to be understood as virtually synonymous with ei;oixria in chap. 9.
It is not that Paul is against freedom as God’s blessing in his use of the term more than any other
NT authors. In 8:1-11:1 Paul corrects the Corinthian wrong use of freedom because the popular
philosophy understood “freedom” merely in knowledge. Hence, the Corinthian use of freedom
differs from Paul because, as Schlier rightly notes, “it is not in isolation, but in life with others that
the Christian attains freedom” (Ibid., 500).
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(chap. 10).
The above explanation on the content o f I Cor I0:29b-30 is used in the
interpretation o f the larger context of 8:1-10:22 in this chapter, and the narrower
context of 10:23-11:1 discussed in the next. Paul’s two rhetorical questions in 10:29b-30
are never asked in isolation. Rather, the rhetorical nature o f the two questions is Paul’s
own response to his critics that begins in 8:1 who were pointing to his actions on behalf
o f the weak as another evidence that he was not free. Because Paul knows that he is free
he first identifies with the strong (who are knowledgeable). But, all the same, the two
rhetorical questions asked in l0:29b-30 indicate his reasons for choosing not to eat idol
food because o f his concern for the weak (who are not knowledgeable) as the logic and
structure ofPaul’s rhetorical argumentation indicate throughout 8:1-11:1.1 Thus, the
rhetoric of 10:29b-30 as the core o f Paul’s argument in 8:1-11:1 with the strong may help
to understand why he uses yvQaii; as a critical key term in 8:1-13, redefines e^ouota in
9:1-27, reflects on the abuse o f e^ouoia (or €A.eu0€pia) in his reference to the OT
examples from the wilderness generation, and as he makes specific application to the
Corinthian situation in 10:1-22.

Paul’s Use of yvcSou; as a Critical Key Term in 1 Cor 8:1-13
The two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b and 30 are more readily understood in

‘Because truth comes to us dialectically, that is, in dialogue, Aristotle makes the point that
“the orator [or rhetorician] ought to be able to prove opposites. . . so that the real state of the case
may not escape us” (Rhet 1.1.12; cf. Quintilian Inst 9.2.7). Although the language used in the two
questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 is that of the strong on freedom, still, Paul’s rhetorical intent,
in argumentation, is to state or prove the opposites, that is, to question the wrong use of freedom.
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light o f Paul’s comments on yvtiaiq and e£otxjta (or eUuSepLoc) because these terms
aptly clarify Paul’s position, namely, that even in these two explosive-sounding
questions, Paul is not reversing his concern for the weak brother. For example, in Paul’s
deliberative discourse o f 8:1-13, the use o f yvcook; forms the basis o f his agreement with
those “in the know” (vss. 4-6) as well as his disagreement with them (vs. 7; cf. 10:29b30). Even though the word does not occur in chap. 10, its use is implied in vss. 29b-30.
In fact, the word provides the suggestion by the advocates for partition theory that 8:1-13
belongs to 10:23-11:1 to form Epistle B as indicated in the preceding chapter.
For instance, Schmithals argues that the gnostic belief forms the background o f 1
Corinthians that Paul agrees with the yvakjic; o f the strong Corinthians that “to
participate in pagan cultic meals from a deliberately ‘Christian’ stance” would
demonstrate that the “demons have indeed been conquered.” 1 However, Schmithals’s
conclusion raises some problems. First, although Paul shares the

yvghjis o f the

Jewish

Christian gnostics in 1 Cor 8:4-6 that there are no gods behind the idols, the development
o f his argument does not make participation in pagan cultic meals demonstrate from a
Christian viewpoint that the demons have been conquered. Rather, as he argues in chap.
10, participation in pagan cultic meals destroys the participants in the same way the
wrong use o f knowledge destroys the weak brother as he argues in chap. 8. Second, there
is hardly an indication that what Paul writes in 8:1-13 belongs to 10:23-11:1 to form an
Epistle B which encourages participation in pagan cultic meals as evidence that the

'Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 226.

i
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demons have been destroyed. Because Paul’s qualification of

y v g x jk ;

is different from

the strong (8:7-11), therefore, Schmithals’ claim is difficult to establish from 8:1-11:1 in
light o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.
In order to understand what led to the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor
10:29b-30, it is important to examine the chain o f Paul’s logical argumentation that
begins in 8:1. With the phrase “trepi 56”' in I Cor 8:1a (cf. 7:1,25; 8:1 [8:4]; 12:1; 16:1,
12), Paul introduces the subject of et8coA.60uta into the discussion with the “strong” who
recognize that there is no such thing as an idol. The weak appear to have a troubled
o u v € l5 t io l < ;

for eating idol food but the strong do not find such eating wrong because of

their claims to yvcooic;. Hence, it appears that Paul agrees with the strong Corinthians’
claim to yvcSou;, in theory, that an idol is no God (cf. 8:4),2 but never in practice because
o f the dangerous situation in which it places the weak brother (8:7-13; cf. 10:18-22).3

’This is the third occurrence of trepl 5e in 1 Corinthians. Mitchell notes that “the
formula irepi 5c, as found in a great variety of ancient Greek texts . . . is simply a topic marker, a
shorthand way of introducing the next subject” (“Concerning IIEPI AE in 1 Corinthians,” Nov T
31 [1989]: 229-256, esp. 233-234; idem, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 3, n. 7, 191, n.
27). Hence, the introductory formula is not necessarily an indicator of a reference to an issue
brought up by a correspondent as it is often alleged in the cycle of the partition theory of 1
Corinthians.
2Yeo holds that “by partially quoting the Corinthians’ slogan in the first five verses, Paul
has gained a strong foothold for his persuasion. It is a way of gaining attention from the audience
also, letting them know their argument has some validity” (185; see also Barrett, “Things
Sacrificed to Idols,” 46).
31 Cor 1:5; 12:8; 14:6; 2 Cor 2:14; 4:6; 6:6; 8:7; 10:5; 11:6; Phil 3:8; Rom 2:20; 11:33;
15:14; cf. Col 2:3. For instance, the use of y v g x j k ; in 1 Cor 1-4 seems to be a sine qua non for
Paul’s “contextualizing or theologizing” of the message of the cross of Christ to the Corinthians’
situation. In fact, he himself appears to acquire the theory of yvdkiLC in light of the several issues
he addresses in the letter towards the right view of yvdxju; (8:1, 7).
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Mitchell notes that while Paul discusses with the Corinthians the theory of
knowledge, he points out to them that their claims to yvcuoK; only lead to community
division. She states that “in 8:1 Paul introduces his positive counterpart to both
knowledge and freedom which some Corinthians (wrongly) regard as the guiding
principles of action. That counterpart is dyatrri, love.” 1 Thus, Paul’s use o f oiSapev
o tl

in I Cor 8:1 is a deliberate effort to disarm the Corinthians’ slogans by stating

that he has what they have (vs. 4). This is indicated, for example, in the way he
immediately qualifies the statement in vs. lb to suggest that his qualification of yvcooK;
was far different from that o f the strong Corinthians.2 But, since yvcooic; is fundamental
to the understanding of Paul’s position in chap. 8, which he himself never elaborates, the
meaning of the term mean for him and the Corinthians must be clarified.

‘Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 126. Pearson writes that “Paul’s
concern for the ‘weak’ in conscience constrains him to remind those with a greater proportion of
yvoxiK; that dydirn, after all, is a greater standard of conduct in the Christian community than
yvcooLC. And if anyone does not know this, he is really ignorant of a necessary item in the
Christian faith” (43).
2Of course, the debate as to whether a particular quote is either a Corinthian statement or
Paul’s is not easy to decide. For instance, in reference to 1 Cor 8:8, while Hurd documents a list
of ten authors who maintain that the slogans are of the Corinthian origin (Hurd, The Origin o f I
Corinthians, 68; see also Walter Lock, “1 Corinthians Vm.1-9: A Suggestion,” Exp 6 [1897]:
67), Barrett, as others, either modifies the same hypothesis saying that only the opening clause “is
clearly consistent with the position of the strong Christians in Corinth, who see no objection to
eating sacrificed food, and Paul agrees with it” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 195; Fee,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 383), or completely rejects the assumption in favor of Paul’s
own statements (Lietzmann, An die Korinther I, II, 38; Alio, 204; Conzelmann, / Corinthians,
148). hi short, in all the variety of solutions advanced, none is totally satisfactory. One problem
has to do with choice of the variant readings that best represents the authentic text. Another
problem stems from the fact that, to a large extent, one’s interpretation is often predetermined by
whatever viewpoint one already cherishes. But, it is also possible, as Hering writes, that “the
apostle takes up their catch-phrase in order to let them understand first of all that they are not the
only ones to ‘have knowledge.’ ‘We also have it’” (67; see also Barrett, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 191-194; Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 120-131).
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The Meaning o f yvaxjit;
Scholars have long debated the origin and meaning o f the word yvdjoi<; in I
Corinthians. For example, Dupont takes it as a charismatic knowledge that grows out o f
Judaism.1 For Pearson, yvdms is a “Christian insight into the realities of Christian
existence here and now and its practical consequences.”2 While Horsley takes the
Corinthian yvcjait; as the knowledge of the one true God,3 for Gardner, it is “one o f
several gifts o f God for his church, designed to benefit the community.”4 The lack o f a
uniform meaning o f the term, however, makes Conzelmann to remark that “the specific
understanding o f the nature o f the liberating yvcoaic is so far still an open question.”5
The word yvcooic; occurs more frequently in 1 Corinthians than any other part o f
the NT. In this letter alone, it is found ten times as a noun (1 Cor 1:5; 8:1 [2x], 7; 10, 11;
12:8; 13:2, 8, and 14:6), besides its sixteen occurrences in the verbal forms.6 This

‘Dupont, 532-534. The interconnections of yvcoan; and eleuGepia. coupled with other
religious viewpoint of the “strong” Corinthians are clearly contained in the Hellenistic Jewish
theology. It is stated that: “Knowledge is freedom (Gos Phil 84:10-11). Also, Philo is reported
as saying that: “He who has the knowledge of the truth is a free man” (Gos Phil 77:15-16).
2Pearson, 42.
3Horsley, “Gnosis in Corinth: 1 Corinthians 8:1-6,” 43-47.
4Gardner, 25. See also Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 366, n. 34.
sConzelmann, I Corinthians, 140. He presents three possibilities by which one may
come to grips with the term, that “it can be understood as enlightenment on the nature of the gods
in the sense of popular philosophy, or as an illumination of the pneumatic, or as a specifically
Gnostic insight into the depths of the world and of being. Here we must take account of the fact
that these possibilities cannot always be strictly separated” (ibid., emphasis mine).
6Robert Morgenthaler, Statistik des Neutestamentlichen Wortschatzes (Zurich: GotthelfVerlag, 1982), 85. Also, it is used 6 times in 2 Corinthians (2:14; 4:6; 6:6; 8:7; 10:5; 11:6), 3

i
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suggests that Paul was confronted with problems associated with an early form of
Gnosticism in Corinth. However, Schmithals goes too far in remarking that all the
elements o f both libertinism and asceticism that Paul refutes were among the main
features of Gnostic thinking.1 Although Conzelmann argues that Gnosticism is an
unnecessary hypothesis for understanding 1 Corinthians, his conclusion is that “the
Corinthians could be described as proto-Gnostics.”2
As earlier indicated, the main reason most scholars doubt any trace of
Gnosticism in 1 Corinthians is because the essential features o f the system in its fully
developed form in later centuries are almost completely lacking in the New Testament.
Thus, the gnostic provenance o f the letter is not taken seriously by most scholars. Even
those who seem to note isolated traces o f Gnosticism in nascendi in the letter are yet to
develop acceptable criteria, because “it is not the occurrence o f such terms, concepts,
myths, and theological doctrines, but only the movement o f interpretation of such
traditional language, together with the quest for the criteria and for the direction o f
Paul’s interpretation, that will inform us about Paul’s thought and about his

times in Romans (2:20; 11:33; 15:14), and only once in Ephesians (3:19), Philippians (3:8),
Colossians (2:3), and 1 Timothy (6:20). The form yvQaiz shows up 23 times in all of Paul’s
hauptbriefe. Cf. John R. Kohlenberger HI, Edward W. Godrick and James A. Swanson, The
Greek English Concordance to the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House,
1997), 132. Barrett adds that: “If figure proves anything, these figures show that it was primarily
in the Corinthian situation that the idea of yvQOit; developed, and that the yvdxju; was much,
though not exclusively, concerned with the problem of eiScoA.oOutov” (“Things Sacrificed to
Idols,” 150).
‘Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 288-243. See also Hans Jonas, The Gnostic Religion
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1958), 275; Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 144-145; Jewett,
Paul's Anthropological Terms, 254-287, 352-356, 375-384, 421-439.
2Conzelmann, / Corinthians, 15.
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understanding of Christian experience, even if he shares the theological terminology of
his opponents.”1 In fact, C. C. Tittamann had earlier argued that Gnosticism is a second
century Egyptian phenomenon that is syncretistic, accommodating Greek philosophy as
well as both the Jewish and Christian theologies. He concluded that “no traces of the
Gnostics are to be found in the New Testament.”2 However, because 1 Corinthians
indicates some traces o f a “proto”/“incipient” gnostic elements, I hold that the evidence
cannot be ruled out completely either.
Paul reflects on many o f the Corinthians “proto-gnostics” catchwords in 1
Corinthians with the intent to correct a misunderstanding o f what they arrogantly claim
to know(cf. 1 Cor 1:26-31; 3:3-4, 18-23; 4:6-8). For example, the expression oi5a|iev
o n Travtec yvdiaiv exopev (8:1b) is a rhetorical strategy that anticipates the objections of
the strong so as to correct their views o f knowledge.3 That is, Paul is not just responding
to the questions o f the Corinthians concerning €L§o)A.66um but he is also questioning
their claims by teaching them a correct view of yvoxju;, based on dyatrn. Hence, in 8:1c
Paul says: q yvtoau; <j>uoiol,4 fj 5e dydirn oitcoSopei5 (“knowledge puffs up, but love
‘Helmut Koester, “Paul and Hellenism,” in The Bible in Modem Scholarship, ed. J.
Philip Hyatt (New York: Abingdon Press, 1965), 193.
2C. C. Tittmann, “No Traces of the Gnostics are to be Found in the New Testament,” in
Essays and Dissertations in Biblical Literature, Society of Clergymen (New York: G. & C. & H.
Carvill, 1829), 1:275.
3The expression, oiSapev o n
yvcooiv exopev “we all have knowledge” (1 Cor
8:1b), seems to contain an awkward repetition of the first-person plural ending with oioa and
exco which is difficult to explain unless o tSapev o n is the introduction to a slogan Paul is
quoting (Willis, 67-70).
44> u o £ o o j appears six times in 1 Corinthians (4:6, 18-19; 5:2; 8:1; 13:4), once in 2 Cor
12:20 and Col 2:18. It seems that Paul's use of <{>u o l o l in I Cor 8:1c is probably a Septuagintal
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builds up”).
Paul’s reaction against the way yvdx tu; was functioning at Corinth is further
indicated in 1 Cor 8:2-3: e i ti<; SoKel eyvGdicevai
t i <;

ayoan} [to v 0eov],

tl ,

outrco eyvco KaScoc; Set yvcovoa. eL 5e

oitoc gyvcooxoa [inr’ c a rro t].1 By this statement, Paul expresses

the inadequate claims of yvcoait; as a way o f relating to God.2 The crucial word is the
perfect indicative eyvcooTca because it signifies that the “strong” Corinthians consider
themselves as having possessed an unusual knowledge. That is, they perceive themselves
to have attained a kind of knowledge that the “weak” do not have. However, Paul’s use

inrooreAAco, reminiscent of ‘r s r “to swell or be lifted up,” as in Hab 2:4a. Paul’s point is that,
unlike yvmoic which “puffs up” by seeking its own interest, f| dyd-mi ou (fnmovTai (1 Cor
13:4e).
5olko6o|I€co appears

18 times in the NT, half of them in 1 Corinthians. In 1 Cor 3:9 Paul
describes the Corinthian church as God’s building as he considers his own role as one who had
laid its foundation so that “if someone is building” (eL 5e tlc CTOtKoSopel) on this foundation,
the individual should use the right materials (3:9-15). Again, Paul uses the word in an ironic sense
when he speaks of the danger that knowledge wrongly applied to eating idol food can cause to the
weak brother, if he happens to see the strong eating such food at the idol’s temple. Thus, he asks:
ov>x'i T| ouveCdqoic aircou doSevoOc ovroc oLKodopqQqoeTai etc; to xa eL5toA.60uxa eoOueiv
(8:10b). In 2 Cor 10:8; 12:19; 13:10, the word is used to describe Paul’s own apostolic authority,
that is, as one called to “build up” the Christian church or community. It seems that the building
metaphor in almost every occurrence of its Pauline usage is either in reference to the “building up”
of the temple or Israel as the covenantal people of God in the Old Testament, or a follow-up to its
use by Jesus (cf. Matt 16:18). Also, see Philipp Vielhauer, Oikodome: Das Bild vom Bau in der
christlichen Lileratur vom Neuen Testament bis Clemens Alexandrinus (Karlsruhe-Durlach: Tron,
1939), 94; O. Michel, oLicoSopeco, TDNT(1967), 5:136-148.
'Zuntz, 31-32.
2For example, the oldest Greek manuscript P46 favors the longer reading that adds t l in
8:2 as original. Bruce Metzger argues that its omission in the witnesses was either a deliberate or
accidental oversight since the weight of evidence supports the longer reading (Metzger, 556). For
Fee, the shorter reading drops t l and “fits the context so perfectly that it is either the Pauline
original or else the work of an editorial genius” (Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 367;
see also Zuntz, 31).
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o f the ingressive aorist form of the verb eyvco points to what constitutes the true
Yvcoolq. For Paul, ayauri, not yvcoatt;, marked out ‘the one who knows.’ That is, “the
one who loves [dya-rrq ] is the one who really knows feyvcooTca] (i.e. has the true
knowledge)” (vs. 3).‘
The NIV translates “the man who loves God is known by God" is also based on
the best manuscript (papyrus 46) that I used in translation o f 1 Cor 8:3. However, the
added elements represented in italics o f the NIV translation are not to be preferred.
Besides the fact that both the P46 and Clement o f Alexandria omit
ocutou ,

tov

0€ov

and

utt’

the text does not call for the addition in translation.2 Hence, the shorter reading

of the passage makes more sense in the context in which Paul is questioning the
Corinthians’ claims to yvc3ai<;. The “true gnosis consists not in the accumulation o f so
much data, nor even in the correctness o f one’s theology, but in the fact that one has
learned to live in love toward all.”3 Gardner points out that “the clause outoc eyvcxrcai
uir’ autoC was not a clever twisting o f the subject, nor a play on words in which Paul
showed that it was God’s knowledge that is really important. The point o f comparison
was between yvclxji<; and dyairn, not between yvcSou; o f man and yvcdoiq o f God.”4

1This is why I translate eyvcoorai as a middle rather than a passive. Although Thiselton
also favors the middle, still, he writes that the verb “can accurately translate either” ([The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 627). For a similar reading of my position but on a different verb and
issue, see W. Larry Richards, “UTroTaynoeTca in 1 Corinthians 15:28b,” AUSS 38 (2000): 203206.
2Zuntz, 31-32; Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 129, n. 1.
3Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 368.
"•Gardner, 32.
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Paul Warns About the Corinthian Usage o f

yvcoolc;

Although the content of yvcooic; is not mentioned in I Cor 8:lb, it is explicitly
stated in vss. 4-6 as a strategy to warn the strong. In addition to defining “knowledge” by
contrasting it with

d y c n rri,

Paul develops the implications o f the position of the strong for

eating idol food because of their knowledge of monotheism. The key argumentative
strategy is in his use o f logos,1that is, persuasion through logical argumentation from a
position o f agreement as in vs. 4bc: oiSapev o n ou5ev

€l5coA .ov

kv Koopcp,

te a l

oxi

ouSeic 0eo<; ei prj el<; (“We know that an idol is nothing in the world, and there is no God
except one,” cf. 10:19). Yeo correctly captures the force o f Paul’s rhetorical strategy
when he writes, “By partially quoting the Corinthians’ slogan in the first five verses, Paul
has gained a strong foothold for his persuasion.. . . But Paul does not just quote, he also
clarifies.”2
The knowledgeable have argued that since idols are nothing, the practice o f
eating food offered to idols means nothing as well. The conclusion of the strong, which
is reached through the process o f deductive reasoning,3 resembles the use o f an
1Logos is the third element of persuasion as specified by Aristotle and recognized by
rhetoricians (Aristotle Rhet 1.2.6, 8-22; 2.20-26; Cicero De Ora 2.53.215; De Inv 1.31-41;
Quintilian Inst 5.8-14; cf. Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik, 358-365; Martin,
Antike Rhetorik, 106-107; Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 15). Although Paul’s appeals
to his own character {ethos) are the first means of persuasion as in 1 Cor 8:13-9:27, still, in
addition to logos at the beginning of 8:1 he introduces the second persuasive element, pathos (i.e.,
persuasion by entreaty to the emotions of the audience), in the development of his logical
argument so that persuasion is achieved from the areas of commonality with the Corinthians.
2Yeo, 185.
3Aristotle presents two stylistic methods of logical arguments that are worked out either
deductively by means of “a kind of quasi-syllogism” (Aristotle’s piycopiKoc ouAAoyiopoc) called
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enthymeme1(ev6u|iTi|ia), thus, linking monotheism to eating idol meat.2 And, despite the
fact that Paul does not indicate the connection between monotheism and idol food in
chap. 8, Magee provides an example of how the Corinthians could have used the
enthymematic argument o f monotheism to imply permission to eat idol food as follows:
“No unreal entities can taint food. All foods are unreal entities. Therefore, no idol can
taint food. No untainted food is forbidden to Christians. All idol meat is untainted.

the enthymemes (evGuunna / enthymema), or inductively by means of the “historical or inventive
examples” (itapdSeLvua / exemplum). According to him, “the premises from which a speaker
derives his enthymenes are sometimes necessarily true, but in the main only generally true. In
fact, the materials of enthymenes are (i) probabilities and (if) signs” (Aristotle Rhet 1.2.1357a).
His conclusion is that although people easily utilize “persuasion through argumentative reasoning
or proofs, they do so either with examples or enthymemes; they use nothing else. Accordingly,
since all demonstration (as we have shown in the Analytics) is affected either by syllogism or by
induction, it follows that induction and syllogism must be identified respectively with example
and enthymeme” (ibid., 1.2.1356b; cf. Cicero De Inv 1.24.34; 1.34.57; Quintilian Inst 5.9.1;
5.10.1).
‘An enthymeme is different from a syllogism in that it is “deduced from few premises,
often fewer than a regular syllogism” (Aristotle Rhet 1.2.13; cf. Quintilian De Inv 5.10.3). While
syllogism is a perfect deductive form of reasoning with fully expressed premises, the former is an
imperfect deductive form of reasoning because a conclusion drawn from it is tentative and
refiitable. When an enthymene moves from the premise to the conclusion, it is followed by a
conjunctive adverb such as ouv, “therefore,” “thus.” However, if it is the other way round, the
use is accompanied by such conjunctive adverbs as o n “because,” yap “since.” Quintilian gives
examples of both ideas (Inst 5.14.25). Paul’s citation of Ps 24:1 in I Cor 10:26 at the middle of
the tricky issue over the question of eating idol food seems to follow the latter use of enthymeme
because one of the premises is missing or implied, and the audience is expected to assume the
missing premise. Perhaps, this is also one reason Tomson concludes that Paul’s advice in 10:2311:1 is halakhic because it seeks to define what is “idol food” in doubtful situations (208).
2Perhaps, this is the reason Fisk concludes that Paul’s warning in 1 Cor 8:7 is directed to
the weak “since this applies only to some (cuve;), it must be possible for others to eat ot>x co<;
€l5g)A.66utov. Paul’s point is this: the ability of eificoAoBura to contam inate is determined solely
by the belief system of the one eating. Accordingly, when an individual has no subjective
difficulty with eating, there is no objective defilement” (60).
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Therefore, no idol meat is forbidden to Christians.” 1
As the “strong” in Corinth, Paul agrees that “an idol has no existence” (1 Cor
8:4b), and “there is no God but one” (vs. 4c). However, because this

yvcook;1

is not yet

internalized by the weak brother, in 1 Cor 8:7 he introduces a warning: ’AAA’ oik ev
ttccglv

f) yvcooii;* river; 5e rrj auvT|0eLa ecog apxi xou eLScoAou cor; eiSooAoSutov

eaeCouoiv, xai f| ouvei5t|air; auxcov ao06vri<; ovaa poAuvexai. The strong adversative,
aXX’, best opens the clause to read: “but it is not everyone who has this knowledge.”3

‘Bruce R. Magee, “A Rhetorical Analysis of First Corinthians 8:1-11:1 and Romans 14:115:13” (Th.D. diss., New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, 1988), 61. A similar argument
is used in support of immoral sexual practices among the Christians because it is claimed that
whatever one does to the physical body has nothing to do with the spiritual nurture (1 Cor 6:1220; Rev 2:14-15).
2Research indicates that much has been discussed on the subject of yvdxjir; in light of the
Corinthians’ claim to knowledge of monotheism as a basic Christian doctrine and the rationale for
dinning in idol-temples (1 Cor 8:4-6). For details, see Richard Horsley, “The Background of the
Confessional Formula in 1 Cor 8.6,” ZNW 69 (1978): 130-135; Fee, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 369-376; Gardner, 33-40; Bruce Winter, “Theological and Ethical Responses to
Religious Pluralism-1 Corinthians 8-10,” TB 41 (1990): 220, n. 39; A. Denaux, “Theology and
Christology in 1 Cor 8,4-6: A Contextual-Redactional Reading,” in The Corinthian
Correspondence, 593-606.
3Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 194. Again, because the heresiologists
associate the practice of eating food sacrificed to idols with Gnosticism, the argument that the
Gnostics did make use of Paul in supporting their right to eat idol food as 1 Cor 8:7 stands.
According to Elaine Pagels, “the Valentinians cite this passage to show that those who do have
gnosis need not hesitate to eat meat sacrificed to idols, ‘since they cannot incur defilement’,” that
Paul only “warns the gnostics not to allow their gnosis and their authority to become an obstacle
to ‘the weak,’ to psychics. Instead they are to help the psychics whom Christ came to save, even
if this means giving up the freedom their gnosis affords them. Paul himself the pneumatic
apostle, chooses to give up his liberty in this age (8:13) rather than to harm his ‘weaker brother’
by asserting it” (The Gnostic Paul: Gnostic Exegesis o f the Pauline Letters [Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1975], 71). The problem I have with Pagels’s observation is that there are clear differences
between Paul’s attitude to idol food and those of the Gnostics. Besides, no Gnostic text parallels
to Paul’s approach in the treatment of problems involving meat sacrificed to idols (cf. Wayne A.
Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World o f the Apostle Paul [New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1983], 91-92, 165; Bultmann, Theology o f the New Testament, 1:65).
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Unfortunately, even those who have the knowledge (yvcooic;), in its accurate noetic sense,
apply it wrongly, for they use their gnosis without regard for the weak brother (cf. 15:34).
They do so not only by eating food sacrificed to idols that is sold in the marketplace, they
do so blatantly by eating this food in pagan temples, as Paul discusses in chap. 10.1
Thus, for Paul, the wrong use o f knowledge is equally as dangerous as not having the
knowledge.
The above, however, raises an exegetical problem because Paul’s statement in
8:7a, oi)tc ev Traoiv f) yvcooic;; contradicts the Corinthians’ slogan he seems to quote with
concurrence in 8:1b, iravrec; yvcooiv exopev. The point is, if some Christians who are
weak do not have the yvcocuc; because o f their “weak owe (Stick;,”2 then, what exactly is
the yvcooic; that the strong have but which the weak lack?3
Fee suggests that the relationship between 1 Cor 8:1 and 7 is to be found in the
distinction between yvcooic; at a theoretical level (head knowledge which all have—vs.
'This is alluded to in 1 Cor 8:10.
2The concept of a “weak conscience” in 1 Cor 8:7c is completely absent outside 1
Corinthians. However, there is one closer parallel in meaning in LXXWis 9:5: O tl eyco 5oiiA.o<;
ooc; icat bloc; try; Trai5(oKT|c; aou avOptotroc; da0evn<; icai 6A.iyoxpbvi.oc; icai eAaaacov ev
auveaei icpioecoc; icai vopcov. Cheung suggests that “judging from the evidence of 1 Corinthians
8-10, it seems that ouveLSqoK; is the weak’s counterpart to the knower’s yvcooic;. The knowers
have yvcooic; but are not said to have ouveiSqoic;. The weak have ouveiSqoi? but lack
yvcooic;. This suggests that we should probably look for the significance of ouveiSqoLc; in the
cognitive domain” (131, n. 148; see also Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 382, n. 32).
3Alio holds that “this ‘knowledge’ is not that which is shared by all, it is the conviction
that an idol is nothing in the world” (203, my translation). Conzelmann further remarks that the
weak man at Corinth thinks “the gods are still powers and by his compliance he honors them as
such” (/ Corinthians, 149). Willis also argues that “the real definition of the ‘weak’ in Corinth is
‘those not having knowledge” (94). Fisk understands this to mean that “they [weak] recognize
that what they eat has been offered to an idol andfo r them, this knowledge is highly significant*’
(60, italics his).
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1), and “ ‘knowledge’ at the experiential, emotional level” (heart knowledge that not all
have—vs. 7).1 He holds that the weak know the truth of monotheism, but emotionally
and experientially they do not have the knowledge o f the nothingness o f the idols as do
the strong. On 8:7, he avers that, “as the rest of the verse makes plain, by this he [Paul]
means that even though all may believe at the theoretical level that an idol is no God, not
all share this ‘knowledge’ at the experiential, emotional level.”2 In other words, for Fee,
Paul shifts his argument on yvc3oi.<; from a theoretical exposition o f monotheism to an
emphasis upon a personal, experiential knowledge of God. It is argued that because o f
the difference between theory and practice, the weak, who “up to now have been
accustomed to idols,” are thus challenged to overcome their scruples by adjusting
themselves to the experiential yvcSou;.3
Fee and Murphy-O’Connor make the point that the weak in I Cor 8:7 possess
only a theoretical understanding o f the nonexistence of idols; the understanding needs
some time to become internalized. This accounts for the reality o f the relationship

‘Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 379.
2Ibid. Conzelmann understands Paul as saying that “‘some’ still regard sacrificial meat as
they once regarded it, not because it has a negative quality itself but because they still classify it,
e. g., avoid it, as such, from habit” (/ Corinthians, 146).
3Murphy-0’Connor argues that because the “weak” are the converts from paganism “it is
a question of an habitual attitude towards idols which remains up to the present moment (cf. IV,
13, XV, 6 ) . The continuance of this attitude is what makes some ‘weak.’ It is not, therefore, a
good thing in itself. It is part of the baggage of one’s past which should have been left behind at
conversion” (“Freedom or the Ghetto,” 5 5 2 ; see also Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 1 4 6 -1 4 7 ;
Hering, 7 2 ) . I wholeheartedly agree with Fee and Murphy-O’Connor’s position of the distinction
between theory and experience. Because Gardner takes the distinction too literally and out of
context, he is mistaken to conclude that in 1 Cor 8 :7 Paul “was not concerned with distinctions of
theory and experience” ( 4 0 ; see also Witherington, Conflict and Community in Corinth, 1 9 7 - 1 9 8 ,
n. 4 0 ) .
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between the conscience

(o u i/6 l5 tio lc ;)

o f some members of the Corinthian community

who Paul states are ‘"weak” (8:7bc, 10b, 12b) and the yvcooiq they also lack. The point
is that, despite renouncing their former belief, the Gentile converts (“weak”) retain the
emotional conviction that eating food sacrificed to idols would destroy their relationship
with Christ. They simply cannot easily come to terms with the fact that these gods,
whom they have been worshiping from birth, are in fact nothing. Thus, it appears that in
8:7 Paul shifts his emphasis from a theoretical affirmation of monotheism to an emphasis
upon a personal, emotional, experiential knowledge, as Fee and M urphy-0’Connor
resolve the apparent contradiction between vss. 1 and 7.1
Paul’s chief concern in 1 Cor 8:7 is that he does not want the strong to flaunt their
knowledge (that there are no gods behind the idols-which he concurs with) to the
detriment o f the weak who know this intellectually, but have not internalized it.2 The
danger then is that the actions o f the strong might embolden the weak to eat food against
their conscience,

o u x 't

r| ow€i5qai<;

c c v t o v a a d e v o u ? q v t o q o iic o 6 o |iT i0 T jo e T a i e u ; t o

to

CLSco^oQuTa eoQCeiv (“Will not the conscience o f the weak be built up to eat the foods as
offered to idols?” vs. 10b), and this could cause their destruction because they would feel
they had been unfaithful to the Lord (vs. 11). Thus, Paul’s argument in vs. 7 holds that a

‘In fact, it is one reason why Paul’s concerns for the weak remain resolute throughout the
discussion in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 and, especially, in the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30.
2“We know from v 7 that the weakness of conscience is a lack of appropriate knowledge
regarding the nonexistence of idols; therefore, ‘weakness of conscience’ is most clearly
understood in reference to the inability of these people to make appropriate moral judgments. The
apostle agrees with those ‘having knowledge’ that these people lack due enlightenment, but he
points out that it is precisely for this reason that they can be led into what is for them an act of
idolatry” (Dawes, 96; see also Cheung, 129-130).
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mere claim to yvdkji;, even if the knowledge is true, is inadequate if love does not
govern the use of that knowledge vis-a-vis the weak church member.1
Paul uses the word ouvei5T|ai<;, (Lat. ‘conscientia’), to mean “self-awareness of
knowledge,” “faith,” “conscience,” more than any other NT writer.2 Unfortunately,
however, he does not define the word or describe its function.3 This makes his use o f the
word to be somewhat difficult to characterize.’’ Perhaps, this is the reason for which the
origin, meaning, and function o f the word have been the subject o f an endless debate in
Pauline studies. For instance, Thiselton highlights at least three different stages research
into the Pauline usage o f ouveCSqaic; have passed in nuances.5 Scholars agree that Paul’s

‘Perhaps, this is why Gardner remarks that Paul in chap. 8 is saying that “knowledge that
acted on a belief in monotheism was inadequate unless filled out by an understanding that ‘gods’
and ‘lords’ did exist as real demonic powers. As Paul would go on to show [Gardner no doubt
alluding to chap. 10], this meant that ‘falling’ was a real danger, one from which the ‘strong’ at
Corinth, for all their affirmation of monotheism, were not immune” (Gardner, 40).
2See Pierce, 62-63. In the synoptic Gospels the term does not occur except as a synonym
of “heart,” as in Mark 3:5, and more doubtfully in 6:52; cf. Matt 15:10-20. It is only implied in
Luke 12:57. But in John 8:9, the word conscience is used as a means of passing judgment on
oneself. Besides the six occurrences in the Pastorals (1 Tim 1:5, 19; 3:9; 4:2; 2 Tim 1:3; Titus
1:15), there are fourteen occurrences in Paul (1 Cor 4:4; 8:7, 10, 12; 10:25, 27,28, two in 29;
Rom 2:15; 9:1; 13:5), five in Hebrews (Heb 9:9, 14; 10:2, 22; 13:18), three in 1 Peter (1 Pet 2:19;
3:16, 21), and two in Acts (Acts 23:1; 24:16). See, also Morgenthaler, 145.
3Christian Maurer, “ ouveCSqois,” TDNT, 7:914.
“For instance, the exact meaning of ouveiSqoK; in 1 Cor 8-10 is difficult to understand
and, elsewhere, his use of the word is at times tenuous as in Rom 13:5. It is interesting that
ouv€i 5tioi.c is not even used in Rom 14 where Paul argues on behalf of harmony between the
“strong” and the “weak” concerning the food problem.
5Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 641-644; cf. Jewett, Paul’s
Anthropological Terms, 402-406. First, with no precise equivalent in the Hebrew OT except for
Jewish writers already influenced by Greek thought, o u v tL fiq o u ; means ‘consciousness or man’s
knowledge’ (Holtzmann, Spicq, Bultmann, Dupont, Jewett). Second, because ouvclStiok; is not a
source of knowledge as in Seneca and Stoics, it is literally taken as “conscience” which gives rise
to “the pain consequent upon the inception of an act believed to be wrong” (Pierce, 82). With
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usage o f ouveLSqoLc in 1 Cor 8 and 10 is best determined within the socio-religious
context o f the “strong” Corinthians who claimed to possess yv^ok; and kEflvalct (1 Cor
8:1-4,7, 9-11; 10:22b).1 Thus, he seems to pick up its usage here from the enlightened
Corinthians already influenced by the Hellenistic Jewish theology represented by Philo of
Alexandria, Aristobulus, and Pseudo-Solomon.2
Paul taught that oweiSqaic; as a synonym o f the faith o f others is always to be
respected. In fact, his use of the word eight times in the discussions o f 6l5oA.60uTa (1

this, it is possible to conclude that Paul’s use of the word in 1 Cor 8:7, 10 and 12 is meant to
attack “not the oversensitive conscience, but the undersensitive conscience of ‘the strong’ who
allow ‘the weak,’ who are ‘the little ones’ of Matt 18:3-4, to be hurt and damaged” (Thiselton,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 642). Third, following the variety of meanings of
oweCSqaic in different contexts in Paul, the word is also translated as ‘consciousness or selfawareness’ (Horsley, Eckstein, Willis, Gooch, Gardner). Because Paul is not suggesting the kind
of “autonomy” mistakenly assumed by scholars, I think Krister Stendahl’s idea of ouvelStiolc to
mean “faith” is preferred in this study because it fits both the context and purpose Paul seems to
use the word in 1 Cor 8-10 (Paul Among Jews and Gentiles, and Other Essays [Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1976], 60-67, 87-96).
‘For instance, see Jacques D. Dupont, Gnosis: La connaissance religieuse dans les eptires
de Saint Paul (Louvain: E. Nauwlaerts, 1960), 282-290; Pierce, 60-65; Hans Conzelmann, An
Outline o f the Theology o f the New Testament (New York: Harper & Row, 1969), 182-183; John
Macquarrie, “Conscience, Sin and Grace,” in Three Issues in Ethics (New York: Harper & Row,
1970), 111-130; Ewert H. Cousins, “The Mature Conscience in Theological Perspective,” in
Conscience: Its Freedom and Limitations, ed. William C. Bier (New York: Fordham, 1971), 372;
Birger A. Pearson, The Pneumatikos-Psychikos Terminology: A Study in the Theology o f the
Corinthian Opponents o f Paul and Its Relations to Gnosticism, SBLDS 12 (Missoula, MT:
Society of Biblical Literature, 1973); Richard A. Horsley, “Pneumatikos vs. Psychikos:
Distinctions of Spiritual Status Among the Corinthians,” HTR 69 (1976): 269-288. Cf. Jewett,
Paul’s Anthropological Terms, 402-460; Paul W. Gooch, “‘Conscience’ in I Corinthians 8 and
10,” NTS 33 (1987): 244-254.
2Erwin R. Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo Judaeus (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1962); Christoph Burchard, Untersuchungen zu Joseph undAseneth (Tubingen: MohrSiebeck, 1965), 99-107; Richard N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1975), 44-49. The same view has
been expressed by Conzelmann who, nevertheless, failed to make use of it in his interpretation of
1 Cor 8 (/ Corinthians, 142).
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Cor 8:7-12 and 10:25-29), and nowhere else in 1 Corinthians, further accounts for the
concern he has for the brother whose conscience (faith) is weak to eat “idol food.” The
fact is, Paul distinguishes between a strong and a weak conscience probably because he
intends generally the opposite of “the shifts in meanings” as may be assumed in the
modem understanding o f the term.1 For instance, he holds in 1 Cor 10:29b that the
person with the strong conscience eats the food as mere food, but can adjust to various
circumstances and to the various convictions o f the weak who cannot eat the food as
such.2
Because love for the weak brother, not knowledge, should be the guiding
principle, Paul uses inductive reasoning? to warn against the thesis o f the strong or
gnostics. For example, in 1 Cor 8:8 he corrects their argument with the addition of oi
before the future active trapao-cqoei.. The verb trapCorrpi has a variety of meanings,4

'Materials in the field of social sciences tend to define and describe the term “conscience”
in a technical and elaborate manner that are difficult to relate with Paul’s appeals to the “strong”
to consider the “weak” brother’s “conscience” in the discussion of idol food in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1.
2Unfortunately, however, Paul does not address the question of who may have an
oversensitive ouveLSqoii;. Because he knows that conscience alone is an inadequate guide for
Christian ethics, he simply advices that conscience follow the love ethic.
3Inductive argument is reasoning in which conclusion is drawn from particular instance or
fact, and as part of the logos of a discourse, it ‘’uses a series of examples [rrapaSeiYpa] to point to
a general conclusion” (Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 16). In fact, H. Merklein argues
that Paul’s example in 1 Cor 8:10 reflects a factual situation in the Corinthian community (“Die
Einheitlichkeit des ersten Korintherbriefs,” Zeitschrisftfur die neutestamentaliche Wissenschaft
75 [1984]: 163-167).
4It is suggested that if the word trap Larrpi should translate “commend” (for example,
Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 195), then, we should expect auvLOTTipx rather than
trapLornpi. because “the two verbs are not usually synonymous” (Thiselton, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 646; see also Murphy-O’Connor, “Food and Spiritual Gifts in 1 Cor 8:8,” 296, n.
24; Zuntz, 161-162; Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 148, n. 21).
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but its use in the forensic sense o f the future (cf. Rom 14:10-12; 6:13; 2 Cor 4:14) has the
strong external support o f P46, N*, A, B, P, *F.‘ Certainly, Paul does agree that food in
itself does not commend one to God (cf. Rom 14:17). However, on the basis of the
stumbling-block principle, eating idol food does matter to God because such eating
troubles and destroys the brother who cannot eat in good conscience (1 Cor 8:9-13). The
gnostic position looks something like this: ‘As long as eating this idol food does not
commend [present or prove] (uapCornoL) one to God, it does not matter because those
who eat idol food are not worse than those who do not.’ This position Paul denies
outright.2
Murphy-O’Connor’s contribution to the discussion o f 1 Cor 8:8 deserves careful
consideration even though there are problems. He points out that it is difficult to know
whether Paul is quoting the Corinthians or twisting their words to warn the gnostic.3 He
notes that one reason for the difficulty is the textual problem that affects the

‘The Western and Byzantine textual traditions, however, take Trocpiottiol in the present
instead of the future, which does not fit the context. The best reading is that which translates “to
bring to stand before a judge,” “to prove, demonstrate, show something to someone” (BAGD,
627-628; see also Hering, 73).
2Fee thinks Paul does agree with the gnostic in that “even though the verb can be either
positive (‘present us to God for approval’) or negative (‘bring us before God for judgment), the
sense in either case is that food as such has nothing to do with our relationship to God. This, of
course, would be the perspective of both Paul and the Corinthians. What they may well have been
urging in their letter is something they could easily have picked up from him” {The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 382). Also, see Alio, 204; Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 195.
The fact is, Paul’s ethical response is very complex; at some points, it appears as though he does
not conclude simply that food offered to idols is right or wrong except for the harm it can cause
for the weak brother (Brunt, “Rejected, Ignored or Misunderstood?,” 113-124).
3Murphy-0’Connor and Lietzmann argue that because the “strong” Corinthians believed
food to be a5i.d(t>opa, therefore, parts or all of 1 Cor 8:8 are a quotation from the Corinthian
position (“Food and Spiritual Gifts,” 294-298, esp. 297; Lietzmann, 39; see also Alio, 204).
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interpretation o f the passage and “forces us to an examination o f the variant readings for
v 8bc” 1:
(1) ouxe ka.v |_if| 4>dycj|j.6v uaxgpoij|ie0a, ouxe kitv (jjaycjpev TT6pLaaeijo|iev
(2) ouxe eav <J)dya)|i€v Trepiaoeuopev, oute eav pfi 4»aya)p.6v uaxepoupeOa
(3) ouxe eav prj (jxtycopev trepiaoeuopev, ouxe eav (Jjayojpev uaxepoupe0a.2

Despite the poor textual evidence in support o f the third variant, MurphyO’Connor still takes it as the original because it expresses “a Corinthian statement which
reflects the attitude o f the Strong” that Paul twists.3 He argues that the gnostics consider
their knowledge as proof o f God’s approval in that if they had sinned by eating idol food
God would have taken away their spiritual gifts. The fact that they still have their
spiritual gifts means that their participation in pagan feasts is not wrong. Thus, MurphyO’Connor concludes, “this verse is intended to demonstrate that the eating o f idol-meats
is not an indictable offence in the eyes o f God. The Strong claim that the eating of such
food will not bring them before the judgment seat o f God (v. 8a)

Hence, the eating

1Murphy-0’Connor, “Food and Spiritual Gifts,” 294.
2The first variant considers Paul as the author of the statement in that it is the ‘harder
reading’ supported by P46 B 81 and various minuscules. Zuntz, who thinks the second is a
catchphrase of the strong, claims that it “is vastly superior, not only in numbers but in weight. To
reject it is impossible, unless P46 B reading can be shown to be intrinsically superior. In fact it is
inferior” (161). Barrett writes that, “The strong Corinthians would have worded the differently: If
we eat sacrificial food we lose nothing of our Christian status or Christian reward; if we do not
eat, but abstain as the weak Christians do on rigorist grounds, we gain no advantage” (The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 195; also, see Yeo, 192-193).
3Murphy-0’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 547; idem, “Food and Spiritual Gifts,”
295. Barrett, however, holds that the first clause in 1 Cor 8:8a represents the Corinthian position
while “the first and third clauses begin Paul’s correction of the Corinthian position” (The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 195).
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o f idol-meats was morally neutral, since God did not react one way or the other.”1
However, because Paul neither allows the wrong use of knowledge on the part of
the strong nor reverses his concern for the weak brother, Murphy-O’Connor’s
explanation cannot hold. For instance, Fee writes “that the Corinthians were using an
argument from Paul, but applying it in a way he will disallow,” because while it is true
that what one eats is not an indictable offense in the eyes o f God, for Paul, “it is not true
about w here-fust o f all [the place one eats such food as indicated in vs. 10] because of
what it can do to a brother.”2 Perhaps, this is one reason Hurd prefers to take the force
of the coordinating conjunction 5k in 1 Cor 8:8a (vss. 7-9) as belonging to “a series o f
criticisms o f the liberal position and thus as originating from Paul.”3 Because Paul
corrects the gnostic slogan, he places out€ at the beginning of both clauses. And, even
though the first two variants are essentially the same, the weight o f Paul’s argument
concerning Ppcopa with the strong appears clearer in the first variant: oifce eav pi
(Jxtyoopev ucrcepoupeSa, oute eav (fxxycopev Trepiaoeuopev (“we are no worse off if we do

lMurphy-0’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 547; idem, “Food and Spiritual Gifts,”
297-298.
2Fee, ELSco/loQvjta Once Again,” 191 (emphasis supplied). See also Barrett, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 195. Perhaps, it is one reason Yeo, Gardner, and Thiselton conclude
that Paul is addressing the whole community because of the assertive and triumphalist claims the
‘strong’ imposes on the ‘weak’ (Yeo, 192-193; Gardner, 49-50, n. 178; Fee, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 645-649).
3Hurd, The Origin o f I Corinthians, 123; Gardner, 50. Mitchell writes that Paul, in using
the deliberative rhetoric in I Cor 8:8, appeals not to “personal advantage” but to “the community
advantage” (Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 241-142, cf. 25-38).
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not eat, and no better off if we do”).1
Because the Strong hold that eating idol food is a matter o f indifference
(d5id<t)opov), Paul’s statement in 1 Cor 8:9 opens with the imperative pAiuere, which
always invites very serious attention, sometimes, even a warning (10:12, 18; cf.
1:26; 16:10). He warns the knowledgeable against the popular philosophical idea o f
e^ouoia o f his day, that authority or freedom means to act as one pleases without
minding its effects on others.2 However, as with yvcSou;, Paul is not against the correct
use of e£oima. Rather, he is against the wrong use of authority/freedom (6:12; 10:23) as
in vs. 9a: fj efcuoia upcov aurn (“this right of yours”), which Paul warns should not
become a stumbling block (-rpooicoppa [cf. oKav6a2.LCco, 2xin 8:13; eyicoTrn in 9:12c;
aTrpooKOTrot; in 10:32])3 to the weak brother.

•Most modem critical editions of the New Testament accept this reading as the proper
wording.
2Heinrich Schlier, “€Xeu0€poc,” TDNT, 2:487-502; Foerster, 2:562-575, esp. 562.
Although scholars differ over the origin and meaning of the key term e£ouaia as discussed
earlier, whatever the source and translation, the majority agree that Paul picks up the word from
the Corinthian Christians to mean “right/authority” or “freedom/liberty” because, with the
exception of its eleven occurrences in the Corinthian letters (1 Cor 7:37; 8:9; 9:4, 5, 6,12, 18;
11:10; 15:24; 2 Cor 10:8; 13:10), elsewhere it is used only five times (Rom 9:21; 13:1,2,3; 2
Thess 3:9). In fact, it is completely absent in Rom 14-15 because Paul deals with a different issue
on eating food.
3TrpooKoppa and oicav5aA.iCco are metaphors which often indicate the danger of losing
one’s faith or salvation or of an unbeliever’s failure to come to faith (G. Stahlin, “trpooicoppa,”
TDNT, 6:745-758, esp. 752). In 1 Cor 1:23 Paul used the word OKav6aA.ov which is derived
from the so-called “stone texts” of the LXX Isa 8:14 and 28:16 (cf. LXX Ps 117:22; Rom 9:33)
addressed to a rebellious Israel. In the MT Isa 8:14 the stone ( ]2K) is a snare (TtD) that threatens
the rebellious kingdoms, but in the MT Isa 28:16 it is a ’testing’ stone (]TQ ]2K) for the
promise of salvation. Paul finds in Isa 8:14 that God is described as a JliQoc irpooicoppaxoc,
“stone to stumble over,” for the two disobedient houses of Israel, whereas in 28:16, a Qepeliov,
“foundation stone,” is laid by God for the Israelites who ‘believed’ in and ‘feared’ the Lord and
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Moreover, in order to dissuade the knowledgeable from the wrong exercise of
authority, Paul presents a conditional proposition (eav yap) in 1 Cor 8:10 that clearly
demonstrates the implications o f their thoughtless behavior. The rhetorical question
asked in the verse as in a proserotonta1not only summarizes Paul’s position on the
eating of idol food but also makes absurd the wrong claims o f the strong to ‘knowledge
and rights.’2 This is reflected in the change from the plural to singular using oe.
Kennedy reminds us that this “apostrophe and other changes o f person were a regular
feature o f public address in his [Paul’s] time,” that the early Christian audience would
have recognized the group Paul addresses, “and they would have felt them as part o f the
internal dynamics” o f the argument.3
The conditional phrase, eav yap tic;

l5 t)

a t in 1 Cor 8:10a, thus introduces what

are, therefore, kept safe without stumbling as they find Him their sanctuary.
Thus, the metaphors of trpooicoppa and OKav5aA.LCco in 1 Cor 8:9-13 are used in the destructive
sense of a test, that is, as a threatening snare for the weak to sin (Judith M. Gundry Volf,
“Punishment of the Disobedient: To ‘Eat’ and ‘Drink’ Judgment,” Paul and Perseverance WUNT
37, ed. Joachim Jeremiah and Otto Michel [Tubingen: Mohr/Siebeck, 1990], 2:99-113, esp. 95;
Gardner, 57-62).
1Proserotonta is the practice of posing a question to the opponents as one’s strongest
point in order to make their case appear the weakest (Aristotle Rhet. 36.1444b). It is the method
in argumentation for which “one dissuading must apply hindrance by the opposite means: he must
show that the action proposed is not just, not lawful, not expedient, not honorable, not pleasant,
and not practicable” (ibid., 1.1421b).
2Foerster, 2:562-575; James H. Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary o f the
Greek Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1930), 225. As in the
contemporary Hellenistic philosophy of authority, e^oxxiLa does reveal the cultural ethos of the
Corinthians’ yvcooic; since it is related to freedom: “whoever has the power to do whatever he
wishes (e^eoriv o PouXetai trparceiv) is free (eleuQepoc;), and whoever has not that power is a
slave “otcp 5e pr| eljeoTi, 5ovXocf (Dio Chrysostom 14.17; cf. Epictetus Discourse 4.1.1).
3Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 42. Similar change occurs also m Paul’s two
rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30.
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is possible and not merely a hypothetical situation.1 The exemplum which takes the form
of a rhetorical question is important (even though it is not expecting an answer) in that
the question invites the knowledgeable to see for themselves the negative consequences
the wrong use of k&voia. can have on the “weak” brother who cannot eat idol food
because o f conscience. Paul uses the deliberative future passive, oiKoSopTiOfjaeTaL,
ironically or sarcastically to undercut the argument of the strong as implied in the
question the Corinthians posed to him: oux'l q ouveiSqois
o ii c o 5 o |iT |0 q o € r c a

a u r o u d o 0 €vou<; o w o q

(“Will not the conscience o f the weak be built up?”).2 This is because,

for Paul, the strong are wrongly building up the weak through their bad examples and,
moreover, endangering themselves by participating in pagan feasts, a theme he develops
in chap. 10. That is, the Corinthians’ claims are wrong because “Christian behavior, he
tells them, is first of all not a matter o f following the way of

y v co ok ; ,

(or the way o f

‘Fee states that the aorist subjunctive in I Cor 8:10a l6 t with e a v introduces an
indefinite possibility which “takes the form of a present general supposition,” but “the urgency of
the argument suggests that we are dealing with a real, not a merely hypothetical situation” (Fee,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 385; note also Hurd, The Origin o f 1 Corinthians, 125).
Thus he, as others, concludes that the ‘real issue’ in 8 :1 0 is like that developed in 1 0 :1 - 2 2 [ 1 4 - 2 2 ,
esp. v. 20]: “eating idol meat in an idol temple,” rather than eating marketplace food in private
homes as discussed in 1 0 :2 3 -1 1 :1 (Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 3 5 7 - 3 6 1 , 3 8 6 ; idem,
E l5 g)A.60v t <x Once Again,” 1 7 6 -1 7 7 ; Willis, 2 3 7 - 2 4 0 ; Gardner, 6 3 ).
2Weiss remarks that Paul speaks in 1 Cor 8:10 “mit ironischer Feierlichkeit” (Weiss, Der
erste Korintherbrief 230). Fee concludes that “Paul’s ironic use of oucofiopnSfjoecaL in v. 10
suggests that the ‘gnostic,’ was perhaps urging the same action on another (as a means of
emancipation from foolish notions about idolatry?)” (EL5o)A.60vca Once Again,” 190). Thus,
Jewett writes that “Paul subtly reduces the positive of OLKoSopecu by appealing to the clause eu;
to m €l5ooA.60UTa eaOieiv which implies that the conscience itself is not really edified but
merely led to acquiesce in an act which at best was theologically inconsequential (1 Cor. 8:8) and
which under these conditions was destructive (I Cor.8:ll)” {Paul’s Anthropological Terms, 422423). Godet describes Paul’s use of sarcasm: “He enlightens him to his lossl Fine edification!”
(1:426).
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efcuoia) but the way o f love. Going to the temples is wrong twice: it is not acting in love
and (later) is fellowship in the demonic.”1
Having presented the wrong use of e^oima in 1 Cor 8:10 from a number of
circumstances that are dangerous to the weak brother, Paul evaluates the implications o f
the thoughtless behavior of those who have knowledgeable on others in vss. 11-12:
aTToAA.i)taL yap o da0evc3v ev tfj ofj yvcoaei, o aSeA^oc; 5 i’ ov Xp lotos cbreOavev. outcoc;

8k dpapravovres el*; toix; aSeAcpotic; Kai nnrrovTes aurcljv rr|v ow eiSiiaiv do0€vouoav2
ei<; Xp lotov d|iaptdv6T6 (“The weak one is destroyed by your knowledge, the brother

for whom Christ died. And, in this way, when you sin against the brothers/sisters [the
weak] and wound their conscience:3 when it is weak, you sin against Christ”). The three
adverbial participles in vs. 12 explain the intensity of his deliberative argument against
the strong that their wrong use o f both yvcook; and ^ouota is the stumbling block for

‘Fee, EL6coA.60uta Once Again,” 191, emphasis mine.
2Metzger notes that: “the absence of doOevoCoav from P 46 and Clement was regarded as
either an accident in transcription or a deliberate modification, introduced to prevent the reader
from assuming that wounding a brother’s conscience is allowable except when it is ‘weak’” (557).
3Jewett provides a good discussion on the possible background to Paul’s use of
ouvelStiok; in 1 Cor 8 and 10. He argues that there are two definitions of conscience as in his
following comments: “The Gnostics in Corinth thought of conscience as identical with the inner
man and the voOs; since it was the agent of knowledge it had to be edified so as not to be pained
by enlightened, libertinistic actions, Paul rejects the idea of the identity between o u v € l5 t\o l <; and
the person and insists upon the inviolable autonomy of the conscience even when it is misguided.
But he accepts the idea of conscience as the agent of knowledge of one’s deeds. The ‘Weak’ in
Corinth thought of conscience as painful knowledge which ought to be avoided if possible. Paul
does not attack this idea directly but sets forth a plan to exercise Christian freedom without
inducing conscience pangs. He accepts the idea of conscience as the painful knowledge of one’s
transgression” {Paul's Anthropological Terms, 458-459). Also, Tomson admits that based on the
philosophical links to the Greek education and culture, Paul had given the word ouveL§T)oi(; a
specific halakhic nuance in the discussion of 1 Cor 8-10 (214-215; see also Thiselton, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 640-644).
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the weak brother.1
Thus, in I Cor 8:13, Paul draws to a conclusion the first part of his argument by
appealing to his own conduct. With a strong conjunction SioTrep (‘Therefore”) he tells
the strong o f the lengths to which he is prepared to go for the sake o f the weak brother
(8:11): “If eating meat sold in the marketplace causes my brother to stumble, I will
absolutely never eat meat, that I may not cause my brother to stumble.” In other words,
Paul seems to say that he would rather choose to remain a vegetarian because of love
than to cause a weak brother to fall. This type of self-renunciation for the sake o f the
common good ( to oupcjjepov) leads him into a series o f rhetorical arguments in chap. 9 on
the right use o f e&vcrCa as against the wrong exercise o f authority by the strong.

Paul’s Renunciation of e£ouaia in 1 Cor 9:1-27
In addition to Paul’s use of yvcoaic; in 1 Cor 8, his use o f efcixria in chap. 9 also
helps to throw important light on the discussion that led to the two questions asked in
10:29b-30. However, some scholars argue that chap. 9 is a digression or an insertion
from another letter, because the chapter seems to interrupt the flow o f Paul’s discussion
on idol food (eiScoXoOuTa). For example, Hering believes that “a transition from 8 to 9 is

‘Because of the wrong use of yvQaiz and 4£ouota, the strong thus cause “the weak to fall,
sin against Christ, and damage their relationship with God” (Smit, “The Rhetorical Disposition,”
480). Fee writes that “to sin against Christ thus means to destroy his body the church. In either
case, the ultimate wrong of the ‘gnostic’ is not simply that he lacks true knowledge, nor even that
he is responsible for the loss of a brother, bad as that is, but that in so doing he is directly sinning
against Christ himself in some way. The net result of such an argument, of course, is prohibition”
(The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 389; see also Murphy-O’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,”
563-564; Willis, 107).
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lacking. Furthermore, the question [the issue o f e£oima] is out o f place.” 1 It is noted
that the series o f forceful rhetorical questions beginning with four in 9:1, along with
twelve others in the same chapter, add to the argument that Paul is dealing with a new
topic.2 In the attempt to subvert the unity of 8:1-11:1 several scholars conclude that a
sharp break occurs in chap. 9 because the issue that precedes and follows is no longer
idol food but on what Raymond F. Collins calls Paul’s apologia pro vita sua (“apology
for his life”).3 Thus, Barrett argues that if Paul is still addressing the issue o f idol food,
he “would hardly have spent so long on the question of apostolic rights”4 in chap. 9.
But, in view of the logic o f Paul’s argument, several features indicate that chap. 9
is organically connected to the issue o f idol food in 8:1-11:1. First, although 9:1 seems to

'Hering, xiii, 75. See also Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, xxxix-xliii; Schmithals,
Gnosticism in Corinth, 87-113.
2For instance, Wuellner takes 9:1-10:13 as a digression which obstructs the flow of Paul’s
argument throughout 8:1-11:1. Thus, his suggestion severs 8:13-9:23 from 8:7-12 as well as
10:1-13 from vss. 14-22 (“Greek Rhetoric,” 186-187).
3Raymond F. Collins, First Corinthians, SP, ed. Daniel J. Harrington (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical Press, 1999), 328. Also Yeo doubts whether Paul can argue from different rhetoric
genres of ’ABA’ suggested by Mitchell and others in the discussion of 1 Cor 8-10 (76-77; see also
Song, 293-298).
4Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 200. Even Fee, who supports the unity of 1
Corinthians, argues that there is no indication in 1 Cor 9 that Paul is appealing to the Corinthians
to follow his example of self-denial (8:13). Rather, the chapter deals with the defense of his rights
to apostleship “since a crisis of authority lies behind much of this letter (cf. 4:1-5; 5-6; 14:36-37)”
{The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 393, 395). However, Schrage agrees that chap. 9 fits the
force of Paul’s argument in 8:1-11:1 on the role of example for the Corinthians (2:280-281).
Even though Willis fails to address 1 Cor 9 in his 1981 dissertation on Idol Food in Corinth, he
later apologizes that “space and time limitations precluded an explicit investigation into ch. 9 at
that time” (“An Apostolic Apologia? The Form and Function of 1 Corinthians,” JSNT 24 [1985]:
41, n. 1). He also holds that “the discussion of ch. 9 does notjunction as a defense, and Paul is
not really defending his conduct, but is arguing from if’ (ibid., 40; for a similar problem, see E. A.
Casteli, Imitating Paid: A Discourse o f Power, LCBI [Louisville: John Knox Press, 1991]).
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indicate a shift in style from a direct statement to rhetorical questions such as those in
10:29b-30, still, the verse remains in the first-person singular as in 8:13 (cf. 11:1).
Second, Willis writes that “simple work with a concordance will show several word links
between 1 Cor. 9 and chs. 8 and 10 which suggest coherence.” 1 For instance, the use of
e^oixiLa in 8:9 and 9:4-6, 12 and 18 in the sense of personal right and freedom is specific
to 1 Corinthians, and differs remarkably from its meaning elsewhere in Paul.2 Third, the
reference to the weak in vs. 22 reminds us that Paul is still dealing with the main theme
o f chap. 8, and the apparent digression (similar to chap. 13) may indicate “a relevant
examination of motivations or attendant circumstances.”3
Paul’s use o f himself as an example in argumentation (oratorical ethos) in 1 Cor 9
thus connects with what precedes and follows it. Beginning with 8:13 he explains the
reasons for renouncing his rights achieved, by means of irapaSeiyiia that Aristotle
defines as a “proof from a number o f particular cases that such is the rule.”4 Paul seems
to establish at least three reasons for his renunciation o f rights in chap. 9. First, it is
evident in the proofs of apostolic e^oixjia that he chooses not to exercise his “rights” like
the other apostles (vss. 1-14). Second, it is also evident in his example o f selfabnegation, because Paul voluntarily subjected himself as the bond-servant of Christ for

‘Willis, “An Apostolic Apologia?,” 39, italics his.
2Richard Horsley, “Consciousness and Freedom Among the Corinthians,” CBQ 40
(1978): 579. Even the use of e^ouaCa in I Cor 11:10 is very different in the letter.
3Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 24. See also Wuellner, “Greek Rhetoric,” 177188; Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 249-250, 177.
4Aristode Rhet 1.2.9.
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the salvation of others (vss. 15-22). Finally, his renunciation o f eSoixua is further
illustrated in what appears to him as the advantageous course of action to follow for the
sake of the Gospel (vss. 23-27). These are accounted for as follows:1

The Proofs of the Apostolic eSoima
In 1 Cor 9:1-14 Paul uses the instance o f his own apostolic “rights” as proof to
answer a possible objection o f the principle o f self-renunciation he set forth in chap. 8
(also as in 10:29b-30).2 Beginning with vss. 1 and 2, he unleashes four striking
rhetorical questions that follow each other in rapid succession as the basis upon which
his argument is pursued in the chapter. Because each o f them opens negative out, Fee
says that these questions “expect a positive answer: ‘O f course I am; o f course I have.”3
It thus makes sense, for instance, to translate the rhetorical question, Ouic eipi

'Mitchell underscores the part played in deliberative rhetoric in Paul’s use of ‘proofs by
example’ throughout his argument in 1 Corinthians (Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 4750, 130-140).
2J. K. Chow, Patronage and Power: A Study o f Social Networks in Corinth, JSNTSS 75
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 107-108; Schrage, 2:280-281.
3Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 394.1 do not agree with Fee’s conclusion that
Paul’s rhetorical intent in 1 Cor 9:1-2 is evidence for the supposed confrontation of the
Corinthians on Paul’s rights to the apostolic office. I agree with Gardner that “the questions
themselves should be allowed to function in a truly rhetorical manner, that is, as ‘strong
affirmation’—without prejudice to the views of the audience. It is unlikely that such questions
indicate confrontation” (68-69). Also Willis remarks that “the diroA.OYia could not be a defense
of his apostolic office" (“An Apostolic Apologia?,” 34). Thiselton further warns against any
tendency to take I Cor 9:1-2 as Paul’s defense of his apostleship, and to think “this were the
central issue in its right is to miss the point of Paul’s theology, ethics, and rhetoric in these verses”
(The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 666). Mitchell, however, mentions “a mock defense
speech” because of Paul’s “use of himself as the example for imitation, a rhetorical stance
paralleled in antiquity, because he is well aware of the risks he takes in using himself as the
example for imitation” (Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 130, 246-247).
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<nr6oToA.o<;; (9:1b), as “o f course, you well know, I am certainly an apostle,” instead o f
“don’t you know I am an apostle or am I not an apostle?” 1 This is because Paul neither
defends his apostolic office nor demands his rights as an apostle. Rather, he reminds the
Corinthians o f the rights o f an apostle even though he chooses not to exercise such rights
as their apostle. Because the four rhetorical questions in 9:1 are phrased as positive
statements, there are four demonstrable facts by which Paul could claim the right o f
financial support and other benefits over the churches he serves. First, Paul is an apostle
because he is called and appointed by God for a specific mission (cf. Acts 9:15; 22:15).
Second, he is free in his choice to serve in the ministry, not by demanding his rights from
the churches he serves. Third, he has seen and experienced Jesus Christ in his ministry.
Fourth, he is the founding father o f the church at Corinth (cf. I Cor 3:10).
The ‘proofs’ o f his rightful eijoima to receive remuneration in recognition o f his
work as an apostle are thus argued throughout I Cor 9:4-14 on the basis o f four
authorities. With great rhetorical force, he appeals (1) to the behavior o f other apostles
(vss. 4-6); (2) to common sense or to the ordinary social life that no one can dispute (vs.
7); (3) to the OT laws (vss. 8-13); and, finally, (4) to a word of command from the Lord
(vs. 14; cf. Matt 10:10; Luke 10:7).2 Ail these proofs demonstrate without a doubt that

‘Because I Cor 9:4 also has the force of a positive affirmation, it may read as “surely it is
not [ pi ] the case that we do not [otiic] have a right to eat and drink.” See also Gardner, 69, n. 14;
Weiss, Dererste Korintherbrief, 233.
2Paul’s deliberative arguments help to make the point. For instance, he uses three
rhetorical questions as examples in the first two proofs. The details of his rhetorical arguments are
both interesting and persuasive, but, because they are self-explanatory, it is not necessary to repeat
them in this dissertation. Willis writes that 1 Cor 9:4-14 makes “a statement of the obvious___
Paul has established his rights so strongly so that he can make something of his renunciation of
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just as the other apostles have the right to receive material support from their labors, so
he and Barnabas have similar rights over the churches (vss. 4 -12a). Paul makes the
point that if the Corinthians hold to their presumed rights to eat and drink at the pagan
temples, so he and Barnabas have the right to receive from the Corinthian church. He
freely refused to exercise the right as the church’s founder/apostle because he does not
want to be a stumbling block for the reception o f the gospel. Thus, Paul connects the
actual question o f the right o f the “strong” at Corinth to eat meat offered to idols with his
own exemplary apostolic practice noted in 8:13.
Paul’s purpose of introducing the rhetorical proof is also indicated in 1 Cor 9:12b:
“We have not used this right, but we endure all things in order to put no obstacle
(■npooKoppa [8:9]; eyKOTrq [9:12]) in the way o f the gospel o f Christ.” 1 His logic is that if
he and Barnabas could renounce their legitimate and undisputed rights to eat and drink,
so as not to become a hindrance to the gospel, he expects the “strong,” by imitation, also
to renounce their presumed rights to eat and drink to avoid becoming a stumbling block
to the salvation o f the weak brothers. That is, just as he relinquishes his rights for the
good o f the gospel, similarly, the “strong” are to relinquish their rights for the good o f the
weak brothers. Paul explains his reasons for choosing not to exercise his right to receive

them! The effect of this rhetorical plan would have been very arresting for the first hearers who,
after the listing of the reasons why Paul should be supported, would most likely anticipate his
‘accounts due’ statement!” (“An Apostolic Apologia?,” 35, italics his).
'Paul’s argument follows a similar pattern in 2 Thess 3:8-9 where he counters the
tendency to idleness: “We never accepted food from anyone without paying for it. We work hard
day and night so that we would not be a burden to any of you. It wasn’t that we didn’t have the
right [&;oixnav] to ask you to feed us, but we wanted to give you an example to follow” (NLT).
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wages from the Corinthians in the example o f his renunciation of eijouaia. in vss. 3-14.1

The Example o f Paul’s Renunciation of e^ouoLa
Because Paul’s concern is for the weak brother, he introduces the example of his
self-renunciation o f e^ouota to challenge the strong. Having established his right to
receive wages from the Corinthians in 1 Cor 9:3-14, in vss. 15-22 Paul goes on to show
that he did not exercise his apostolic right in the way the Corinthians had expected.
Instead, for example, he forgoes his right to receive wages, and expects the strong to do
likewise in the interest o f the weak over the question o f eating idol food.
However, the differences between vss. 15-22 and the preceding argument in vss.
3-14 are in tone and motivation. For instance, the tone in vs. 15 is much more distinct
than the previous one. It introduces five sentences that begin with yap to continue the
thought of vs. 12b. These sentences seem to anticipate a possible misunderstanding by
the Corinthians that he wanted such wages. Now he speaks in a highly rhetorical style in
the first-person singular that he has no desire for such support in Corinth. Accordingly,
he introduces an aposiopesis (a sudden interruption o f thought in the middle of a
sentence, cf. Gal 2:6) to suggest that he would rather die than negate his boast Ocauxniid)
for preaching the gospel. Omanson seems to capture the force of Paul’s sentiment. He
translates vs. 15c, “for I would rather die—no one shall make my boast an empty one!”2
lFor a discussion on the issue of financial support at Corinth, see Gardner, 81-85.
2R. L. Omanson, “Some Comments about Style and Meaning: 1 Corinthians 9:15 and
7:10,” BT 34 (1983): 138-139; see also Metzger, 492. However, 1 Cor 9:15 contains a shift from
one grammatical structure to another within a sentence. This is called anacoluthon, which makes,
for example, the clause “Kodov yap pot paAAov duoOavelv r\ to Kauxrpa pou ouSelc;
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This hyperbole language is likely intended to sway the emotion of the readers (cf. 2 Cor
11:7-11).
The explanatory yap in I Cor 9:16 introduces Paul’s motive, and suggests that
he did not boast o f his preaching (oiiic eaxiv poi Kauxrip.cc.). He insists that God’s
compulsion presses upon him, like Jeremiah (Jer 20:9; Amos 3:8), that his commission to
preach the gospel is involuntary (cf. 1 Cor 7:37). Hence, in vs. 17, Paul differentiates
€Kcbv

and

cckcov

to describe what he does voluntarily from that which he does under

obligation as an apostle. It is not that the other apostles who voluntarily preach the
gospel are entitled to wages and that Paul is not. It seems that the contrast is rather
between doing as one’s choice something that goes with a reward1and doing it under
compulsion (dvdyKp) without a choice for reward (cf. Matt 6:1-6, 16).
Instead o f Paul’s comparing himself to a workman who earned wages, he now
compares himself to a slave who worked without wages. This suggests that Paul takes
his calling as an irresistible obligation or commission because God called him as a slave
or steward (oiK ovopos) with a job to do (1 Cor 4:l-2).2 For this reason, it seems best to

k6vojo€l” in vs. 15c difficult to translate. Again, the entire sentence structure is not clear because
the explanation that follows no longer pursues the theme of boasting that Paul does not want
anyone to annul. And, besides, what does Paul’s Kauxnpa (used 10 times in Pauline letters but
only one time in Heb 3:6) have to do with relinquishing his e^oiKJia? (Fee, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 417; Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 157; Collins, 346-349, 99-101).
lFee thinks the conditional clause (€t + exco) in 1 Cor 9:17 “is not helpful in this case
since the two clauses are in balanced contrast, the one setting up the other, which is the real
condition’' (Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 419, n. 35; see also Barrett, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 209-210; Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 158).
zBarrett writes that “the language recalls the appointment of imperial secretaries, who as a
rule were either slaves or freedmen” (ibid., 209; see also Philipp Bachmann, Dererste Briefdes
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translate vss. 17 and 18a: “But if I do this from my own intention I have a reward, but if
not from my own intention but from the commission God has given me, then what is my
reward?” Paul’s analogy suggests that in vs. 17a (iioOo? is present but in 18a it is
eschatological (3:8, 14; 9:24-27), which corroborates his appeals on the two rhetorical
questions asked in 10:29b-30. The analogy also suggests a means o f putting pressure on
the strong Corinthians to imitate his example o f self-renunciation o f eijouoia.1
Paul provides a second illustration in 1 Cor 9:19 from his own apostolic practice
to validate his appeal to the Corinthians. With the emphatic word eA.6\j06po<;2 he recalls
the question formulated in 9:1 in the first person singular in vss. 19-23, to redefine the
concept o f freedom held by the “strong.” As in the two rhetorical questions asked in
l0:29b-30, Paul declares in 9:19 that although he is free from domination by others, he is
not free from his responsibility to others (9:16-18; cf. Rom 6:16-23).3 Thus, the present

Paulus an die Korinther [Leipzig: Deichert, 1905], 331; Johannes Munck, Paul and the Salvation
o f Mankind, trans. Frank Clarke [London: John Knox Press, 1959], 22).
‘Collins writes that ‘“ boasting’ is a major theme in 1 Corinthians
The object of Paul’s
boasting is not the preaching of the gospel
Paul’s boast is that he has not made use of the
rights to which he is entitled
That Paul chose to support himself by the work of his own hands
might have been a source of contention among the Corinthians” (346). Paul, therefore, makes his
point by imploring the strong to renounce their “righf’ for the common good (Mitchell, Paul and
the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 248; Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 422).
2The RSV translates both k&vaLa. and 4A.eu0€pia as “liberty,” which suggests the
closeness of meaning of the two terms used by Paul interchangeably. Willis remarks that
“although in 1 Cor 8 the term employed is k&voicc it is to be understood as virtually synonymous
with eAeu0€p£ct. This is clear in 1 Cor 10:23, 29 where Paul interchanges the two words” (Willis,
Idol Meat in Corinth, 113; see also Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 231).
3Martin Luther underscores Paul’s principle by stating that “a Christian is the most free
lord of all, and subject to none; a Christian man is the most dutiful servant of all, and subject to
everyone” (“Concerning Christian Liberty,” in Luther's Primary Works, ed. H. Wace and C. A.
Buchheim [London: Murray, 1883], 104.
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participle cov in the concessive clause is immediately followed by Cva that governs
Kep5iioa).1 This suggests that Paul is not free in order to exercise his apostolic rights and
privileges. Rather, he is free because he can accommodate his rights to the needs of
others. If the strong Corinthians are really free, then, they should be free to
accommodate the weaker brothers by restraining their participation in pagan fellowship
meals.
Paul’s argument by example is further indicated in the rhetorical parallel on the
principle rraoip 5ouA.ouv eautov in the practice of his accommodation in 1 Cor9:20-22.2
He identifies himself with three categories of people: the Jews, the Gentiles, and the
weak,3 so that the Corinthians could see the nature of his character and, thereby, judge

11 Cor 9:19 translates: “For though I am free of all, I have made myself a slave to all, that
I might win the many.”
2For instance, Paul repeats coc “as” 3x (1 Cor 9:20a, 20b, 21), Cva “in order that” 7x
(9:19, 20a, 20b, 21,22a, 22b, 23), and the forms of K€p5cuvco “gain/win” 5x (9:19, 20a, 20b,
21, 22a); and ocoCco “save” lx in vs. 22b.
3Some interpreters argue for four separate groups: (I) tol? TouScuou; [non-Christians
Jews, I Cor 9:20a], (2) tol? utto vopov [Jewish Christians, vs. 20b], (3) tou; at/6poc.<;
[Gentiles, vs.21a; Rom 2:14], and (4) tot<; aoQeveoiv [Gentile Christians, vs. 22a; 8:7], See
Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 423, n. 9; Barbara Hull, “All Things to All People: A
Study of I Corinthians 9:19-23,” in The Conversation Continues: Studies in Paul and John, ed.
Robert T. Fortna and Beverly R. Gaventa (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1990), 139; Gregory J.
Lockwood, 1 Corinthians, CC (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 2000), 311-313.
Because Paul seems to have no specific occasions or groups of people in mind, the listing is not a
central issue as some argue (e.g., Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 427; Richardson, 95;
C. L. Blomberg, I Corinthians, NTVAC [Grand Rapids: Zondervan Press, 1994], 184). And, if
Paul does, his reference to the “weak” hardly fits the context of his Jewish/Gentile schema (Fee,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 422-433; D. B. Martin, Slavery as Salvation: The Metaphor
o f Slavery in Pauline Christianity [London: Yale University Press, 1990], 118-124; cf. 1 Cor
10:32). Why does Paul not just speak of the division between Jew and Gentile as he mentioned in
1:22-24; 10:32 and 12:13? Since the discussion in the letter is not about the law as in Galatians
and Romans, of what use is Paul’s introduction of it in 1 Cor 9:20-21?
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for themselves whether or not his appeal on the issue of idol foods can be trusted.
Because Paul never claims he becomes ‘strong to the strong or an idolator/adulterer to
the idolators/adulterers’ in his principle o f flexibility suggests that he is speaking in clear
terms concerning his principle o f accommodation.
His solidarity with the Jews “who are under the law” and the Gentiles “who are
without the law” is neither to teach about the law nor “for the Corinthians likewise to
work for their living, but rather to be accommodating o f one another in all things, but
especially in regard to meat-eating practices.” 1 The objective of Paul’s solidarity is
indicated in the occurrence o f the verb KepScavco, gain/win, which comes at the end of
each of the six consecutive Cva clauses in vss. I9b-22b that emphasize the theme o f self
accomodation. Because o f the verb KepSatvco, Fee writes that the “language, as the
interchange with ‘save’ in v 22b makes clear, can only refer to evangelizing”2 the nonChristians, even though Paul’s goal does not exclude the kKKXr\aCa.

tou

0eoi

(9:20-22;

10:31-33).
Paul’s accommodating behavior to the Jew and Gentile does not allow either
vo(io<; or avopo? to define the status o f the Christian community before God.3 Neither
does his mentioning of the “weak” as the final specific group in 1 Cor 9:22a define a
status, nor do the “strong” have to regard the gifts o f yvtioic as requisite markers. The

lMitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 248.
2Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 427, n. 26. Also, Black holds “that Paul’s
ultimate purpose in accommodating himself to others is the preaching of the gospel and the
consequent conversion of non-believers” (Paul, Apostle o f Weakness, 118-119).
3Hays, 152-155; Schrage, 2:340-341.
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fact is that none have need o f boasting in such prerogatives since the Corinthians
themselves were weak when they were first called (cf. 1:27-31). Therefore, in the
example o f his self-renunciation o f efruoia, Paul presents “himself to many groups,
among whom are the weak, in order to win them, so the Corinthians, in imitation o f him,
should adapt themselves at least to their weak brothers” 1to further the cause o f the
gospel.

All Things for the Sake o f the Gospel
Paul’s preceding argument about giving up his kfcvoia. to accommodate others is
summarized in 1 Cor 9:23. Paul knows quite well that he is “free from all” like the
Corinthians to exercise his rights. But, he chose to become “all things to all people, so
that by all means I might save some. I do it all for the sake o f the gospel, so that I
become a partaker o f its blessings” (vss. 19-23).2 For Paul, the attitude o f selfrenunciation is the basis o f being assured a “joint participant” (o u y k o l v c j v o q ) in the
blessings o f the gospel. While the previous six purpose clauses in vss. 19-22 deal with
Paul’s concerns for others, the last purpose clause iva auyicot.vo)v6<; in vs. 23b concerns
his reward. The NIV reads “that I may share in its blessing.” That is, just as the
Corinthians desire to share in the joy o f being “joint participants” by attending the pagan

lSmit, “The Rhetorical Disposition,” 488; see also Gardner, 103-107.
2Henry Chadwick writes that “it is possible, though not demonstrable, that here he [Paul]
is actually quoting from his adversaries. It would be quite consistent with his usual practice if he
were doing so, and in the Corinthian letters Paul seems especially inclined to take charges of his
opponents and quote them back in an ironic tone” (“‘All Things to All Men’ (1 Cor. 9:22),” NTS 1
[1954]: 263).
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feasts of their relations, Paul reminds the Corinthians that his radical identification with
every person is in sharing the blessing of the gospel. “The whole o f his concern is to
make clear that the changeless gospel. . . empowers him to be free to change his
stance.” 1 Thus, Paul develops an ethos argument that he himself has to exercise selfcontrol

(e y ic p a T e ia )

like an athlete if he is to partake in the eschatological reward.

In 1 Cor 9:24-27 Paul draws an example from Greco-Roman competitive pursuits,
namely, the Isthmian games,2 in order to move the Corinthians towards the course he
wants them to follow. With the opening rhetorical question in vs. 24a (O v ik olSate) he
made the Corinthians reflect on their own experience. Victor C. Pfitzner writes that
Paul’s use o f the agon m otif compares the rigorous training an athlete undergoes in order
to win a sport contest to the need for self-restraint in the Christian life.3 The rigorous
effort required o f an athlete is so enormous that it takes everything in preparation to
obtain the prize (ppapelov). It involves giving up one’s eSouoia by going through

’Gunther Bomkamm, “The Missionary Stance of Paul in 1 Corinthians 9 and in Acts,” in
Studies in Luke -Acts: Essays Presented in Honor o f Paul Schubert, ed. Leander E. Keck and J.
Louis Martyn (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1967), 196. Cf. 1 Cor 1:18; Schrage, 2:348-350;
Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 431-432.
2J. Murphy-O’Connor writes that Isthmian Games were one of the four great allhellenistic festivals, ranking second only to the Olympic Games and above those of Delphi and
Nemea ([St. Paul's Corinth: Text and Archaeology, GNS 6 [Wilmington, DE: Michael Glazier,
1983], 14-17; see also O. Broneer, “The Apostle Paul and the Isthmian Games,” BA 25 [1962]: 231; Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 433-434).
3Victor C. Pfitzner insists that the metaphors from the games are to “set the stage fo r the
theme o f eyKpaxeia, which follows. All the endeavors of the athlete are in vain if he has not
trained his body and abstained from all that may in any way harm his physical condition” {Paul
and the Agon Motif: Traditional Athletic Imagery in the Pauline Literature [Leiden: Brill, 1967],
87, emphasis his).
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anything to win, including “those areas of Corinthian dispute: sexual behavior and diet.”1
Paul’s emphasis is that if an athlete can be so self-disciplined in order to win a
corruptible prize, then a Christian should be more self-controlled to win an incorruptible
prize ( I Cor 9:25). And, just as many people run in a race, but only one person gets the
prize, similarly, Paul tells the Corinthians that because a Christian can fail to receive an
eschatological prize, diligence is always necessary for a successful end. It seems that
Paul’s emphasis on the race is not just about good moral behavior but much more about
completing what had been started.
In 1 Cor 9:26-27 Paul pictures himself as one who starts a race or a boxing match
with only one goal in mind: the determination to win. He uses a contrast litotes to make
his point.2 By claiming that he does not run without a sense o f direction, Paul holds that
he runs with a goal in mind (vs. 26a). And, by stating that he is not like a shadow-boxer
sparring with the air (or swinging purposeless blows), he means to say that he is a good
fighter (vs. 26b). Thus, he does not start to nm without a goal (a5ifa.cd<;) or box by beating
aimlessly (co<; oik depot Sepcov).3 Because Paul as an apostle is yet to win the
eschatological prize, he calls on the strong, first of all, to curtail their behavior for the

‘Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 249.
2Paul’s use of the metaphors of a “runner and a boxer” are litotes in his argument in 1 Cor
9:26. It is used to make a point by denying the contrary, that is, to understatement a point in
which a positive answer is indicated by stating the negative of the contrary. Paul states what he
does not do to affirm emphatically what he does do.
3Weiss states that to run with or without a clear goal (rpexco [ok] d6qA.&j<;) is a technical
term in antiquity. He also compares 1 Cor 9:26 with Phil 3:14 (Dererste Korintherbrief 248, n.
2). Cf. 1 Cor 14:8.
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good of the weak brother (8:9-13) and, second, to do so for their own self-interest (9:2427).1 He hopes his gnostic opponents get the point.
Thus far, in 1 Cor 9 Paul redefines the place and function o f e^ouoia because his
opponents hold to a wrong use of authority as they do with knowledge in 8:7-13. For
example, his call to the ministry, with the right to receive payment is significant in that
he chooses to lay aside that right for the sake o f the gospel in the context of his concern
for the weak, as the two questions stand in 10:29b-30. Paul expects that his own example
o f nonuse o f his rights would appeal to the strong against their wrong use o f efcutua. In
fact, his statement in 9:25, coupled with a series of sad experiences in Israel’s history in
10:1-22, confirms his stem warning in 8:9. In this way the appeal to his own behavior as
an example in chap. 9 is meant for the strong to consider their weak counterparts in the
community. Because Paul’s present ministry does not guarantee his future approval, he
presents stem warnings to the Corinthians. This, however, provides the transition to
chap. 10 where he describes at length the instances o f Israelites’ flagrant abuse of
e^ouoLa.

Paul’s Use of the OT Examples in 1 Cor 10:1-22
The Problems o f Locating the Subject Matter
Paul presents the example o f the Israelites’ wilderness experience and the specific
application for the Corinthian Church in 1 Cor 10:1-22 as an argumentative and
‘The passage recalls 1 Cor 9:12: “Travta oreyoiiev, iva pfj xiva. eyicoirriv Sdopev T£§
euaYyejlCq) tou Xpurrot ” Paul regards himself as an athlete in training “not to spare my body
[ u i r c d i n d C c j n o u t o o c 3 p a ] , but to bring it under strict control [ S o u t a Y c o y u ] , for fear that after
preaching to others, I should find myself disqualified [dSoKipoc]’’ (vs. 27, REB).
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rhetorical strategy to warn the strong on the wrong use o f freedom i^ouoia (eA.eu0epLa).
Scholars, however, observe that the pericope is saddled with multifaceted problems. For
example, because it is difficult to locate precisely the subject-matter o f the passage, two
different approaches have been adopted to interpret it.
The first approach views the passage as a Pauline refutation o f the Corinthian
“sacramentalists” that is antithetical to the Lord’s Supper.1 It is claimed that Baptism
and Eucharist work ex opere operato to the extent that the “knowing” Corinthians doubt
the possibility that anyone could be rejected by merely eating idol food at the pagan
temple or that the future salvation can be threatened at any time. Thus, it is argued that
Paul wrangles with the over-confident Corinthians who got themselves involved in a
mechanistic, magical view o f the sacraments derived from the Hellenistic mystery cults.2
The second approach does not view the subject-matter as dealing with
“sacramentalism” but rather with the dangers o f idolatry. Because o f this, in chap. 10
(esp. vss. 6,7, 11, 14), Paul uses the OT stories o f Israel for the purpose of warning the
Corinthians against idolatry and the serious consequences they may face if they continue
to pursue their present course.3 Thus, it is argued that Paul’s focus in vss. 1-22 is not a

'Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, 256; Wendland, Die Briefe an die Korinther, 82.
2G. Bomkamm, “Herrenmahl und Kirche bei Paulus,” ZTK 53 (1956): 317; Ernest
Kasemann, “Pauline Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper,” in Essays on New Testament Themes, SBT
1.41, trans. W. J. Montague (London: SCM Press, 1964), 108-135; Fee, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 465; idem, “Ei5coA.o0utoc Once Again,” 192-193.
3Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 141; Karl-Gustav Sandelin, “Does Paul Argue Against
Sacramentalism and Over-Confidence in 1 Cor 10.1-14?” in The New Testament and Hellenistic
Judaism, ed. Peter Borgen and Soren Giversen (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 1995), 179-182;
Hays, 159-181; Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 223-225.
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discussion about the 'sacraments’ (as in 11:17-34), but about the wrong use o f knowledge
and authority. This study, however, follows the line o f interpretation o f the second
approach because Paul’s sacramental language is accidental, not intentional.
Scholars also point out other problems of subject-matter in 1 Cor 10:1-22. For
example, Meeks asks: “What is the connection between the example o f the wilderness
experience of Israel and the dangers of pagan society in the city o f Corinth?” 1 Again, as
discussed earlier, chap. 10 is subject to various supposed literary breaks and criticisms.
Willis states that 1 vss. 14-22 “is a definable section within the larger argument of

'Wayne A. Meeks, ‘“And Rose up to Play,’: Midrash and Paraneisis in 1 Corinthians
10:1-22,” JSN T16 (1982): 64. At times, apart from I Cor 10:7, it is even difficult to establish
whether Paul is citing from the Scriptures in his pesher on 10:1-22. For example, on 10:10 Willis
writes that “this final warning of 10:10, (j.T]6e yoyyuCtTe, is even more difficult to relate to any
known problem at Corinth, or even to any certain Old Testament passage. Among those Old
Testament passages suggested as possible sources are: Num 14:2, 36; 16:41-49; Ps 106:25-27’
(Idol Meat in Corinth, 152). Morna D. Hooker’s observation is that “although he [Paul] may
frequently quote from scripture, the interpretation he gives it often lies beyond the obvious
meaning of the text His somewhat artificial exegesis leaves one wondering whether there is
anything which it would not be possible for him to argue on the basis of scripture” (“Beyond the
Things That Are Written? St Paul’s Use of Scripture,” NTS 27 [1981]: 296). Because of the
skepticism on Paul’s appeal to the OT Scripture, it is not clear whether Paul’s method in vss. 1-13
is properly dubbed parenesis, typological, allegorical, or midrashic to the Corinthian situation
(vss. 14-22). However, because Paul’s rhetorical hermeneutic seems to use a combination of all,
it patterns the traditional methods found in the Rabbinic and Christian circles (Weiss, Der erste
Korintherbrief, 250-251; Leonhard Goppelt, “Paulus und die Heilsgeschichte: Schlussfolgerungen
aus Rom iv und 1 Kor x:l-3,” NTS 13 [1966]: 32; idem, “tijttoq, dvriTimoq, tuttlkoc;,
UTOTinrwaic;,” TDNT [1972], 8:255-256; see also Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians,
227; Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 168; Klaus Galley, Altes und neues Heilsgeschichen bei Paulus
[Stuttgart: Calwer Verlag, 1965], 56; Richard M. Davidson, Typology in Scripture: A Study o f
Hermeneutical tniToq Structure, AUSDDS 2 [Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press,
1981], 296, 284-310; Meeks, “And Rose up to Play,” 66-71; Gary D. Collier, ‘“That We Might
Not Crave Evil’: The Structure and Argument of I Corinthians 10.1-13,” JSNT 55 [1994]: 74).
Lawrence Wills, therefore, concludes that “Paul may be adapting an older sermon, or intentionally
imitating sermonic style; either way, the word of exhortation has influenced the composition of
this passage” (“The Form of the Sermon in Hellenistic Judaism and Early Christianity,” HTR 3
[1984]: 289; see also Ulrich Luz, Das Geschichtsverstandnis des Paulus, BEVT 49 [Munich:
Kaiser, 1968], 117-123; Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 165).
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chapter 1 0 . . . . It is distinguished from 10:1-13 both by the change in form and in
method—no longer is there a use of the Old Testament.. . . Where to end this section
beginning with 10:14 is less certain.”1 While Tomson argues that chap. 10 consists of
more than three parts, with “ 10:23-11:1 as an exegetical crux,”2 Schmithals concludes
that the connection o f 10:23 with 10:14-22 “is simply impossible.”3
However, because Paul’s appeal to the OT Scriptures in 1 Cor 10:1-22 is used as
an argumentative and rhetorical strategy designed to respond to the Jewish Christian
gnostics’ wrong use o f knowledge (chap. 8) and their flagrant abuse o f authority (chap.
9), which led to indifference to the idolatrous rites (chap. 10), the passage correctly
accounts for the examples appealed to in the OT Scriptures, and perfectly fits the
rhetorical strategy o f the discussion that began in 8: l.4 Despite the difficulty of locating
the subject matter in 10:1-22, Paul’s appeal to the OT Scriptures makes the connection
between the examples o f the Israelites’ wilderness experience (vss. 1-13) and the dangers

‘Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 165. See also Smit ‘“ Do Not Be Idolaters’,” 42-43.
2Tomson, 200-203. However, I consider the assumptions of a literary break in 1 Cor
10:1-22 unconvincing for the following reasons. First, in 9:27 Paul speaks of the possibility of
being disqualified, and then in 10:1-11 he illustrates this from the history of Israel in the
wilderness. Second, in vs. 12 he repeats the same principle of possible disqualification in terms
relevant to the Corinthians and himself. Thus, 1 Cor 10:14-33 becomes a continuation of Paul’s
admonitions or arguments against the dangers of idolatry and, therefore, belongs together as a
unit.
3Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 93.
4Thus, Smit suggests that Paul dealt with the discussion in 1 Cor 8:1-10:22 on two fronts.
First that in 8:1-3 and 8:7-9:27 the apostle argues on the social level because of the effect
participation in idol meals has on fellow Christians. Second, in 8:4-6 and 10:1-22 he argues on
the theological level because participation in idol meals severs one’s relationship with God (Smit
‘“Do Not Be Idolaters’,” 42-43).
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o f pagan society for the Corinthian church experience (vss. 14-22). To be sure, in vss. 113 Paul recalls at length a series o f sad Israelite experiences to warn the Corinthian
Christians who are in a similar danger as the discussion in vss. 14-22 shows. Hence,
10:1-22 is organically connected with what precedes and follows, especially, in view of
Paul’s advice to the strong in the two rhetorical questions asked in vss. 29b-30.

The Israelites’ Wilderness Experience
The explanatory particle yap in I Cor 10:1a1 indicates the close connection o f
chap. 10 with what precedes in 9:24-27, especially, on the need to exercise self-control
and the possibility o f falling away.2 Paul’s use of the litotes in the introductory formula
in 10: la, ou QeAco upag ayvoelv, occurs five times elsewhere in his undisputed letters (1
Thess 4:13; 1 Cor 12:1; 2 Cor 1:8; Rom 1:13; 11:25)3 to suggest that he addresses the
strong, that is, the Jewish Christian gnostics (cf. vs. 15). Central to my thesis is the fact
that in vss. 1-13 Paul uses the experience o f the people o f the wilderness generation to
give a severe warning to the Jewish Christian gnostics against their flagrant use o f
authority and freedom to participate in the pagan temple fellowship meals. Smit points

1yap is left untranslated in the RSV. But Fee notes that “an explanatory ‘for’ and the
vocative ‘brothers [and sisters]’ indicate that the present argument has close ties with the
exhortation and warning just preceding it. They are to run as those intent to winning; that is, they
must exercise self-control in all things lest they end up being disqualified
Most commentators
either ignore this yap or minimize it as having a ‘loose’ connection with what precedes” (Fee,
The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 443, n. 7).
2Andrew J. Bandstra, “Interpretation in I Cor 10:1-11,” CTJ 6 (1971): 5.
3See Schrage, 387, nn. 26 and 27. Note also Josephus Antiquities 13.354; Epictetus
Dissertations 4.8.27.
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out that Paul’s reason for this is that following “the preceding part [8:1-9:1-27] with the
effect participation in sacrificial meals has on fellow believers [i.e., the weak or Gentile
Christians], he now directs his attention to the effect it has on the relationship with
God,”1 that is, the effect participation in pagan fellowship meals has on the participants
themselves.
In order to establish a link between the outcome of the Israelites’ flagrant abuse
o f authority and freedom vis a vis the Jewish Christian gnostics who are in a similar
danger, Paul in 1 Cor 10:1-5 finds that Israel’s past mirrors the present experience o f the
Corinthian believers. His reinterpretation o f the OT Scriptures enables him to establish
that Israel, as Corinth, had its own form o f Baptism and the Lord’s Supper.2 Even
though Paul is not explicit as to how the events in vss. 1-4 are comparable to similar ones
in Corinth, still, as in a deliberative rhetoric, he writes in vs. 6 that “these things” (those

‘Smit, ‘“Do Not Be Idolaters’,” 43.
2Weiss calls 1 Cor 10:1-5 “a Midrash” (Dererste Korintherbrief 250; see also Earle E.
Ellis, “How the New Testament Uses the Old,” in New Testament Interpretation, ed. I. Howard
Marshall [Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1977], 207) probably because
of the examples of the intriguing elements of the first four verses, viz.: epcrrrcioS'noav ev
ve<b€/.i] icai ev rfj OaAdaar (vs. 2); TTveupaTiicov Ppcopa ejxryov, (vs. 3); ttveunatucdv etriov
TTopa, (vs. 4a); and <XKoXou0oiJcrr|(; TT€Tpa<;, (vs. 4b). However, while some elements read like a
gloss, there is also the problem of understanding the meaning Paul attaches to each element For
instance, since Israel was not covered with water but rather passed through on dry land, what does
Paul mean by “all were baptized ( epatrrioSTiaav) into Moses by means of the cloud and by
means of the sea”? Although there is a strong MSS support for aorist passive ePatrrioGrioav in
the UBS 4th ed., the middle voice, ePtnrcLaavTO, is preferred as in other critical editions because
it is a more difficult reading in spite of the strong attestation for the passive that is easier to read.
Moreover, the middle form tends to conform to the Jewish practice of proselyte baptism, wherein
the participants actually baptized themselves. Thus, the passive form in the prevailing Christian
practice would have been introduced by a Christian copyist (cf. Robertson and Plummer, 200;
Zuntz, 234; Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 164, n. 1; Heinrich A. Meyer, Critical and Exegetical
Hand-book to the Epistles to the Corinthians, trans. D. Douglass Bannerman [New York: Funk &
Wagnalls, Publishers, 1884], 1:279).
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described in vss. 1-5) occurred as “examples” (tuuoi./Arapa5€LYpaTa) for Christians.1
The exegetical question is whether the examples chosen in vss. 6-10 were given because
of Israel or because o f the situation in Corinth. That is, as Fee asks, “were they [i.e., the
examples] simply chosen at random to illustrate Israel’s fall, and as such become for the
Corinthians simply another Pauline sin list, or were they chosen because in a very precise
way they reflect the situation in Corinth?”2
Because the examples chosen in 1 Cor 10:6-10 concern the ancient Israelites’
wrong use of knowledge, authority, and freedom, Paul made two strong appeals that
focus on the arrogance o f the Jewish Christian gnostics in Corinth. The first is the
principle that those who claim to “stand” need to take heed lest they fall (vs. 12). The
second concerns his direct appeal to them “to flee from idolatry” (vss. 14,7). Andrew J.
Bandstra notes that the “over-all pattern, namely, the possibility of divine judgment even
after the reception o f gifts of grace, is the occasion for Paul’s continuing the argument in
verses 6-11 .”3 That is, the accounts o f the Israelites’ experience in the wilderness
provide us, first, with detailed examples o f the divine, retributive judgment and, second,
serve as timely warnings whether or not the Exodus generation experience (in)directly

‘Kasemann says “the whole trend of the passage is designed to present not mere similarity
between, but the identity o f the Old and New saving events” (114). Conzelmann adds that “Paul
does not seek a point-for-point correspondence; he is satisfied with the exemplary character of the
history of Israel in one specific respect” (/ Corinthians, 166, n. 19).
2Fee, “EiSaA-oSum Once Again,” 185.
3Bandstra, 14. Even the threat of judgment becomes more explicit in 10:1-22 than in 8:113 and 10:23-11:1 because adultery and idolatry were pressing dangers.
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reflects the situation o f the church in Corinth.1
Paul mentions five o f the wilderness sins in 1 Cor 10:6-10 as negative examples
the Corinthians should not imitate. The formulaic pr|6€ + verb from vs. 7 is immediately
balanced by Ka0to<; nvet; autcov to indicate that just as not all Israelites wrongly used
their freedom and authority to practice idolatry and fornication, similarly, not all the
Corinthian Christians participate in pagan temple meals. Because Paul addresses the
Jewish Christian gnostics or the “strong,” he reminds them o f the experience o f “some
[most] o f ’2 the Exodus generation who “craved evil things (vs. 6), became idolaters (vs.
7), fornicated (vs. 8), tested (vs. 9), grumbled (vs. 10),” and they received God’s
judgment.3 Table 1 shows a list o f the vices to which Paul refers, and the possible
allusions in the OT passages he probably had in mind.

TABLE 1
PAUL’S FIVE NEGATIVE EXAMPLES FROM THE OT
1 Cor 10
vs. 6

Sin
Craving/Desiring

OT Reference
Num 11:4-34

‘Contra Willis who argues that “just as no concrete Old Testament is being used, so too it
is probable that no specific occasion at Corinth is being corrected” {Idol Meat in Corinth, 153, n.
135).
2Paul uses anaphora or epartalepsis, a rhetorical trait of repetition, to prove that not all
the Israelites misuse their freedom and authority by attending pagan temple feasts and, thus,
become arrogant to God’s commandments.
3Note the judgment language in the expressions such as “oviic . . . euSotcnoev o 0eo<;,” in
1 Cor 10:5a; “Kat€Otpco0Tiootv” (vs. 5b); “eireoav” (vs. 8); “dmoAAuvro” (vs. 9); and “dmoXovto
utto toi) oXoOpeuTot” (vs. 10, cf. 8:11a).
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vs. 7

Idolatry

Exod 32:1-6; cf. Lev 17:7

vs. 8

Fornication

Num 25:1-9

vs. 9

Testing Christ

Num 21:4-9

vs. 10

Murmuring

Num 16; 13-14

By introducing into the discussion the examples o f behavior in ancient Israel that
led to God’s judgment, Paul provides further reasons for warning the Jewish Christian
gnostics against the wrong use o f freedom, as implied later in the two rhetorical
questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30. First, Paul understands that the various sins
committed in the wilderness (vs. 6) are the result of the flagrant abuse o f freedom in
lusting after evil things. Second, although “idolatry” is not implicit but explicit in LXX
Exod 32:6, still, he describes in vs. 7 that participation in sacrificial meals is tantamount
to “fornication and idolatry” which not only destroys the weak brother (cf. 8:9-11), but
also severs the relationship o f the believers with Christ. Third, Paul reminds the gnostics
in vs. 8 o f 23,000 people who fell in one day because o f fornication (Tropveia).1 Thus, he

‘Herman Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentarzum Testament aus Talmud und
Midrasch (Munich: Beck, 1922), 3:410. Fee asks: “Where did Paul have access to such a
tradition?” {The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 456, n. 29; see also Weiss: “Ob ein
Gedachtnisfehler des P. vorliegt odereine andre Oberlieferung?” (Weiss, Der erste
Korintherbrief, 253]). Barrett writes that “there is no more probable explanation of Paul’s figure
than that it was simply due to a lapse of memory; and it is not a bad guess that the lapse was due
to the fact that Paul had in mind not only the story of the Moabite women who led Israel into both
fornication and idolatry. . . but also that of the golden calf, in which about 3,000 of the Israelites
were killed (Exod. xxxii. 28)” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 225). Again, Orr and
Walther add that “perhaps Paul confused the two numbers [3,000 and 24,000] since he would be
writing from memory” (246). For Lenski, “the explanation that Paul’s memory is at fault is too
easy since it exempts the commentator from all further research. The other explanation that Paul
names only the number that perished ‘in one day,’ and that another 1,000 perished later, is not
acceptable” (398). The LXX Num 25:9 gives 24,000 that is consistent with the MT, Philo, the
Targums, and the Midrashim. But why would Paul make the change from an established tradition
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warns against the bold claim that sexual immorality does not matter to the body (1 Cor
6:12-20; Acts 15:29; Rev 2:14, 15 and 20). Fourth, in I Cor 10:9, Paul also understands
the “testing” of God1 that led to punishment by the serpents in LXX Num 21:4-9 as
equivalent to the Corinthians’ insistence on their ‘rights’ to the temple meals and
fornication. Fifth, the final warning o f 1 Cor 10:10 is on murmuring “because Paul has
previously forbidden both 6L5a)A.o0uta and iTopveia.”2 The implication of this is that
Paul wants them to stop murmuring against his restriction o f their participation in the

to which he makes specific allusion? It is possible that either the abbreviation xpq for xexapaioc;
was mistakenly written for xpeic by the copyist or that in 1 Cor 10:8c Paul intentionally mixes
the story of the golden calf in Exod 32:28 where it is reported that 3,000 men died with the
incidence at Shittim in Num 25:9 where the plague killed 24,000? (Robertson and Plummer, 205;
Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 168).
‘A significant textual problem occurs on the object of €KTreLpdCa)|iev. Xp lotov is
attested by P46, D, E, F, G, K, and the early patristic writers. But then, N, B, and C have tov
Kupiov that reflects tov 0eov in the reading of LXX Ps 77:18: Kai ei;€TT€Lpaoav tov 0edv 4v
rate; KapSiaic; aittcov tou aLTfjaca Ppcopata talc
avrctov. The division among
scholars over the manuscript evidence centers on who was put to the test by Israel. Tov 0eov
may be eliminated because it receives meager manuscript support. It is possible that a scribe may
have made the change whereby “an original tetragram was replaced by icupiov or 0eov (George
Howard, “The Tetragram and the New Testament,” JBL 96 [1977]: 81). But, in addition to UBS
4th ed., which ranks tov Xp lotov as “B,” Metzger, Conzelmann, Schrage, Fee, Gardner, to
mention a few, tend to argue in support of tov Xp lotov, first, because although the idea that
Israel tempted Christ makes Xp lotov the lectio difficilior, still, it is easy to explain why later
copyists changed an original Xptorov to tov iciipLOV. Second, in 1 Cor 10:9, Paul states that
Christ was the rock which followed Israel (10:4). Nestle-Aland (1963 ed.), Westcott and Hort,
among others, however, favor tov ioipLOV because this may have been changed to “Christ” as a
later scribal interpretation. That is, it is probable that “a scribe would substitute Christos for
Kyrios than vice versa. Even so, it seems altogether probable that Paul understood Kyrios to refer
to Christ, since he speaks of Christ’s presence with the Israelites in verse 4. In addition, it is quite
certain that in 2 Cor. 3:16, where he quotes Ex. 34:34, Paul understands Kyrios as meaning
Christ” (Bandstra, 18; Robertson and Plummer, 205-206).
2Fee, “EL5o)A.o0UTa Once Again,” 187. Although the verb yoYY^Cetv “to murmur" is
used frequently in the wilderness traditions, still, Paul seems to have in mind the outcome of the
rebellion of Korah and his associates in Num 16:49. This is because it is possible for the Jewish
Christian gnostics in Corinth also to rebel against the stem warnings concerning participation in
pagan idol feasts.
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pagan temple feasts lest the “Destroyer” (6A.o0p€UTTfe, vs. 10b) brings upon them a similar
judgment from God.
The logic o f Paul’s argumentative strategy with the Corinthian Christians is that
the historical events in the lives of the Israelites are tutroi or

tuttlkco<;

(literally,

“examples” or “exemplary”) for the Church in every age (I Cor 10:6, 11). Thus, the five
positive statements in I Cor 10:1-4 correspond to the five negative examples o f “some o f
them” in vss. 6-10, that “are both punctuated and linked with the paraenetic conclusion
in verses 12-13 by means of an inclusio, verses 6 and l l . ”1 Because Paul does not
reverse his concern for the weak brother, he intensifies his warnings to the strong, “who
thinks he stands lest he falls” (vs. 11). Cheung suggests that it is the reason Paul refuses
to call the Corinthians “strong,” because “at the heart o f Paul’s argument, the ultimate
danger is not the weak’s weakness but the knowers’ ‘knowledge’.”2
However, because o f the pressures the Corinthian Christians received from their
relations and associates to attend their non-Christians feasts, the majority o f which Willis
regards as social meals in the Greco-Roman world,3 Paul’s seemingly misplaced promise
in 1 Cor 10:13 makes sense. In addition to his note o f warning in vs. 12 to the

lMeeks, “And Rose Up to Play,” 65.
2Cheung, 145, n. 190.
3Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 47-64. The need to attend some of the social engagements
increases the pressure for the Corinthians to attend non-Christians’ feasts. In fact, Cheung notes
that “to refuse to eat idol food presented at such meals would mark one as anti-social and invite
misunderstanding and hostility. Not only would one miss opportunities for social advancement,
one would also risk being ostracized for refusing to eat idol food with friends, relatives, business
associates, or other people of importance. Therefore, one’s livelihood, and even life itself, would
be in jeopardy” (Cheung, 146; see also Delobel, 186-190).
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Corinthians who rationalize their participation by appealing to knowledge, authority, and
freedom, Fee remarks that Paul finds it hard “to end his argument here on a negative
note, or on a note that suggests they were to stand firm in their own strength. Thus he
once more reminds them o f God’s gracious provision—even in the time o f temptation or
testing.” 1 Because their appeal, for instance, to freedom and rights to participate in the
sacrificial fellowship meals led to the destruction of both the weak brothers and
themselves, as Paul in rhetoric strategy asked in vss. 29b-30, vss. 14-22 account for the
incompatibility of their activities with life in Christ.

Specific Application for the Corinthian Church
Paul’s discussion in 1 Cor 10:14-22 links the preceding argument with a strong
inferential conjunction; “therefore.” Even though Conzelmann thinks “the train of
thought in this section is self-contained,” “it is hardly possible to discern a strict
connection o f thought with the preceding section, in spite o f Siotrep.”2 The imperatival
admonition in vs. 14 ‘to flee idolatry’ (6i5coA.oA.aTpLa?, cf. 6:18a, iropveCa) pins down his
concerns in two ways. First, the “knowing” Corinthians have argued for the right to eat

‘Fee, “EL6coA.60i)Ta Once Again,” 193; see also Gardner, 155, n. 257; Robertson and
Plummer also state that “there is no ireipaopoc without its proper ecpaou;, for these pairs are
arranged by God, who permits no unfairness. He knows the powers with which He has endowed
us, and how much pressure they can withstand. He will not leave us to become the victims of
circumstances which He has Himself ordered for us, and impossibilia nonju b e f (209).
2Conzelmann, / Corinthians, 170. Yeo agrees that the conjunction does make the link
even though he had argued for a separation between 1 Cor 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 and 10:1-22 in
that in the former Paul uses a rhetoric of knowledge and love, whereas, in the latter he employs
midrashic rhetoric (Yeo, 156-211). See also Weiss, Die erste Korintherbrief, 256; Willis, Idol
Meat in Corinth, 165.

[
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pagan cult meals based on their knowledge that idols have no real existence and meat
sacrificed to an idol posed no threat. In vss. 15-22, Paul appeals to their knowledge to
demonstrate the incompatibility o f eating pagan cult meals, at least, from the experience
o f the people of Israel in the OT. Second, although Paul agrees with the Jewish Christian
gnostics that idols are nothing when conceived o f as possible rivals to the Christian God
(vs. 19), because what is sacrificed and shared are to demons,1their pagan temple
fellowship meals represent idolatry that is dangerous to the weak brothers and the
participants themselves.
In anticipation o f the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30, neither
Paul’s allusions to the Christian communal meal in vss. 16 and 17 nor his mention of a
non-Christian sacrificial meal in vss. 18-20 is the focal point of concern for Paul. In fact,
Paul does not discuss the Israelites’ wilderness experience or specifically relate it to the
Corinthian church communal meal or use it “to construct a Christian doctrine o f a
eucharistic meal.”2 To be sure, his emphasis is not on the allusions to these meals,
rather, it is the prohibition o f idolatry that is closely connected to Koivuvia.3 Fee gives

'Robertson and Plummer understand Paul to mean “they sacrificed to demons (Shedim)
and to a no-god, to gods whom they knew not” (216).
2Yeo, 174, n. 88.

3However, Fee points out that it is not precisely clear what Paul is trying to emphasize:
“The problem has to do with whether Paul’s point-or emphasis-is that in sacred meals one has
KoivcovCa with the deity (in the Christian’s case, with Christ himself), or with fellow participants
in the meal as they worship the deity by sacrifice and by eating in his/her honor. Most likely the
solution lies somewhere in between. The linguistic and literary evidence indicates that icoivwi/La
has to do with the worshipers themselves; but the basis and focus of their worship were the deity,
who in most cases was considered to be present among them” (Fee, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 466; J. Y. Campbell, “KOINONIA and Its Cognates in the New Testament,” JBL 51
[1932]: 353). For the debate on this issue, see Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 167-212; Gardner,
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two reasons for Paul’s prohibition. First, he understands Paul to view the “sacred meal
as an actual participation in and fellowship with the deity.”1 Second, Fee considers
Paul’s primary concern as the danger of idolatry—the idolatry of participating in a sacred
meal within a pagan temple, from the OT perspectives, as “the locus o f the demonic”
(vss. 20-21).2 In other words, eating idol food in the pagan temple is tantamount to
idolatry that is detestable in the OT because such fellowship is but to the demons.
Paul is saying that, because the demonic forces are real, it is wrong to eat and
fellowship in the idol temples. Eating in pagan temples is not only a wrong use of
Yvdjoig and €^ouolcc (1 Cor 8:2, 9), it is a means o f ‘testing the Lord’ (vss. 9,22) that
severs one’s allegiance to Christ.3 Because a Christian cannot eat in the pagan temple
and still maintain loyalty to Christ, Paul’s warning, as indicated in 1 Cor 10:21-22, is
severe: oil S\jvao0e Troxrjpiov icupiou iruveiv ical trornpiov Saipovicov, oil 5uvao0e
tpaireCTK icupiou petexeiv ical tpaireCilC Saipovicov. r\ -irapaCr|A.oC|iev tov icupiov; [irj
Laxopotepot autou eopev (cf. Deut32). Songer holds that Paul’s severe warning is
based on his conviction that “participation in cult meals in pagan temples was thus

159-165; Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 756-768.
lFee, “El5a>A.60ura Once Again,” 193; Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians,
775. In addition, Bruce perceptively notes that “pagan deities had no objective existence, but they
were real and powerful as concepts in the minds of their devotees, whose lives might be
profoundly affected by the values which these deities represented. The demons, for Paul, were
probably not personal beings but impersonal forces which exerted a powerful influence over
unregenerate man” (96; cf. Eph 6:12).
2Fee, “ELSa)A.60ura Once Again,” 193-194.
3Ibid., 194.
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impossible for Christians . . . because the eating of such food was an act o f commitment
to powers hostile to Christ.” 1 Therefore, Paul’s argumentative strategy in chap. 10
culminates with a stem warning and a frightening threat o f God’s judgment upon the
“knowing” Corinthians who through their participation in idol meals ran the risk of
idolatry.2 He wraps up by countering their rationalistic explanation with his own
apocalyptic theology that maintains the reality of evil and its dire consequences over
their denial o f it.
So far, in responding to the arguments advanced by the Jewish Christian gnostics
in 1 Cor 8-10, Paul corrects their wrong use of

yvwok;,

e^oixua, and eXeuQepta as

reasons for participating in pagan meals. In chap. 10, in particular, he gives his own
arguments against eating idol foods because the issue he confronts is the involvement o f
the Corinthians in idolatrous worship centered on pagan temple meals (vs. 20; cf. 8:10).
Paul in vss. 1-13 discusses the relevance of the Israelites’ wilderness experience in
answer to their arguments. In vss. 14-22 he makes the specific application for the church
situation by relating the normal Christian practice with the nature o f worship in cultic
meals that was readily understood. This suggests that despite the arguments for a
“sacramental” theory, there is no reason to use the passage to argue for Paul’s doctrine o f
the Lord’s Supper. Paul illustrates his response from the negative examples o f Israel in
the OT and severely warns the Jewish Christian gnostics or the “strong,” using the

‘Songer, 372; Godet, 518; Conzelmann, / Corinthians, 175.
2Hays advises that “when we find ourselves in the face of some dubious invitation or
opportunity saying, ‘No problem, I can handle it; I can be involved in this and still be a good
Christian,’ we should pause and remember Paul’s warnings to the strong at Corinth” (17-2).
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contemporary example from which he can argue his points.
In light of the above, a rhetorical analysis of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 is examined in
chapter 4 in the immediate context of Paul’s two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30.
This approach is adopted, not because 10:23-11:1 is separate from 8:1-10:22 (as in the
UBS text). Rather, as mentioned earlier, the passage is treated as such because the
content o f 10:29b-30 provides a significant example o f the use o f the rhetorical feature as
utilized in the conventions o f the Greco-Roman rhetorical handbooks. Attention now
turns to the rhetorical impact o f the two questions asked in 10:29b-30 as a device in
argumentation, especially, in connection with the narrower context o f 10:23-11:1.
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CHAPTER IV

RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF 1 COR 10:29B-30 IN THE
NARROWER CONTEXT OF 10:23-11:1

Rhetorical Function of 1 Cor 10:29b-30 in Argumentation
Scholars have argued that Paul’s discussion in I Cor 10:23-11:1 is no longer
connected with 10:1-22. Smit, for example, suggests that “the theme shifts and the tone
o f the discourse change strikingly

The warning tone makes way for definite

permission. But for a single exception, everything in this field is permitted.” 1 Yeo
writes “that I Cor 8:1-13 and 10:23-11:1 have a different rhetorical genre, topos, and
style from those o f 1 Cor 10:1-22.” He claims that “Christ retains a central role in Paul’s
rhetoric in 1 Cor 8:1-13 and 10:23-11:1,” which is dissimilar to 10:l-22.2 It is as if Paul,
as discussed already in chapter 2, in the so-called Epistle B [8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1] or part
o f C [10:23-11:1] for some, is dealing with adiaphora (non-essentials) in contrast to the
so-called Epistle A [10:1-22]. However, the above hypotheses are untenable for two
reasons.

‘Smit, “1 Cor 8,1-6: A Rhetorical Partitio,” 590. Smit concludes that Paul, in 1 Cor
10:23-11:1, shifts “attention away from the idol offerings proper to an adjacent field” which
caused him to transgress “an important rhetorical rule. Although he has good reasons for doing
so, he does not go unpunished. His latter interpreters have paid the debt” (Ibid., 591).
2Yeo, 180.
134
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First, the claim that the theme and tone of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 differ or change from
Paul’s preceding arguments that begin in 8:1 is difficult to establish from the passage.
Neither is there any support for the claim that Paul’s rhetorical argument in the so-called
Epistles B and C differs from his theology and rhetoric in the so-called Epistle A. Rather,
a study o f chaps. 8-10 indicates rhetorical unity o f the section in 1 Corinthians, and
rhetorical analysis demonstrates that “in 10,23-11:1 Paul is gathering together the points
he has tried to make beginning in 8,l.” 1 Second, because 10:23-11:1 is organically
connected with the argument that begins in 8:1, Paul is not tying “loose threads” and
dealing with adiaphora (non-essentials), as Fee writes.2 Here, Paul still warns the
Corinthians against the wrong use o f

e^ouoia, and eX.eu0epo<;, especially, in light

o f the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30 that stand in relation to the rhetorical
compositional unit o f 8:1 -11:1.3 As indicated in chapter 3, the context in which the two
rhetorical questions are asked fittingly summarizes Paul’s concern for the weak brother
because o f the strong’s wrong use o f knowledge, rights, and freedom in the example they
set to the weak, particularly in participation o f the pagan temple meals.
In 1 Cor 8, Paul not only warns about the Corinthians’ misuse o f yvcooic; (8:7)
but also tells them that if the exercise of his right (e^ouota) will cause the fall of another
‘Watson, 312. Mitchell states that “the sub-argument in 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 is an especially
significant point in the overall argument of 1 Corinthians. Here Paul redefines to oup4>epov
(‘the advantageous’) from personal to communal advantage, and on that basis he appeals to the
Corinthians to seek, not their own individual advantage, but that of the other, and ultimately the
many (10:24, 33)” (Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 142-143).
2Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 476-478.
3One problem Fee notes is that “the rhetoric with which he (Paul) does so is so sudden
and apparently non sequitur that it has created a notorious crux for interpreters” (ibid., 486).
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brother, he will not exercise it (8:9-13) as noted. His use of examples for imitation as
proofs in 9:1-27 and 10:32-11:1 confirms his proposal o f self-renunciation suggested in
8:13 and accounts for the two questions asked in 10:29b-30. Thus, the two rhetorical
questions asked in the immediate context o f 10:23-11:1 not only provide the example of
Paul’s reasoned argument in dialogue but also make 10:29b-30 the interpretive crux o f
the pericope.
Since the rhetorical unit in which the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 is
deliberative, it is important to understand that both questions constitute one of the proofs
Paul used to indicate that he did not reverse his concern for the weak brother. Paul’s
argumentative device follows the tradition o f rhetoric articulated by Aristotle and
developed and adapted by Cicero and Quintilian, among others.1 Because the proof
section for each o f the three species o f rhetoric remains the most essential part o f the
rhetorical structure o f a speech, Rhetorica ad Herennium aptly states that “the entire
hope o f victory and the entire method o f persuasion rest on proof and refutation, for
when we have submitted our arguments and destroyed those o f the opposition, we have,

‘Paul’s two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 seem to follow the use of ‘itpoKaT<x2.r|v|nc
(anticipation) of Aristotle and is defined as “the device by which we shall remove ill-feeling that
we encounter by anticipating the criticisms of our audience and the arguments of those who are
going to speak on the other side
This is how you must employ anticipation about matters that
are likely to annoy the audience, by producing reasons that will make them think that you are
acting rightly in offering your advice—you must point to the lack of speakers or the magnitude of
the dangers, or to considerations of public interest, or to some other plea of that sort which will
enable you to dissipate the ill-feeling that you encounter” (Aristotle Rhet ad Alex 18.1432b;
2:349-350). Usually, in a deliberative speech, the speaker seeks to persuade or dissuade his
audience regarding a future course of action {Rhet 1.3.1-3; Rhet Her 1.2.2; Cicero Inv Rhet 1.5.7;
Top 23.91; Quintilian Inst 2.21.23; 3.3-4; see also Kenneth Burke, A Rhetoric o f Motives
[Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1969], 51-55; Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 5-9;
John P. Pritchard, A Literary Approach to the New Testament [Norman, OK: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1972], 10-11).
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of course, completely fulfilled the speaker’s function.”1 Although Aristotle established
two types o f “proofs”2 as variations in support o f a thesis (irpofeaicjpropositio), still, each
proof contains its own central issue called the crcdai;; /status* that some scholars regard
as the “rhetorical situation.”4
Keeping in mind the two rhetorical questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30, Paul, in
employing the Greco-Roman rhetorical convention, seems to have combined the use of

lRhet ad Her 1.10.18. In Aristotle’s opening statement on rhetoric, he says “this art
consists of proofs alone-all else is but accessory” (Aristotle Rhet 1.1.1354a).
2In ancient rhetorical theory, the most important feature of rhetorical proofs is Aristotle’s
distinction between the “artificial or artistic proofs” ( iriomc ei/rexoi) that is within the rhetor’s
persuasive ability of utilizing ethos, pathos, and logos in argumentation; and the “inartificial or
inartistic proofs” ( t u o t 6 l < ; a x e x v o i ) that have their sources outside the rhetor. Aristotle and
Quintilian list witnesses, documents, oaths, laws, contracts, and evidence brought into the
argument by the speaker as the inartistic proofs (Aristotle Rhet 1.2.1355b; Quintilian Inst 5.1.1-3;
5.8.1-14.35). Concerning the two kinds of proofs, Quintilian avers that “the division laid down by
Aristode has met with almost universal approval” (Inst 5.1.1). Several examples of Paul’s use of
“artificial proofs” are found in the series of his logical arguments that began in 1 Cor 8:1 in
defense of the weak brother. This is especially true in the two questions asked in 10:29b-30. As
for “inartificial proofs,” Paul usually refers to traditional materials including the Scripture. For
example, in 10:7 he refers to the story of Israel’s rebellion over a golden calf, and the uprising that
ensued (LXX Exod 32:1-35). Vs. 8 recalls the account of the death of Israelites in a plague
because of their acts of sexual immorality and idolatry with the daughters of Moab (LXX Num
25:9 reports the death of 24,000 but Paul, who intentionally applies the story as “proofs,”
incorrecdy cites the figure as 23,000).
3Cicero states that if there is “a controversy to be resolved by speech and debate,” the
orator is expected first to determine the ‘issue’ or the ‘essential basis’ that constitutes the ground
of the disagreement (Delnv 1.8.14; 2.4.14; De Ora 2.24.104-26.113). Quintilian identifies three
different forms of status: (1) “conjectural,” when the controversy centers on whether or how
something took place, (2) “definitive,” when the controversy between the orator and the audience
deals with the meaning of the fact in question; and (3) “qualitative,” when the controversy centers
on the moral rectitude because it addresses the question of whether or not an action was performed
justly or unjustly, profitably or unprofitably (Inst 3.5.4; 3.6.63-86; 7.4.1-3). Paul’s use of the
“qualitative” is replete throughout 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 in view of his argumentative strategy concerning
the implications the actions of the strong have on the weak brother in chap. 8 as well as to
themselves in chap. 10.
4See, for example, Bitzer, 1-14; Wuellner, “The Function of Rhetorical Questions,” 6062; Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation, 18-19, 34-36; Fiorenza, 386-403.
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“artistic and inartistic proofs” in argumentation; for example, (I) against the Corinthians’
wrong use o f

yvgocjk;

(8:7-13), (2) on the need for Apostles’ eSoima for support (9:3-

14), and (3) in reference to the examples o f the Israelites’ wilderness experience (10:111). Likewise, the narrower context in which Paul asked the two questions in 10:29b-30
serves as an example o f Paul’s use o f ‘proofs’ in the discussion o f 10:23-11:1. Mitchell
sees the “proofs” o f 10:23-11:1 as that in which
Paul inserts two last concrete examples o f how one should go about seeking
the advantage o f the other and the many in deciding whether or not to
consume clScoA-bOuta (not whether one can practice idolatry, for on that there
can be no compromise). The guide is, not coincidentally, another example
o f Paul’s reconciliatory strategy: he grants the freedom to eat the meat itself
(10:25-27), but still argues for the need to compromise one’s own eUuSepCa
when it might offend the other (10:28-29).'
Perhaps, this is one reason Fee suggests that Paul’s use of the ‘proofs’ in 1 Cor
10:23-11:1 has “some loose threads, which must still be tied together. EiScoXoQuta are
forbidden because it means to participate in the demonic. But marketplace idol food,
which apparently Paul has been known to eat and for which he has been judged
OcpCvetca, v. 29), is another matter altogether.”2 Hence, the pericope addresses the
reality of the situation the Corinthians faced in their daily lives because it consists of
Paul’s final appeal to the common advantage o f both the “weak” and “strong”
Corinthians (whether this is real or imagined). The rhetorical analysis o f Paul’s
argument in 10:23-11:1 thus indicates that the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-

1Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 257; see also Fee, The First Epistle to
the Corinthians, 479-485; Hays, 171.
2Fee, “EL8coXo0uta Once Again,” 194.
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30 remain the classic example of Paul’s use o f morei<; to make his points in
argumentation.
The rhetoric o f 1 Cor 10:29b-30 stands in at least two relationships to its
immediate context. First, it belongs to the TTLOxeu; that provides “proofs” for the thesis
statement in vs. 24. That is, the two rhetorical questions asked in vss. 29b-30 serve not
only as an example o f Paul’s use o f “artificial” proofs in his passionate concerns for the
other person but also amplify the strength o f his pathos in the first

S ltiytiou ; ( v s s .

25-

27). The way the two questions are introduced patterns a portrayal in diatribe fashion o f
the objections he anticipates (7rpoKaTdA.qi[a;) from the Corinthians regarding the restraints
on the eating o f idol foods. Because Paul does not want to be misunderstood, the two
questions are formulated in the first-person singular rather than the second person in vss.
29b-30 to demonstrate an example of his tactical exemplification o f himself to the
sensitivity o f the imaginary interlocutor (cf. 1 Cor 9).1 For this reason, the conjunction
ivaxi in vs. 29b is used by Paul not to ask the question ‘why’ but because his use o f
‘proofs’ is to dissuade one from eating pagan temple meals; the conjunction should read
‘for what reason’ in the discussion that begins in 8:1.
Second, Paul’s use o f “proofs” in argumentation in 1 Cor 10:29b-302 further
points out the Corinthians’ misuse of freedom for eating meals served in pagan temples.
This is evident in his appeal to “the need to compromise one’s own eAeuQepia when it

‘For a list of the use of such devices, see Stowers, 85-118.
2Rhet. Her. 4.15.22-16.24; 4.23.33-34; Quintlian Inst. 9.2.6-16. Cf. Sir 13:2b, 17-18;
Philo Ebr. 57; 1 Cor 4:7; 7:16; 9:7; Rom 11:34-35.
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might offend the other (10:28-29).”* As the second SiTyyqaK; o f vss. 28-29a stands, Paul
is asking the two questions in vss. 29b-30 in the form of an appeal to awaken the
sensitivities o f the strong so as not to set examples that are harmful to the weak brother.
Hence, all eating and drinking activities must be that which bring glory to God (10:3111:1).

The deliberative

ttlotl?

in 1 Cor 10:29b-30,2 if rightly understood, accounts for

Paul’s concern for the weak brother’s conscience. It suggests that the context in which
the two questions are asked functions neither as a reversal o f concerns for the weak
brother nor as a support to the freedom that the strong claim. Evident throughout 8:111:1 is Paul’s use o f the two rhetorical questions, which calls for what benefits
(cn)|i4>€p€co) the community rather than for a personal interest. The logic o f the two
rhetorical questions asked in argumentation is intended to appeal to the strong to
understand his reason for abstention, first, from the vantage point of love as against a
wrong use o f right/freedom and, second, the advantage (ouji^pov//utilitas) such
abstention has for the weak brother in the Church.
Therefore, it is important to analyze how Paul structures and accounts for the
two rhetorical questions asked in the narrower context o f 1 Cor 10:23-11:1. Since Paul’s
two rhetorical questions are asked within the immediate context o f 10:23-11:1,1 propose

'Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 257. Samuel Vollenweider considers
Paul’s appeal here to indicate one’s freedom as “Suspension von Exusia” (Freheit als neue
Schopfitng: Eine Untersuchung zur Eleutheria bei Paulus und in seiner Umwelt, FRLANT 147
[Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1989], 225-226).
2Watson, 310-318.
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a rhetorical/structural unit o f the pericope that connects to the discussion o f 8:1-10:22 in
the preceding chapter. In addition, I discuss Paul’s deliberative argument following the
example in the Greco-Roman rhetorical handbooks to account for the contextual function
and meaning of the two questions asked in 10:29b-30.

My Proposed Arrangement of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1
1. Introduction (Ttpoo l\i\.ovIExordium)
The Corinthians’ ‘Slogan’ and
Paul’s Response Stated

10:23

2. Thesis (TtpoGeoiq IPropositio)
Unity Seek the Interest o f the
Other Rather than Self

10:24

3. Statement o f Facts (5ir\yr\aicjNarratio)
Two Practical Examples o f Freedom
‘to Eat’ and ‘Not to Eat’ Meats
Associated with Idols

10:25-29a

First SuqyiioK;
10:25-27
Meats Sold in the Markets and
Served by a Host May Be Eaten
Second St-nyriOLC
Meats Identified as LepoOvca
Should Not be Eaten
4. Proof Section (tuotciqfProbatio)
Paul’s Three Reasons (Arguments)
for a Reservation in Eating

10:28-29a

10:29b-33

First TaoTic;
Because Personal Freedom
Is Subject to Love for Others

l0:29b-30

Second triori?
Because Eating Meats
Associated with Idols

10:31
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Dishonors God
Third ttlotlc;
10:32-33
Because Eating Meats
Associated with Idols
Destroys Others’ Salvation
5. Conclusion {kniloyocjPeroratio)
The Challenge to Emulate Paul

11:1

The perspective o f my proposed rhetorical arrangement of 1 Cor 10:23-11:1 is
based on the understanding that the twelve verses were connected organically with the
discussion that began in 8:1. However, my division of the passage is an open-ended
arrangement, as in the preceding chapter, because any effort that subdivides the ancient
document is still subject to modifications and criticisms. Nevertheless, my attempt
remains worthwhile in that it paves another way to come to grips with the meaning o f
Paul’s two questions asked in 10:29b-30. This context is discussed in a typical
deliberative rhetoric, and is explained as follows.

Rhetorical Analysis of Paul's Argument in 1 Cor 10:23-11:1
1.

Introduction (irpooL(iLOv IExordium) 10:23

The way Paul introduces 1 Cor 10:23 into the discussion on eL5coA.60vra in 8:111:1 is striking for two reasons. First, unlike 8:1, Paul prefaces his explanations by
opposing the Corinthian slogan in order to indicate the incompatibility of their position
with his. In 10:23 (cf. 6:12), he uses a twofold qualification as an amplificatio to modify
the libertine gnostic claims by adding a responsibility clause in the strong adversative:
aXX’ ov rravra oup^peL . . . aAJ.’ ou travra oiicoSopel (“but not everything is good for
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us . . . but not everything builds up the community” [REB]).1 This suggests that the
differences in the instances o f 8:1 and 10:23 are not coincidental but intentional on
Paul’s part. Paul’s chief concern in his appeal in vs. 23 is embodied in the verb,
oiKoSopeco, that explains the corporate building up o f the body o f Christ, the Church.2
Thus, in 1 Cor 10:23 Paul identifies the central motif to be developed in 10:23-11: l.3
Quintilian, in using the words o f Aristotle and Cicero, describes the purpose of
introduction, exordium (upooLpiov), as that which is meant “to prepare our audience in
such a way that they will be disposed to lend a ready ear to the rest of our speech. The
majority o f authors agree that this is best effected in three ways, by making the audience

‘Hering states that “the Apostle, who is replying by the two statements which commence
with '’all' ou\ makes the point that not all is profitable for the Christian life, and, on the other
hand, this liberty must not lead to enslavement by the flesh. In germ these two assertions contain
a complete Christian ethic, which would be antilibertine without being legalistic” (46). Watson
writes that in 1 Cor 10:23, Paul “employs synonymous parallelism, for both halves of the sentence
say basically the same thing. This parallelism is achieved using the Gorgianic figures of parisosis,
antithesis, and paromoeosis (here homoeoteleuton), as well as other figures” (303; see also
Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 310-311).
zFor instance, the frequent use of the verb otKoSopeo) in 1 Cor 14 helps to show the
manner Paul modifies the gnostic libertine claims on spiritual gifts, especially, the speaking in
tongues. Conzelmann writes that “ouco&Hieti/ denotes first and foremost the building up of the
community, not the edification of the individual. This becomes clear from its usage in chapters 12
and 14” (/ Corinthians, 176; see also Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 239). Willis
notes that “the criterion of oiKofiopet shows then how rightly to interpret oup^^Pei.. It is not what
benefits the one who acts, but those who are affected by his actions, especially the church” (Idol
Meat in Corinth, 227). See also a discussion of this verb in Gardner, 29-31 and 173.
3Fee and Smit hold that beginning with 10:23 Paul envisages a different situation in the
discussion ‘concerning idol food’ (Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 359-363; idem,
6L5coA.60ura: Once Again,” 178-187; Smit, “The Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 381388). Their position is based on the claim that Paul in 8:1-10:22 discusses sacrificial meals held
m pagan temples, and that in 10:23-11:1 he deals with meals held in private homes. Note also
Fisk, 56-70. However, it needs pointing out that in chap. 8 Paul’s concern is on the weak brother
with mention o f temple meals, but his concern in chap. 10 is over temple meals with mention of a
weak brother.
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well-disposed, attentive and ready to receive instruction.” 1
Second, the Corinthian maxim o f excessive freedom, introduced by Paul in I Cor
10:23, and which Conzelmann notes as “the unified background o f the situation in
Corinth,”2 quickly reminds us that the issue o f the believer’s freedom to eat sacrificial
meals belongs to the larger problem of 1 Corinthians. Paul’s deliberative strategy in
10:23 informs at a glance his position that a Christian is not expected to exercise his
rights over that which either causes harm or puts the other person to disadvantage
(dou|i(J)opa).3 He is to be mindful o f the need of the weak brother as he exercises his
‘rights and freedom.’ Hence, unqualified freedom in Paul’s thinking is no freedom at all
because it is neither beneficial nor does it build up the Church.4 In short, for Paul, an
action is not right to a believer simply because it is permissible or legal. Such action also

'Quintilian Inst 4.1.5; Aristotle Rhet 3.14.1, 7; Cicero Inv Rhet 1.15.20. Because the
exordium is the place to arouse emotion, Cicero further adds that it is to be serious and dignified,
not common, tedious, unconnected, out of place, contrary to fundamental principles (Cicero Inv
Rhet 1.18.25).
2Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 182.
3Willis, for example, paraphrases what Dio Chrysostom said of Diogenes that “it was not
permissible ( o v k escort) to do that which was mean and unseemly and unprofitable (aoup(j)opa)
but rather that the things which are just and profitable and good ( 6iKaia ical oup^pov^ra icai
dyaSa) are both proper and permissible to do Crrpoofjicei k c c i e ^ e o x L v ) ” (Idol Meat in Corinth,
226). Also, Robertson and Plummer describe the principle of the word cnjp4>opov, as “the
keynote” concerning the ethics of 1 Corinthians (xxxviii-xxxix; cf. Lev 19:18; Sir 37:28; Jub
36:4).
4Paul’s qualification somewhat resembles the position of the Stoics who argue
persuasively for a responsible freedom even though his interpretation is always different from
theirs (Robert M. Grant, “Hellenistic Elements in 1 Corinthians,” in Early Christian Origin:
Studies in Honor o f Harold It Wiloughby, ed. Allan Wikgren [Chicago: Quadrangle, 1961], 61;
Stanley K. Stowers, “A ‘Debate’ over Freedom: 1 Corinthians 6:12-20,” in Christian Teaching:
Studies in Honor ofLeMoine G. Lewis, ed. Everett Ferguson [Abilene, TX: Abilene Christian
University, 1981], 64-65).
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needs to be weighed as to whether or not it benefits others, or at least does not do harm in
the building o f the community relationships. For the same reason, his critique o f the
Corinthian slogan in 8:1 states that love rather than knowledge builds up the community.

Thesis (frpoQeoLc; Ipropositio) 10:24

2.

In 1 Cor 10:24 Paul paraphrases the golden rule with the following general
parenesis:

p q S e lc ; t o e a ir c o u C n te L tc o

aXkk

to to u eT epou

(“Let no one seek his or her

own good [advantage], but the advantage of the other person”).1 The golden rule which
stands as the thesis (irpoGgoic; IPropositio) not only affirms the principle o f
accommodation that is central to the pericope but also consists o f the refinements made
in the preceding verse.2 Aristotle regards this aspect o f speech arrangement as essential
element because it states a course o f action the rhetor wishes the audience to adopt since,
as he believes, it will be to their advantage.3

‘Cf. Phil 2:4; Rom 15:2. Johannes Weiss points out that the principle of accommodation
expressed in 1 Cor 10:24 is essentially reminiscent of chapter 8, evidendy defined in 13:5, and is
repeated in Phil 2:4 even though in negative terms (Der erste Korintherbrief, 263).
2Randolph O. Yeager thinks “the connection with the forgoing is this: When a Christian
indulges in something which, though lawful (verse 23) is not constructive, he may be seeking a
short-run advantage for himself (the thrill of the moment) but he is contributing to the downfall of
others, and in the long-run analysis he is also destroying himself. The selfish motive then, as well
as the social motive, should cause us to sort out from all lawful things those things which are and
are not constructive and developmental to our highest good in the light of eternity—which is a very
long run” (The Renaissance New Testament [Gretna, LA: Pelican Publishing Company, 1983],
12:576).
3Aristotle Rhet 1.3.5; 3.13.2, 4. Cf. AdHerennium which defines TrpoGecac; in the
arrangement of the parts of speech as when “we set forth summarily what we intend to prove”
(2.28.28; 4.43.56). According to Quintilian, a irpoQeau; must be (1) clear and lucid, (2) brief
and succinct, that is, not wordy, and (3) free from omissions and redundance (Quintilian Inst
4.526).
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It is also striking that the rhetorical command in 1 Cor 10:24 is elliptical; it
supposes “let each one seek” in the antithetical clause.1 Paul had used the definite
article tc as the direct object o f Chteco to mean what is good or beneficial to the other
person. Hence, the imperative present, Ctit6ltco, in the first clause is also assumed for
the second. Robertson and Plummer, however, state that “the prohibition is, o f course,
relative: seeking one’s own good is not always wrong, but it is less important than
seeking the good of others; and when the two conflict it is one’s own good that must give
way.”2 Paul’s admonition in 10:24 (cf. vs. 29a), therefore, remains the criterion for
consideration in Christian ethics. In fact, the admonition provides the general principle
for all Christian ethical demands, as this applies to the issue o f concern for the weak
brother’s conscience.

3.

Statement o f Facts (5 LijyrjoicjNarratio) 10:25-29a

In I Cor 10:25-29a Paul provides instruction for two possible situations that
involve meat believed to have been dedicated to idols.3 This instruction calls for the
application o f his rhetorical appeal in vs. 24. In ancient times, one helpful way o f getting
the attention o f the audience in a discourse was to appeal to the reality o f the concrete

‘BDF, 479.1.
2Robertson and Plummer, 220. Smit also notes that when the permission to seeking one’s
own benefit has side-effects that are detrimental to others, and concludes that “in such cases the
obligation to strive for the other’s benefit prevails over the said permission” (“The Function of
First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 382).
3Tomson, 207-208; Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 244. Robertson and Plummer, however,
write that there are three classes of situations [instead of two] in regard to meat sacrificed to idols
(219; also see Gooch, Dangerous Food, 78-79).
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situation in which the audience was found. Paul’s strategy in vss. 25-29a follows the
real-life circumstances in the daily life of Roman Corinth because the two situations
described as an inclusio in 10:23-11:1 narrate the events that support his observations.1
In the first Sitiytiolc which deals with meat either purchased at the market place
or presented at the private dinner o f the unbelievers who invites, Paul exhorts the
Corinthians in each case: eo0 Cere pt|5€v dvoacpivovref; 5id rqv ouveiStioiv (vss. 25 and
27). But, in the second SfnynoLc; which deals with the scrupulosity o f the person who
draws attention to the meat dedicated to idols, Paul warns: (irj eoOiete 5 i’ ckclvoi/ rov
p T iv u o a v r a ic a i r n v

ow

€ l5 tio lv ( v s .

28).2 In my view, the main issue in the two

statements of fact is not so much whether the sacrificial meats are right or wrong to eat.
Rather, in line with Paul’s npoOeau; in vs. 24, as well as his own ethical reservations in
every situation, the major concern is for the Christian not to seek his own advantage but
that o f another brother. Barrett states the this other brother “is the man-for example, the
man who disagrees with me about food sacrificed to idols-whose interests I must
consider rather than my own.”3
By the two SiijyriaK; in 1 Cor 10:25-29a, Paul presents what benefits and builds

‘On the use of SLijyriOLQ, Cicero writes that “the narrative [narratio\ will be plausible if it
seems to embody characteristics which are accustomed to appear in real life” (Cicero De Inv
1.19.29).
2Fee, “6i5o)A.60uta Once Again,” 194-195; Smit, “The Function of First Corinthians
10,23-30,” 384-385; Brunt, “Rejected, Ignored, or Misunderstood?” 114-115; Randy Leedy, “To
Eat or Not to Eat: The Issue Concluded I Corinthians 10,” BV 22 (1998): 44-45; Hays, 175-179.
3Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 240; see also Witherington, Conflict and
Community in Corinth, 226.
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up the Corinthian church with different responses for each o f the two situations
described. In the first situation, he states that one can eat idol meat sold in the market
place, but in the second situation, one cannot eat the same meat if attention is drawn to
its idolatrous origin, which could harm the informer, one o f the weak. The problem is
whether this form o f deliberative argumentation is prescribed in the classical rhetorical
handbooks. For instance, Aristotle holds that if the audience is already familiar with the
issue at hand, then a deliberative rhetoric is less likely to incorporate a statement o f fact
as in the forensic and epideitic rhetoric.1 But, Quintilian disagrees in part with
Aristotle’s claim because this part o f speech is so important for the rhetor to develop his
own ethos and to arouse the audience’s pathos. For Quintilian, the speeches given on
private subjects and those delivered to public assemblies are to be differentiated.
Though he agrees with Aristotle that deliberative rhetoric given in private does not
require a statement o f fact, Quintilian contends that the deliberative speeches addressed
to public assemblies demand the narratio because “its contents help make a decision
about future events.”2 Quintilian’s suggestion stands out in the case of Paul’s two
5iqynoi<; in 10:25-29a.

First 6iqYnOL<;, 1 Cor 10:25-27
Paul’s deliberative appeal in the first 5nyynoi<; is specifically meant to educate

lAristotle Rhet 3.13.2; 3.16.11; Ad Her 3.4.7. Because the narratio is not always used,
Cicero discusses the issues of when to use or not to use it (De Oral 2.81.330; idem, Inv Rhet
1.19.27). Cf. Quintilian Inst 4.2.3; Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 75-89.
2See, for details, Duane F. Watson, “A Rhetorical Analysis of Philippians and Its
Implications for the Unity Question,” NovT30 (1988): 65.
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the “weak” in Corinth, even though he begins with the gnostic slogan in 1 Cor 10:23.1
This is indicated in the directives he gives in the two parts o f 10:25-27 with the
permission to eat. The first part reads: irav to 4v (iaKelA.cj trcaA.ovi|i6vov eo0Lete pTjSev
avaicpivovT€<; 6l<x

ouveiSriaiv, rob KupLOU yap f| yh Kod to iTA-qpcopa autf\<;(vss. 25-

26). The phrase, kv pcaceAAo), “at the meat-market [place],” is the Hellenized form o f the
Latin macellumr J. Schneider describes patceAAov as “a rectangular court o f pillars with
a fountain in the middle and over it, supported by the pillars, a dome-shaped r o o f .. . the
booths on the sides; before them porticos.”3
A meat marketplace was common in Corinth that it may be difficult to distinguish
between a sacrificial and non-sacrificial meat-market, especially, where the belief in the
gods is well entrenched.4 As Fee observes, “the reason for addressing this issue is that

'Jewett had noted that because “Paul is operating on the principle that ‘what you don’t
know won’t hurt you,”’ his “plan is for those with a weak conscience to practice the principle
travra poi
by not inquiring the origin of what they eat; but the moment they discover it
is sacrificial meat, they are to desist so as not to contaminate or bruise their conscience” {Paul's
Anthroplogical Terms, 428; see also Yeo, 199. Note also Fee, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 480, n. 18).
2The identity of the paiceAAco in the Roman Corinth of Paul’s time remains an interest
for scholars. See, for example, the archaeological reports on macella at Corinth by H. J. Cadbury,
“The Macellum of Corinth,” JBL 53 (1934): 132-141, and D. W. J. Grill, “The Meat-Market at
Corinth (1 Corinthians 10:25),” TB 43 (1992): 389-393.
3J. Schneider, paiceAAov, TDNT, 4:371. The paKeU.ou is a hapax in the NT.
4Dennis Smith attests that most of the meat sold
poKeAAco would have originated as
food already offered in sacrifice to a pagan cult (“Social Obligation in the Context of Communal
Meals: A Study of the Christian Meal in 1 Corinthians in Comparison with Greco-Roman
Communal Meals” [Th.D. diss., Harvard University, 1980], 12; see also Murphy-O’Connor, St.
Paul's Corinth, 32-33; Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 782-783). I can also relate
to the Corinthian sitz im leben in the sense that it is almost difficult, if not impossible, to
distinguish between sacrificial and non-sacrificial meat-markets in Nigeria, West Africa, because
every meat market is already offered in sacrifice to a god.
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what was sold in the macellum often contained meat butchered by the priests, much o f it
having been part o f the pagan sacrifices.”1 Because the idol meat is purchased in the
marketplace, Paul does not discourage a Christian from buying it as food. That is, on the
strength o f his rhetorical pathos, he allows the Corinthian Christians to eat idol meat as
meat because, as he established in I Cor 8, there are no gods behind idols.2
P s24:l (LXX Ps 23:1): tou icupiou yctp f| yf\ Kai to -rrtaipcopa ainrfjc; ( I Cor
10:26), immediately provides Paul with great authority to the enthymene3 o f his quasisyllogistic reasoning. That is, if God owns the world, including all the food that is in it,
then by implication everything in it belongs only to Him, not to any other god(s), and
thus is to be eaten.4 This suggests that in Paul’s thinking the meat sold in the
‘Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 481. Note also Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to
Idols,” 145.
2In an attempt to present a Paul who cannot be identified with the permission to eat
sacrificial meat, Clement of Alexandria seems to have misread Paul’s instruction in 1 Cor 10:25.
He starts to exonerate Paul by interpreting his instruction in light of the Apostolic Decree of Acts
15:19-20, 29 (cf. Lev 17-18). Thus, Clement qualifies the directive by saying that this cannot
include food offered to idols because it was forbidden by all the apostles (Clement Strom 4:16).
However, Brunt suggests that Clement’s remark “may well be that a very important reason for the
early church’s misunderstanding of Paul’s approach was the level of principled, ethical thought in
Paul’s discussion, where the specific question of idol meat is transcended by the consideration of
love’s responsibility. When one considers the degree to which most early Christian discussions of
this and other ethical questions focus merely on whether the act itself is right or wrong, it is not
hard to grasp why Paul’s level of thinking would be misunderstood” (Brunt, “Rejected, Ignored,
or Misunderstood?” 121).
3Aristotle Prior Analytics 2.27; idem, Rhet 1.2.1357a. 13-14; 2.22.26; 3.17.1418a.61418b.l7; Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 101-107; Corbett, Classical Rhetoricfor the Modem Student
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1965), 59-66; Paul A. Holloway, “The Enthymeme as an
Element of Style in Paul,” JBL 120 (2001): 329-339, esp. 335-339.
4See also Ps 50:12 (LXX 49:12); Mark 7:15, 18-23; Acts 10:15; Rom 14:14; 1 Tim 4:4.
Thus, it appears Paul is guided by the principle that because material things are not inherently evil
by themselves, they are “to be accepted with gratitude as Lord’s gift. Nothing exists that is not
lent or given by the Lord” (Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 786). It needs pointing
out that Paul’s use of Ps 24:1 is not to endorse the gnostics’ interpretation of the material world.
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marketplace and believed to have been offered in sacrifice should never be a matter of
concern for the conscience because God is Lord of creation. Thus, right from I Cor 8:1,
what Paul opposes is not meat offered in sacrifice per se, and later bought ev paKeAAco.
Rather, it is the harm such eating kv eiocoAeia) can cause for the other person’s
conscience (aw6L5r|ai<;), who may be eating the meat as in idolatry (cf. 1 Cor 8:7-13, esp.
vs. 10; 10:27-28).1
On the second part o f the first 5li)ytiol<;, Paul adds: ei tic KaAel ipdc rciov
cctxotcov ical 0eAete iropeueoQai, ttccu to 7rapaTL0epevov np.Lv eo0L6Te pT|8ev
avaKpLvovrec; 5 La tt]v o w c lS tio lv (1

Cor 10:27). The conditional clause, €L t l c icaAe!

upas, again underscores the reality of the situation in which the Christians at Corinth
found themselves, and which Paul is addressing. Witherington holds that “in v. 2 7 Paul
deals with a real situation, as ei (‘i f ) which the indicative verb indicates. When an
unbeliever invites Christians to dinner in his home and they decide to go, they are simply
to eat what is set before them.”2 But, “by contrast in v. 2 8 ,” he continues, “we have ean
(‘if perhaps’) with a subjunctive verb: ‘But if perhaps anyone may say . . . ’ Here Paul is
dealing with a hypothetical possibility, one that his audience has not asked about.”3

Rather, he is using the passage to correct their position as he does in 1 Cor 10:29b-30.
‘Otherwise, it may look as if Paul is endorsing the approach of the “strong” in Corinth
who already saw the eating of idol food even kv eLScoAeico (1 Cor 8:10) as evidence of their
claims to
2Witherington, Conflict & Community in Corinth, 227.
3Ibid. See also Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 483, n. 39.
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Because the condition stated in the protasis is a reality1 in I Cor 10:27, Paul
concludes that if one’s relation or association is with &rtoroi ‘‘unbelievers” (I Cor 6:6;
7:12, 15; 14:22-24; 2 Cor 4:4; 6:15), the Christian would desire to be there. This is
because the family and other socio-economic engagements were so common in the
Greco-Roman world2 that these brought people together to feast because it was
considered odd to reject the invitations. Because it is difficult (if not impossible) to live
life in a Christian ghetto, Paul addresses a real situation by his instruction in vs. 27.
Barrett observes that “in these circumstances, as in the market, it could not be assumed
that all the food, or even any of it, would necessarily have been offered to an idol, but the
possibility was always present that some o f it might have been so offered. Paul’s advice
implies therefore that a Christian may eat such food without either doing or suffering
harm.”3 Hence, Paul instructs that the Christian ought not to inquire about the source o f
the food but should feel free to eat whatever the pagan host serves.
In 1 Cor 10:25-27, Paul regards the situation o f the meat marketplace (paKeXAov)

’The condition of reality is also called the “fulfilled.” The other kinds of condition are,
namely, the impossible, possible or probable, and remotely possible, often referred to as the
second, third, and fourth.
2Willis notes that “dinning invitations were a common feature of Hellenistic life, held for
all major occasions of life: birth, adolescence, political advancement, marriage, death, as well as
good entertainment. Taking part in such meals was simply a part of family and community life
for the early Christians, abstention from which would virtually require ‘going out of the world,’
something Paul opposes in 1 Cor 5:10” (Willis, Idol Meal in Corinth, 236, n. 64). And, in order
to differentiate the situation Paul addresses, Conzeimann asks: “What is the relationship of this
[case in 1 Cor 10:27] to w 20f?” His answer is that “apparently Paul is thinking there of direct
cultic proceedings, here of social occasions which can acquire a cultic tendency, but do not have
to do so” (/ Corinthians, 177).
3Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 241.
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and the eating at the home of one o f the airioToi as substantively the same. For instance,
the phrase, ticLv
construct with

to

tt& v

rrapaTiPepevov uplv coPiere (vs. 27b), runs parallel in tense and
to

kv paiceAAcp TrcoA.oup€vov eo0i6Te (vs. 25a). Again, because each

of vss. 27 and 28 ends with the phrase, ptiSev dvaKpLvovre? 5ia tt)v ouvetSriaLv, this
probably indicates a similarity o f the situation in his appeal to consider the other person.1
So far, what is clear in the first Suiynoic; is that following Paul’s directives the
Christian is free to eat meat presumably offered in sacrifice and bought either kv
licoceAAco or served at the dinner table o f an “unbelieving” host2 as long as the weak is not
harmed. For Smit, “these two examples o f food bought by believers in the market-hall or
put before them by unbelievers, are wholly intended to demonstrate that apart from
participation in sacrificial meals believers are permitted to eat any food, even i f this
presumably comes from pagan cult,”3 What remains unclear, however, is the repeated
phrase, pTjSev avaKpivovrec; 5ia rr|v oweLdqaiv, in 1 Cor 10:25b and 27c. If Paul takes

'In the classical handbooks, a similar reduplication or conduplicatio is a useful rhetorical
device in repetition and “for the purpose of Amplification or Appeal to Pity” ([Aristotle] Ad
Herennium 4.28.38; Cicero Part Ora 15.54; Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetoric,
1:314-315; Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 301-302).
Notwithstanding the argument of Massingberd Ford that diriortov refers to a Christian
equivalent of the Jewish am haaretz (“Hast Thou Tithed Thy Meal?” And Is Thy Child Kosher?”
JTS 17[1966], 157). There is no doubt that the diucrcoc; refers to an “unbeliever” or a “nonChristian” friend or relation.
3Smit, “The Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 384, italics mine. F. W. Grosheide
even concludes that “should it appear later that they had eaten sacrificial meat, they still would not
have committed any sin” (A Commentary on the First Epistle, NICNT 7 [Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1955], 241). However, Tomson, who, following the position of
St. Augustine, concludes that “eating food of unspecified origin [i.e., on doubtful cases] is not
blameworthy, but to eat food known to have been consecrated is a capital sin” (185). Both St.
Augustine and Tomson, however, miss Paul’s point in 1 Cor 10:25-27.
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the problems of ouveiSrioL? seriously, how does his concern for the weak brother’s
conscience in 8:10 differ from the scrupulosity that is unnecessary in the circumstances
addressed in 10:25 and 27?
The participle dvaicp ivovtes, “making inquiry into or raising question” in 1 Cor
10:25 and 27, is formed from dvdicpicn<;, “investigation,” as in Greek jurisprudence.1
This word, however, is rarely used in both the LXX and NT. According to Friedrich
Buchsel, its use is “mostly to the judicial interrogation o f the accused,” as found in “Lk.
23:14; Ac. 4:9; 12:19; (17:11); 24:8; 28:18; 25:26,” while the Pauline occurrences are
only in 1 Cor 2:14, 15; 4:3,4; 9:3; and 14:24.2 Still it is not clear if Paul’s repeated
instruction, prioev dvccKpivovrec, is given in this technical, legal sense since a “careful
investigation” of food is required o f an observant Jew.3 If he does, then Barrett seems
right in saying that “Paul is nowhere more un-Jewish than in this pr|Sev dvoucpCvovteq.
His whole life as a Pharisee had been essentially one of dvdKpioiQ, not least into foods.”4
Scholars have wrestled with the way 5id tfiv ouveLSrjoiv in I Cor 10:25 and 27
should be understood as an argument for Paul’s appeal on the meat either bought in the
marketplace or served at a dinner table o f an unbeliever. Two interpretations are

■Friedrich Buchsel, “dvcacpCvGJ, dvaicpiaic;,” TDNT, 3:943.
2Ibid., 943-944.
3Conzelmann, / Corinthians, 176, n. 14. Fee remarks that “it was possible in some cases,
indeed it was required of the Jews, to investigate whether the meat in the macellum had been
previously sacrificed” {The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 481).
‘‘Barrett, “Things Sacrificed to Idols,” 146. Elsewhere, Barrett goes so far as to say that
“Paul had in fact ceased to be a practising Jew” {The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 240).
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possible: (I) the conscience is not affected if one eats idol food, and (2) the conscience is
affected if one eats idol food when it has a detrimental impact on someone. The first,
suggested by Conzelmann, implies that the meat “offered is a matter o f indifference,
since the principle of freedom is upheld. The conscience is not involved at a ll.. . . It
should not be imagined that conscience calls for further inquiries.” 1 This interpretation
already developed by von Soden2 is also favored in Barrett’s translation, which makes
“no inquiries based on conscientious scruples.”3 Thus, one may conclude that Paul
allows the eating o f idol meat because it does not affect the conscience o f the one who
eats it.
One of the strengths o f the first interpretation is that since it is assumed that
conscience “is not involved at all, so an investigation is irrelevant. . . because this matter
lies outside the concerns of conscience altogether.”4 Another is that because conscience
is a matter of consideration o f the other brother, as von Soden argued,5 Paul “in 10:25 is
not thinking of a part of man that may be troubled later, but man’s consciousness of his
actions.”6 The chief weakness o f this position, however, lies with the inability to

‘Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 176-177. Conzelmann objects saying that: “If 5ia rip/
c tu v 6 l5 t|O lv is taken to mean ‘so as to give conscience no cause for complaint,’ then we have
precisely the Jewish, legalistically oriented attitude” (ibid., 177, n. 15).
won Soden, 13-15.
3Bairett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 240.
4Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 482; see also Horsley, “Consciousness and
Freedom,” 587.
5von Soden, 14.
6Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 234.
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account for the reason why Paul would have raised the issue o f conscience in the first
place.
The second interpretation assumes that Paul admonishes the “weak” not to make
inquiries 5ia tfiv oweiSTiaLv. For instance, Pierce argues that Paul’s warning is meant
to free the “weak” from unnecessary self-inflicted pain as a result of an oversensitive
conscience and, therefore, “because o f conscience avoid asking q u e s t i o n s According
to Pierce, one suffers pain simply because, were you “to discover that it was idol-meat,
after you had eaten it, then you would suffer conscience.”2 Robertson and Plummer
concur: “‘For the sake o f your conscience making no inquiry,’ asking no questions which
might trouble conscience. It is not wise to seek difficulties.”3 On the strength o f this
position, Wendland holds that by the phrase, “because o f conscience,” Paul seeks to
reject not only the arrogance o f the strong that affects the weak brother’s conscience but
also the anxiousness o f the weak that causes troubles with the strong.4 As far as Jewett
is concerned, 5ia rfjv auveLSqoiv makes sense only when directed to the “weak,”
because Paul “places a radical obligation upon the “weak” Christians to overcome their
[conscientious] scruples.”5
The strength o f the second position is that it helps to caution the over-scrupulous

'Pierce, 75, italics his; see also C. Maurer, 2uvoi5a, TDNT, 7:915.
2Pierce, 76.
3Robertson and Plummer, 220.
4Wendland, 83.
5Jewett, Paul's Anthroplogical Terms, 428; see also Murphy-O’Connor, “Freedom or the
Ghetto,” 568-571.
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Corinthians, as stated above. That is, Paul not only objects to the arrogance of the
“strong” Corinthians who brag about themselves in their wrong use of yvcjou; for eating
idol meat with impunity, but also that the warning simultaneously points to the
anxiousness of the “weak” Corinthians who because o f their scrupulosity make other
persons suffer self-awareness.1 However, one o f the main drawbacks to this
interpretation is that, for example, Pierce’s view makes ouveiSqoLc deal only with past
actions. Another weakness is in Jewett’s conclusion in which Paul “places a radical
obligation upon the ‘weak’ Christians to overcome their scruples.” Willis also remarks
that Jewett’s conclusion “deserves credit for this courageous, if unconvincing, proposal.
It is unconvincing because the weak are not being addressed.”2
Since neither interpretation satisfactorily accounts for what Paul intends to
accomplish by the phrase 5ta rip/

ow 6l5tiolv

in 1 Cor 10:25 and 27, then, how does one

come to grips with the meaning o f the phrase? One suggestion is to consider the question
o f “conscience” in 8:7-13 and 10:25-29a as the same thing. There is no basis on which to
assume that in the former passage Paul deals with the issue o f conscience in relation to
idolatry but, in the latter, conscience in relation to food would not be involved at all.
One needs to guard against the tendency to interpret conscience in both passages as
derived from a personal experience because Paul himself never defines or describes its
function throughout 8:1-11:1. And, if he never explains p-qSev ctvaicpit/ovTes 5ia rqv
anveCSqoLv in the passage, what precisely is the meaning o f the restriction in the second

'Wendland, 83.
2Willis, Idol Meal in Corinth, 232, n. 44.
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SfnynoLc;?

Second 5iqYT|ai<;, 1 Cor 10:28-29a
Paul’s deliberative appeal in the second Sltiytiok; is a general admonition that
reads as follows: eav 5e
xov (jT)vuoavta

kccl

tl<; (iij.lv

em i, Touxo lepoOuxov eoxiv, pfi ecOiexe 5 l’ eicelvov

tf|v cruveLSqaiv. auveLSqoLv 5e Xeyoj oi>xi tfiv eauxoii aAAa xqv xot

exepou (1 Cor 10:28-29a). Because of the sketchy information given in the passage, the
appeal is saddled with at least four major problems:
1. Assuming that the subjunctive clause, eav 6e xi<; (iptv gLtrn, “if, however,
someone should say to you,” suggests a hypothetical qualification of a situation, who
exactly is the p.T|VTjaa<; o f 1 Cor 10:28? Is this individual the pagan host or another pagan
guest or “weak” believer who is either present at the dinner table or knew about the ‘idol
origin’ o f the meal presented?
2. If Paul already forbids eating at the TpatreCn? SaLpoviuv so as not to become
K O Lvcjvoix; SoapovL G ov

(10:14-21), then what other occasion makes the situation in vs. 28

possible? Or, does Paul’s warning here elaborate further on the meat bought in a
marketplace (vs. 25) or at a dinner invitation (vs. 27), or at other special occasions not
mentioned in the text?
3. Assuming that one takes either the unbelieving host of 10:27 or another
fellow believer as the informant (pTivtiaac), the question is: What will be the likely
motive for drawing attention to the meal as LepoOutov in vs. 28b?
4. Who is the exepo? o f vs. 29a (cf. 10:24)?
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The suggestion is that because o f the word iepoQutov1 in 1 Cor 10:28b, the
informer (pTivuaaq) must be a non-Christian.2 Thus, Chrysostom claims that the
informer is a pagan or an unbelieving Gentile who seems to be acting in a hostile manner
so as to embarrass the invited Christian believer at the meal.3 Lietzmann argues that
|j.t)vuoocc; refers to another pagan guest who has used the regular pagan word, Lep60ucov,
because the elaborate explanation o f 10:29a would be unnecessary if Paul were referring
to a weak Christian.4
Following Bultmann’s suggestion that the informer may refer to the heathen
host,5 Fee holds that the instance proposed in 10:28 is an example o f “a Pauline
creation, not a report o f an actual event. Since Paul himself composed it so that the
person speaking uses pagan terminology, it seems unlikely that he would thereby have
understood the interlocutor to be a believer.”6 The basis o f Fee’s position is that since

‘LepoOutov is the regular heathen word for “what is offered in sacrifice” instead of the
derogatory term, elScoXoSutov, which Paul and other Jews/Christians (cf. 1 Cor 8-10; Acts
15:29; Rev 2:14) often take to mean “food that has been sacrificed to idols.” However,
LepoSvrov is Paul’s hapax in the NT. Origen calls €i.6coA.60UTa or SaipovioOuTa what Celsus
calls UpoOutov (Origen Contra Celsum 8:21).
2Witherington, “Not So Idle Thoughts about EIDOLOTHUTON,” 237-254.
3Chrysostom I Cor Horn 25:2.
4Lietzmann, 1:53. See also von Soden, 250-251; J. J. Lias, The First Epistle to the
Corinthians in Cambridge Greek Testamentfor Schools and Colleges (Cambridge: University
Press, 1897), 103; H. Osburo, “EuveCS'naic,” JTS 32(1931): 178.
sBultmann, The Theology o f the New Testament, 1:219; Christophe Senft, La Premiere
Epitre de Saint Paul aux Corinthiens (Geneve: Labor et Fides, 1990), 138.
6Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 484. Hurd adds, as before, that the informant
of 10:28 is another unreal person, like the weaker brother of chap. 8 introduced hypothetically by
Paul (The Origin o f I Corinthians, 125).
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the meaning o f “conscience,” which, as he argues, “is not to be understood as ‘a moral
arbiter’ but as ‘moral consciousness,’ therefore, “the one (pTjvijaac) who has pointed out
the sacrificial origins of this meat to a Christian has done so out of a sense of moral
obligation to the Christian, believing that Christians, like Jews, would not eat such
food.” 1 According to Fee, the believer must take no offense at such an attitude “so as
not to offend that person, nor his/her moral expectations o f Christians, and precisely
because it is not a matter o f Christian moral consciousness, one should forbear under
these circumstances.”2
One suggestion is that the indefinite pronoun, tic, in 1 Cor 10:28, must be a
pagan because the word UpoSircov is difficult to accept. For instance, Weiss holds that
a Christian would understandably use UpoQvtov in the context o f 1 Cor 10:27-28 to
express a warning in a friendly manner to his fellow believer whereas a pagan would not
speak so to a Christian.3 And, if that is so, how can the statement benefit a pagan host or
guest at the dinner table with a Christian guest in the first place? How would the
Christian’s eating adversely affect the pagan’s ‘self-awareness’?4 Granted that the search
for the informer is a difficult task, the pagan hypothesis is not only hard to accept, but “in
the entire section Paul says nothing whatever about the exercise o f our Christian liberty
'Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 485, emphasis mine.
2Ibi<L
3He writes “dies ficher nicht, weil dies
(Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, 264).

t ic

nicht mit dem in v. 27 identifch fein tann”

4Robeitson and Plummer note “that a heathen would do it out of malice, or amusement, or
good-nature (‘I dare say, you would rather not eat that’), is possible, but his conscience would
hardly come into consideration” (221; see also Willis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 241; Gardner, 177).
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with respect to pagans.” 1
Thus, Barrett identifies the informant (tic;) o f 1 Cor 10:28 as “a second
Christian guest, whose weak conscience, though it permitted him to attend the meal, has
led him to make inquiries (cf. verses 25,27) o f his host or in the kitchen, and who, using
the most courteous word available, now passes on the fruit of his researches to his
stronger Christian brother.”2 Barrett’s suggestion, similar to that o f Robertson and
Plummer, is based on the conclusion that “the meal is evidently a private one; if it were a
cult banquet there would be no need to inquire, or to pass on self-evident information;
nor would a weak Christian be present.”3 Murphy-0’Connor also adds that:
The hypothetical informant was certainly a weak Christian. Whatever the
motive that inspired his statement, the Christian must “make a practice of
abstaining from eating.” Paul does not give a reason, and so we must assume
that he intends to evoke the point made in ch. viii, i.e., the danger o f creating
a situation in which a weak brother would be subjected to pressure to act in
a way which would result in his suffering the pangs o f conscience. To
confront such a person with a situation in which he is likely to make the
wrong choice is the antithesis o f the charity that Christians owe to one
another.4
Willis, however, doubts that the pqvuoa? in 1 Cor 10:28 is a protesting “weak”
brother because it is difficult to explain why he had accepted the invitation in the first
place. Besides, “why is this not spelled out as it was in 8:7, which one might expect if it

lLenski, 421. Again, Fee claims that “in contemporary settings the ‘offended’ are not
unbelievers or new Christians, but those who tend to confuse diem own regulations with the eternal
will of God” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 491).
2Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 242.
3Ibid.; see also Robertson and Plummer, 221.
“Murphy-O’Connor, “Freedom or the Ghetto,” 570.
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is precisely the weak brother who is troubled?”1 Willis thinks that “if the occasion of
eating in 10:27 is other than in a private home, one finds it difficult to believe ‘weak’
Christians would have been present.”2 For this reason Conzelmann argues that vs. 28 is
“a hypothetical case which is subsumed under the case of 10:27.”3 But, what then would
be the motive for the invitation and the attention drawn to the meal as lepoOuTov in vs.
28b?
Despite the above observations by Willis and Conzelmann, the position of
Barrett, Robertson and Plummer, and M urphy-0’Connor, as indicated earlier, makes the
point regarding the identity o f the ptivuoag in I Cor 10:28 as the shocked “weak”
Christian. This is because the exegetical problem is best resolved when the ixTivwag is
viewed either as the “weak” or another fellow Christian present even at an unspecified
occasion.4 Gardner also suggests that “it does seem likely that tic; refers to another
Christian [‘weak’ brother] commenting on the food to the ‘strong’ brother present at the
meal.”5 Therefore, the identity of pnvuoat; is most likely the “weak” brother for whom

lWillis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 242.
2Ibid„ 243, n. 100.
3Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 177.
4Schrage, 469-470. Hays writes that “without entering into all the minute exegetical
details, the following explanation seems to make the best sense of this obscure passage. The
informant—either another dinner guest or perhaps a household slave of the host—is a Christian
who is among the ‘weak’ faction of the church” (177). See also Fee, “2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1,”
148, n. 2, in spite of the fact that later in his 1987 commentary on 1 Corinthians, he describes the
identity of the informer as a pagan. The fact that Paul did not give a specific occasion in 1 Cor
10:28 as in vss. 25 and 27, neither makes his report an unreal event (Fee) nor regards the
informant of 10:28 as another unreal person (Hurd).
5Gardner, 177, n. 395, emphasis added.
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Paul never reversed his concern.1 The suggestion o f the inform ant’ as the “weak”
brother seems plausible because it provides the basis for Paul’s reconciliatory strategy as
he warns the “strong” Corinthians on many ranging issues throughout 8:1-11:1.
Otherwise, as Willis states, “the search for ‘someone’ ( t ic ) who objects to the eating o f
L epoS uT oi/

becomes fruitless and unnecessary.”2

Because the pTivuoac of 1 Cor 10:28c stands for the “weak” Christian individual,
Paul’s appeals to a fellow “strong” Christian guest “not to eat” food offered to an idol
makes sense, first, because o f this ‘other’ Christian individual’s weak conscience and,
second, for the sake o f conscience (10:28c-29a). Thus, the reason for self-denial o f the
meal by the Christian guest is not for the sake o f his own conscience. Rather, as Paul
clarifies, it is “for the sake o f the conscience o f others, especially, of the (uivuoac and
the fellow Christians” who may also be present at a dinner table (vs. 29a).
Paul’s use o f conduplicatio similar to that of 1 Cor 10:25b and 27c on the
warning concerning conscience is worthy o f note even though it is stated in the opposite:
p ii eo0L 6T 6 5 t a . . .

ttjv

ouv6i6rioiv (10:28b-29a). Watson, after Quintilian, notes that

“this switch is explained by Paul with the use of the figure o f speech called interpositio

1Yeo writes that “Paul seems to side with the ‘weak’ by telling the gnostics [‘strong’] not
to eat the idol meat for the sake of the conscience” (201). Perhaps, the “weak” brother draws the
attention of his fellow believer to the ‘other food’ which he thinks must have been previously
offered in sacrifice to a god as it is served at the dinner table. Under this circumstance, Paul
seems to enjoin the fellow Christian ‘not to eat,’ because of the scruples of the informant, and for
the sake of conscience (1 Cor 10:25-29a; 8:10-11; cf. 9:19-23). See also Lenski, 422; Margaret
Thrall, “The Pauline Use of o u v € l5 tio i< ;„ ” NTS 14 (1967): 122; Gooch, Dangerous Food, 8892.
^Willis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 243.
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or parenthesis, ‘the interruption o f the continuous flow o f our language by the insertion
of some remark’ (Quintilian Inst 9.3.23).”1 While this may not be seen by others as an
interruption, but rather a qualification o f Paul’s reasons for the restriction in 10:28a, still,
the “use o f parenthesis clarifies the ambiguity left by the preceding phrase, which has
used conscience without a clear referent and emphasizes the exception that Paul is
making.”2 The context dictates that Paul is concerned with the Christian whose
“painful, self-awareness” or conscience is “weak”3 because o f the past transgressions in
dealing with idols (8:10-13; l0:28-29a).4
In light of the two 5nyyn°L<; in 1 Cor 10:25-29a, Paul provides the necessary
guidelines on the two different situations Christians may face on the issue of eating food
believed to have been offered in sacrifice to an idol. As indicated earlier, his appeal to
the strong not to eat this food is not because the idol food per se is harmful for having
been offered in sacrifice. Rather, Paul’s concern is that the weak brother must be kept in
mind. This person is the (itivvkjccc ; o f vs. 28 who is worried, fearing that his fellow

‘Watson, “1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 306, n. 29.
2Ibid.
3Notice that the phrase, 8ia rnv cnjveCSriOLV, is thrice repeated in 1 Cor 10:25,27, and
28 without the adjective “weak,” unlike those in 8:7, 10, and 12. Yeo suggests that “this absolute
use of ‘conscience’ by the ‘weak’ may imply that the ‘weak’ are attempting to make their
conscience a judging principle for the behavior of others, as is evidenced later in verse 29 where
the gnostics’ freedom and behavior being conditioned by the ‘weak’s’ conscience is a real
possibility” (202). Yeo’s speculation, however, cannot hold in this context.
4David Black writes that “Paul is not concerned whether the conscience o f a weak man is
going to hurt or bother him, but he does worry that he will be tempted to return to paganism
through the faulty example o f a more sophisticated Christian” {Paul, Apostle o f Weakness, 115,
emphasis his).
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believer is unaware o f what he is about to do. Hence, he offers advice to his brother,
perhaps, even whispers, “This has been offered in sacrifice” (vs. 28a). Paul’s counsel is
that the informed brother should listen, sympathetically, to his weak brother’s advice.
Otherwise, such eating amounts to the wrong use o f knowledge, authority/freedom which
he persuades the strong not to flaunt. In short, the justification for Paul’s warning on idol
food is summarily spelled out: (1) to avoid idolatry, and (2) to avoid harming the weak
brother. In addition to the two SiqYnai<;, his series o f rhetorical proofs
(■niazziq/probatio) in vss. 29b-33 further demonstrates the basis o f his warning the
Corinthians against pagan sacred meals.

4.

Proofs (Ttiazsiq/Probatio) 10:29b-33

Three rhetorical proofs or Taoreu; appear in vss. 29b-33, according to the
following analysis. The first is the two rhetorical questions that stand out in vss. 29b-30.
The second is the maxim o f vs. 31 which is paradigmatic for all behavior. In the first
two TTLOTeic;, Paul justifies the basis o f his directives or instructions in 10:25-27. In the
third proof, he repeats his own personal examples by stating the reason he chooses not to
exercise his rights for the interest o f others (vss. 32-33).

First TTLOTUJ
Because 1 Cor 10:29b-30 is integral to a long discussion on idol food rather than
parenthetical or a gloss inserted by a later scribe,1Paul’s two rhetorical questions make

'Weiss, Der erste Korintherbrief, 265-266.
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the point o f the proper use o f freedom. The two rhetorical questions read: ivaxi yap f|
eleuQepia pou icpCvera l

utto

aAi.ri<; aweiSqoeooc;; el eyco x“PLTL P^texco,

tl

piao^tipotipai uirep ou eyco euxapioTtZ;1 Paul has asked the two rhetorical questions in
anticipation (upoicamlrnJac ianticipatio, praesumptio) that the freedom-seeking
Corinthians may not accept his instruction in vss. 28-29a. Because he anticipates their
criticism o f the way he curtails his own freedom (cf. 8:13; 9), he poses the two rhetorical
questions in vss. 29b-30 in harmony with the rhetorical practice in antiquity. For
example, as indicated earlier, Aristotle describes anticipation (-irpoicaraAr|vjn<;) as a
rhetorical device by which the speaker/writer removes in advance possible objections
against his arguments.2 But, o f what use are the two questions asked in vss. 29b-30 in
light of their rhetorical proofs?
Watson’s understanding o f the role o f the rhetorical questions in Greco-Roman
texts indicates that the lack o f a direct answer to the two rhetorical questions asked in 1
Cor 10:29b-30 need not be a problem. His reason is that the questions “are figures of
thought because they are not asked to gain information, but to emphasize Paul’s point
that Christian freedom must be exercised with the conscience of others in mind.”3
‘Paul uses in 1 Cor 10:29b three catchwords, namely, eleuOepoc; (9:1,19), Kplvoj (10:15,
29), and ouveLSqoK; (8:7-12; 10:25,27-28) that connect the sentence to the rhetorical unit of
8 :1- 1 1 : 1.

2AristotIe Rhet ad Alex 18.1432b-1433b; 33.1439b. Although anticipation as a figure of
speech is best suited to the introduction, it is used also in other parts of a classic rhetorical layout
(Cicero Ora 3.53.205; Quintilian Inst 9.2.16-18; 4.1.49; Lausberg, 855; Martin, Antike Rhetorik,
277-279).
3Watson, “1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 315. Quintilian notes that “a question involves a
figure, whenever it is employed not to get information, but to emphasize our point” (Quintilian
Inst 9.2.7), that is, to aid the “proof” in argumentation.
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According to Watson, two types o f rhetorical questions use stylistic figures o f thought “in
argumentation: (1) a question which the rhetor poses either to himself, or to the judge,
the audience, and/or the opposition and does not provide with a response, and (2) a
question which the rhetor poses to the same and provides with a response.”1 Because
Paul’s rhetorical device used in vss. 29b-30 appears to follow the first type o f rhetorical
question, the two questions asked in the passage are posed in dialogue with an imaginary
interlocutor, which does not necessarily require a direct answer.2 The manner in which
Paul introduced the two rhetorical questions in argumentation in the text appears helpful
in two ways.
First, because the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 do not necessarily
require a direct answer, but are a warning to the strong, it is possible for Paul to make “a
sudden shift from the second to the first person singular. This shift o f person (akin to
personification o f the strong) gives the rhetorical questions added vigor, imagination, and
'Watson, “ 1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 315.
2Ibid., and 316-318. Quintilian states that this type of question makes quite a pleasing
effect on others (Inst 9.2.14). Because Paul creatively asks the questions as a rhetoric of advantage
it is apropos for the text to retain the yap instead of introducing another connective like aXXa. or
5e. Hence, Fee is correct to note that the force of the interrogative conjunction, Lva (tl) yap,
naturally translates as “for what reason or purpose” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 486487). Because of the rhetorical intent of the two questions introduced in 1 Cor 10:29b-30, it is
necessary to repeat yap “for,” in translation, to read “for, for what reason.” And, as a
coordinative and successive conjunction to Ivan, Thiselton correctly remarks that “with yap: the
questions answer themselves because. . . they sum up the thrust of the three chapters, namely, that
while believers are ''free,' concernfor the well-being o f the other has priority over everything
else” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 791, italics his). Yeo concludes that the two rhetorical
questions in the passage are answered in vss. 31-32 because of the conjunction ouv and because
“Paul’s way of posing the question to himself (ratiocinatio) in this dialogue reflects his concern
for the thinking of the audience” (203). Note also that Barrett and others had complained that a
direct answer is expected if Paul indeed uses the diatribe style in the text (Barrett, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 243; Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms, 429; Willis, Idol Meat at
Corinth, 247).
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emotional impact.”1 The strategy enables Paul to craft the two questions as if in favor of
the strong since that may make them become attentive and well disposed because,
already, the knowledgeable were pointing to his actions on behalf o f the weak as another
evidence that he was not free.2 Because, for Paul, freedom is to have concern on matters
that trouble the conscience of others, such as the weak brother,3 the two rhetorical
questions in the passage are introduced not only in anticipation o f the objection o f the
strong, but also to warn against the wrong use o f freedom or rights in the interest o f the
weak brother.
Second, the manner in which Paul introduced the two questions asked in
argumentation in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 indicates further that he neither concedes to the
position of the strong nor reverses his concern for the weak brother. Rather, it seems, as

lWatson, “1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 318. Even though Magee is not directly discussing
the issue of the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30, in principle, his statement holds that
“Paul had a tactical reason for using the Corinthians’ viewpoints; he wanted the Corinthians to
give him a favorable hearing. If he simply denied their position, they would tend to become
entrenched. Instead, Paul tried to show the Corinthians that their own viewpoints properly
understood would lead them to follow his recommendations. If Paul used Corinthian beliefs, they
would be more likely to understand his argument and respond to if’ (133 and 215; see also Smit,
“The Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 388).
2Even A. T. Robertson indicates that Paul’s use of the first-person singular in vs. 30
represents his defense for the strong in that it is unfair to be criticized and denounced because of
the scruples of another person’s conscience (A Grammar ofthe Greek New Testament in the Light
o f Historical Research [New York: Harper and Brothers, 1931], 678; Robertson and Plummer,
222-223). Perhaps, it is also one reason why the RSV translators place vss. 28-29a in parentheses,
so that vss. 29b-30 directly follow Paul’s advice in vss. 25-27—that Christians are free to eat
foods offered in sacrifice to idols. For example, see Weiss, De erste Korintherbriefe, 265-266;
von Soden, 252; Zuntz, 17; Orr and Walther, 257; John Calvin, The First Epistle o f Paul the
Apostle to the Corinthians, trans. J. W. Fraser (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, I960), 224; Lenski, 424.
3Martin, Slavery as Salvation, 117-124; Horrell, The Social Ethos o f the Corinthian
Correspondence, 199-235; Leedy, 45-46.
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Paul asked earlier in 8:10b, that his use o f the rhetorical proof in 10:29b-30 allows us to
identify the center o f his argumentative strategy that aims at a resolution in the
discussion that reaches its climax in 10:23-11:1. He poses the two questions in 10:29b30 because he cannot subscribe to the speculative reasoning of the strong to partake in
pagan temple meals. Hence, the self-centered viewpoint o f the two questions asked in
the form of a dialogue (ratiocinatio) is exactly the position he wants the strong to abhor
because of the weak brother.1 Therefore, Paul’s rhetorical strategy, paralleled in
antiquity, is used not only because he wants to correct the wrong claims to freedom by
the strong, but because he wants the exercise o f the freedom of one person not to become
a stumbling block for the salvation o f others (cf. vs. 33).
With the above perspective, Paul could not have agreed with the liberty-seeking
Corinthians in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 that as long as the meal is received with thanksgiving,2
one is free to eat regardless the concern of the other person. For Paul, food served and
eaten as a sacred meal o f pagans denies the very freedom experienced in the gospel, and
is either KptveToa utto aLlrjc; ouvetSqoeoj; or pXaa<|)Tipou|iai imep ou eyco euxapitrcco

•Soards, 217. Murphy-O’Connor also writes that “the Strong had Paul’s support on the
level of objective truth, but it stopped there. He could not accept the cold speculative reasoning
which dominated their approach. Stripped to its essentials, his objection was that their strictly
rational logic failed to take into account the complexity of real life” (“Freedom or the Ghetto [1
Cor. viii, 1-13; x,23-xi]),” 558. See also Gooch, Dangerous Food, 92; Barrett, The First Epistle
to the Corinthians, 243; Cheung, 161. Cf. Rom 14:16 “p.T) pA.aa«t»Ti|ieio0G) ow updjv re
ctyaQov.”
2Most modem translations take the dative in the expression, x&Pltl petexco in 10:30a,
as an instrumental of means rather than of manner to read, “I partake with thanksgiving or
thankfulness” (RSV, ANT, NKJV, REB). This reading is to be preferred because of the way in
which eyco euxapioTd:, “for which I give thanks” in vs. 30b explains the phrase, £ycj x“PLTL
p€T6Xco, in the protasis (10:30a).
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(vss. 29b, 30b).1 Thus, this forms the basis o f his appeal ‘‘to eat and drink to the glory of
God” as the second proof in vs. 31.

Second metric;
The central issue
tr o ie lte

(o ta a ic ;)

o f the second proof is stated in the maxim,

e ix e tl

(I Cor 10:3 la). In this proof Paul reverts to the Corinthians’ slogan o f vs. 23:

Ttavra. efcoziv, because “this time the glory o f God rather than the edification o f the
community is supplied as the standard by which to circumscribe this freedom.”2 As Paul
positively put it: e i t e oiv eoSiete
tro te iT e

e ite ir iv e te e i t e tl u o ie lte , tr d v ra

eis 5o£av 0eov

(vs. 31) is expected to become the modus operandi for all Christian ethical

decisions. This proof suggests that Paul is not just addressing the issue o f eating idol
food alone but, with the use o f the resumptive conjunction,

o iiv ,

he “gathers up the

results o f the long discussion, and introduces a comprehensive principle which covers
this question and a great many other things.”3
The rhetorical proof introduced in 1 Cor 10:31 is technical in many ways. One is

'Fee points out that the verb K p C v e r a i in the conditional clause of 1 Cor 10:29b is an
indicative, not subjunctive because it suggests the reality of the condition (The First Epistle to the
Corinthians, 487). Also, it makes Paul’s language consistent with the argument of his own
prestige (ethos), especially, in 1 Cor 8:13 and 9.
Batson, “1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 306. Cheung concludes that “in this way v. 31
summarizes the argument of ch. 10, which is primarily vertical, just as w . 32-33 summarize the
argument of chs. 8 and 9, which is basically horizontal” (162).
3Robertson and Plummer, 223. The elliptical a l i o is conspicuous in Paul’s use of the
phrase, e i t e t l T r o i e t t e (1 Cor 10:3 la), as in the classical Greek construction that translates
“whatever else you do” (BDF, 480), and as this reminds one of his appeals in other concerns for
the sake of the weak person (cf. 8:11-13).
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that the connective particle, cite, is excessively repeated as in polysyndeton1that
translates “whether you eat, whether you drink, whether whatever else you do.” Another
is the repetition of the last word in successive phrases called epiphora or conversio,
which stand out as each member o f the sentence ends with the verb, TroieTte.2 Again, it
is amazing how Paul rhymes seven words that end in -re which forms a homoioteleuton
as well as the four words that begin with the letter tt- which forms a homoiokatarkton in
the sentence.3 All this goes to show the importance Paul attaches to the plea he makes
with the Corinthians: Travra e!<; 5o£av 0eoti TOielte (10:31b).4
Even though Paul grants the concession to eat whatever is purchased in the
marketplace or presented at the dinner table (1 Cor 10:25-27), still, all eating is to be
done within the context o f that which “brings or gives glory to God.” This coincides
precisely with Paul’s sentiments in I Cor 6 regarding admonitions to act for the benefit
of the weak person. Thus, he defines the believers’ existence only in terms o f what
glorifies God by their actions, that is, in consideration shown to others (cf. 10:24). In
addition to the references in Pauline doxologies, the notion of “glorifying God” is
present in each of his letters.5 For example, he reminds us in 1 Cor 6:20 that because
‘Demetrius Eloc 2.54.63; Quitilian Inst 9.3.50-54.
1Rhet ad Her 4.13.19; Cicero De Ora 3.54.206; Quintilian Inst 9.3.30.
3Rhet ad Her 4.20.28; Quintilian 9.3.78-80. Watson, “ 1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 307;
Smit, “The Function of First Corinthians 10,23-30,” 380.
4Weiss describes it as “dass durch solches Tun fur Gott geworben wird” ([Der erste
Korintherbrief, 266).
5For a good summary of the motif of 5o£a in Pauline epistles, see George H. Boobyer,
“Thanksgiving’ and the “Glory o f God' in Paul (Leipzig: Robert Noske, 1929). Paul’s use of
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believers are redeemed by God, they are urged to glorify God in their bodies. Rom 4:20
notes that Abraham glorified God by not being weak in his faith amidst what appeared
impossible to man (Rom 4:20). Paul’s prayer is that the Philippians may “be blameless
(dirpooKotToi, cf. 1 Cor 10:32) for the day o f Christ, filled with the fruits of righteousness
that come through Jesus Christ, for the glory and praise o f God eit; ooE,ctv icai htaivov
0€ot (Phil 1:10-11).” Again, 1 Cor 10:24 reminds us o f the parallel o f the passage with
Phil 2:4 by expressing concern for the welfare of others (pfi td eautcov eKaoroc;
OKorroOvrec aXXct [icai] td etepcov exaoToi), for such an attitude brings 66£av 0eou
iratpoc;.1
Also, in 1 Cor 8-10, Paul is concerned about what does and does not glorify God.
For example, even though he agrees with the gnostics that food will not commend one to
God in 8:8a (cf. Rom 14:17), in 8:9 he warns against the wrong use o f freedom to dine at
pagan temple meals because it dishonors instead o f giving glory to God. Also, chap. 9
reminds us that to relinquish one’s right, freedom, and the like in the interest o f others is
not only giving glory to God but is also safeguarding one’s salvation (vss. 24-27). Again,
as Paul rehearses the story o f ancient Israel, he means to admonish the Corinthian
Christians in 10:9a that to give God the glory is not to “put Christ to the test

5o£a, “glory” [LXX], seems to reflect the Hebrew "1135 as something of great weight, celestial,
radiant with splendor, impressive or magnificent (cf. Exod 16:7; Josh 7:19; Ps 29:9; John 9:24; 1
Cor 15:40,41,43). For Paul, the most splendid act of God that commands man’s giving God the
glory is precisely his self-giving when the princes of this world crucified the Lord of glory (1 Cor
2:8). Likewise, Paul’s background thought of glory may be connected with the categories of
honor and shame that characterized the Greco-Roman Corinthian culture (Thiselton, The First
Epistle to the Corinthians, 793-794).
lPhil 2:11; Willis, Idol Food at Corinth, 253-254; Gardner, 179-180.
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[ 6 K 7 T 6 ip a C o o ] .”

Neither is it to “have fellowship

[k o lv c o v ic c ]

with demons” (vs. 20b) nor is

it to “provoke the Lord to jealousy [rapa£r|A.6co].” Barrett concludes on the maxim in
10:31 that the “verse put positively what has hitherto been put negatively. I do not act to
the glory o f God if I give to an idol some o f the honour due to God alone; nor if I cause
scandal or ill-feeling in the church, or cause a fellow-Christian to fall from his faith.” 1
The importance o f this is further explained in the last proof o f vss. 32-33.

Third

t t io t k ;

The third deliberative proof for the argument o f abstention Paul made in 1 Cor
10:28-29a is in vss. 32-33. Because vs. 32 is both an appositional sentence (even though
without a connective particle) and a refinement o f the preceding verse, it begins to
explain how one is to do all things to the glory o f God. That is, vss. 31 and 32 reflect
statements in tandem as “an example o f the figure o f thought called refining or expolitio,
‘which consists o f dwelling on the same topic and yet seeming to say something ever
new’ (Ad Her 4.42.54). It is the type o f refining in which the words and treatment are
varied.”2 In the third proof Paul recapitulates by saying that a Christian acts to the glory
of God by being “without offense (cbrpocncoTOi) to Jews, Greeks, and the church o f God”
(v. 32). That is, to give God the glory is to be unofifensive, or “‘not cause someone to

‘Barrett, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 244; Willis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 254, n.
147.
2Watson, “1 Corinthians 10:23-11:1,” 307.
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stumble’ (NIV),1including the Jews, Greeks, and the church o f God.”2
It is significant that in I Cor 10:32a Paul again draws attention to the theme o f
-irpooKoiroc; that features in chaps. 8-10.3 In 8:9 he warns the Corinthians not to let the
exercise o f their rights become an offense to the weak in conscience. Similar warnings
stand out in Rom 14:13, 20, 21 but, especially, in vs. 21: xaA.ov to pr\
trielv

olvov

pr|5e

ev

to o dSeA-^oc;

a o u trpooK O T rei.

4 > a y e !v ic p e a

(iT]5g

(cf. 1 Cor 10:31). As a corollary to

his rhetorical proof in 1 Cor 10:32-33, Paul tells the Corinthians that his own conduct
was guided by the principle o f “giving no offense,” iiTidepiav kv (i^Sevl SiSovrec;
TrpooKOTifiv (2 Cor 6:3). In this way his actions were carried out so as not to cause an
offense for others.
Again, in seeking to persuade the Corinthian church to become concerned about
the salvation of others, Paul reverts to the use of examples for imitation in the proof from
his own prestige (rhetorical ethos) in 1 Cor 10:33. That is, instead o f citing the negative
examples from the Israelites’ wilderness experience, he presents his own positive
example of the proper use o f freedom for the good or advantage o f others. He does so, as
lBoth translations agree with Paul’s personal decision as stated in 1 Cor 8:1. However, he
uses cbrpoOKOtKN; in 10:32 instead of oicavSaXiCco, as it is rendered in the NIV.
2The phrase, "EAAt|olv kco. (kcppdpoit;, is fairly common in Paul (Rom 1:14, 16; 2:9,
10; 3:9; 10:12; Gal 3:28; 1 Cor 1:22,24; 12:13), and the idea of the “church of God” [tfj
eiocA.'noLa ton 0eoC] is usually a part of his opening statements of his letters. Therefore, it seems
that the expression, “Jews, Gentiles, and the church of God” in 1 Cor 10:32 would be a tripartite
enumeration by which Paul with the connective Kat emphatically spells out the inclusiveness of
all people (Yeo, 203; Lenski, 426-427). However, Robertson and Plummer unduly conclude that
“these are three separate bodies; the third does not include the other two. Therefore unconverted
Jews and unconverted Greeks are meant” (224; see also Willis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 255, n.
149).
31 Cor 8:9, 13; 9:12; 10:32.
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in chap. 9, mainly by means o f his positive examples (■na.pa.deiy^aJexemptitm) on the
proper use of freedom. His persuasion through a logical argumentation {logos) of using
the example o f himself1as a proof o f giving glory to God is indicated in two ways.
First, with the emphatic comparison in 1 Cor 10:33a, Paul says, “just as I please
or accommodate all people in all things” OcaOdx; Kaycl) uavra iracuv apeoKGo).2 Fee
translates this as “I try to please everybody in every way,” including the three categories
of people mentioned in vs. 32 (cf. 9:20-22) and, because o f the purpose clause, “in order
that they may be saved.”3 Several verbal similarities stand out between vs. 33 and vss.
23-33 to make Paul’s appeal in 11:1 worthy of imitation. For instance, in order to give
God the glory he reminds the Corinthians not to seek individual needs but those o f others
in the way he himself has not sought his own needs but to “please everybody in every
way” (vs. 32).4

'Speaking in support of the prestige argument, Aristotle states that “we feel confidence in
a greater degree and more readily in persons of worth in regard to everything in general, but where
there is no certainty and there is room for doubt, our confidence is absolute” (Rhet 1.2.4; Chaim
Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The Realm o f Rhetoric, trans. William Kluback [Notre Dame,
IN: University of Notre Dame, 1982], 504-306).
2On 1 Cor 10:33a, D. M. Stanley concludes that “the phrase iravra uaaiv apeoKCO is
the epitome of his whole apostolic career” (“‘Become Imitators of Me:’ The Pauline Conception
of Apostolic Tradition,” Bib 40 [1959]: 874). Again, vs. 33a identically begins with two
conspicuous pairs of words called homoiokatarkton: icaOux; Kayco iravra traoiv.
3Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 489. Barrett, however, takes the present tense
of the verb dpeoKco as conative because “Paul could hardly claim that he succeeded in his
attempt!” {The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 245).
4But how can Paul here appeal to the Corinthians to try to please men so that they may be
saved, and elsewhere with the injunction not to do so (1 Thess 4:2:4; Gal 1:10)? Robertson and
Plummer argue that “the rendering ‘please’ for dp4oica> is somewhat misleading, for it seems to
mean that the Apostle habitually curried favour with every one and tried to be liked by all (/
Corinthians, 224). It is either that by his actions he seeks to please men so as to win people to
Christ (cf. 1 Cor 9:19-23) or to warn people as a means of giving glory to God (10:6-11). Hence,
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Second, in 1 Cor 10:33b Paul emphatically adds: “not seeking my own advantage
but that o f many” (|iri Cryccov to

e n a u to u

aij|i4>opov akXct to tcov

ttoAAcov).

With the

participial clause, he again offers himself as an example of advantage (oiV4>opov) for
others based on the motif of advantage already mentioned in vs. 23. Conzelmann
understands Paul to mean that to seek the advantage of many “is not a case o f
opportunism, but o f devotion and service in terms o f his apostleship. The content of
what is ‘advantageous’ is defined by the Lva-clause: salvation.” 1 Robertson and
Plummer hold that “it is a commonplace among philosophers that the man who seeks his
own happiness does not find it; it is in seeking the happiness o f others that each man
finds his own.”2 Therefore, in vs. 32b Paul’s deliberative proof “shows what kind of
mjpxjjopov is meant, viz., spiritual profit. The saving of his own soul is not his main
object in life; that would be a refined kind o f selfishness. He seeks his own salvation
through the salvation o f others.”3
Finally, Paul states in the purpose clause o f 1 Cor 10:33c the main goal o f what
he has discussed so far, namely, “that they may be saved” (Cva.

oco0 g x jl v ) .4

That is,

among other things, his restrictive argument in vss. 28-29a is designed not to be
unoffensive to all people, not to seek his own advantage but that o f many, in order that
Barrett suggests that because in other passages Paul “speaks of pleasing men as an evil thing,”
therefore, “there is no contradiction” (The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 245).
‘Conzelmann, I Corinthians, 179.
2Robertson and Plummer, 225.
3Ibid.; Hays, 179; Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 795-796.
41 Cor 9:22b reads: toli;

ttccolu

Y^Yova itavta, iva irdvTcoc ttvac; aoxrcj.
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many may be saved. Also, in 9:22 the implicit meaning o f

ocjCcj

underscores the fact

that his “ultimate purpose in accommodating himself to others is the preaching of the
gospel and consequent conversion o f non-believers.” 1 Thus, Paul provides a deliberative
proof o f himself as an exemplar throughout his arguments in chaps. 8-10. In fact, the
offering o f himself as an example (irapdSeLypa) to the Corinthians remains the most
constant proof o f his rhetorical arsenal because “what he [Paul] is asking o f the
Corinthians he is willing to do himself.”2 Hence, the section ends and leads to the
conclusion in 11:1 because what follows thereafter is an entirely new section o f the letter
by the introductory formula, “’eTrcavco 5e” (11:2).

5. Conclusion (atikoyoq/peroratio) 11:1
According to Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, kxlkoyocjperoratio is the term
used to define the conclusion to the development of an argument.3 For Aristotle, the
epilogue has a four fold purpose: “(1) You must render the audience well-disposed to
yourself, and ill-disposed to your opponent; (2) you must magnify and deprecate; (3) you
must put the audience into the right state o f emotion; and (4) you must refresh their
memories.”4 Cicero, however, advocates a threefold goal o f an epilogue: “(1) summing
up; (2) indignatio (exciting ill-will versus opponents); and (3) conquestio (arousing pity

lBlack, Paul, Apostle o f Weakness, 118-119.
^Willis, Idol Meat at Corinth, 256.
3Aristotle Rhet 3.13.4; Cicero De Inv 1.52.98; Rhet Ad Her 1.3.4; Qiuntilian Inst
6 . 1. 1.

4Aristotle Rhet 3.19.1419b.
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and sympathy).”1 What Quintilian presents is not new but a slightly different labeling:
“(1) summing up; (2) amplification; and (3) appeal to pity.”2 The fact is, in the ancient
rhetoric, the eTrtA.oyoc; seeks to dispose the audience favorably towards oneself and
unfavorably towards the opponent, as it amplifies and depreciates, recapitulates and
appeals to the emotions o f the audience.
Although each classical handbook shows a variety o f roles that the epilogue
serves in a discourse, still, an effective epilogue should be concise, brief, not wordy but
with significant elements o f pathos. Hence, Aristotle favors brief conclusions in a
discourse offering only a four-word formula o f his own, namely: eippica, aiaiKoaTe,
ex6T6, Kptvate (I have spoken; you have heard; you have [the facts]; now decide).3 As a
matter of fact, both trpootptov and etriAoyoc are usually brief as they remain the most
appropriate places for the appeal to emotions.4
Following Paul’s series of arguments with the Corinthians over the long issue of
food offered to idols in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1, the eTriA.oyo<; in the narrower context o f 10:2311:1 is stated in 11:1: ptpTyrca pou ytveo9e Ka0co<; Kayco XpioroO (“Be imitators o f me,
as also I am o f Christ”). Two reasons seem to support this conclusion. First, Paul’s call
to the Corinthians to imitate or follow his own example as he does that o f Christ is so

'Cicero De Inv 1.52.98, [idem], Rhet ad Her 1.3.4.
2Quintilian Inst 6.1.1.
3Aristotle Rhet 3.19.6.
4Ibid., 3.19.1-3; Cicero De Inv 1.53-56; Top 26.98; Quintilian Inst 6.1.1, 6.1.9-55;
Lausberg, 431-432; Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 147-166.
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important that it cuts across the entire issue discussed in chaps. 8-10. For instance, it is
explicit in 11:1 and implicit in 8:13. Likewise, the same conclusion is vigorously
demonstrated throughout chap. 9, especially in vss. 19-23. Again, in chap. 10, it is the
basis for his use of the examples, illustrations, warnings, and encouragement, along with
his other appeals to the Corinthians to restrain their participation in pagan cultic meals.
The reason for Paul’s appeal to imitate him is tersely stated in 10:32-33. That is, it is to
act in the best interest of others.
Second, the brevity o f Paul’s statement in 1 Cor 11:1 is significant in that it is in
keeping with the literary style of his time. For example, the six words used are in two
equal parts, each with three words (isocolon), three o f which already show up in 10:3233. In short, the verse summarily accentuates Paul’s admonition to the Corinthians, in a
single sentence, to follow his own example o f self-renunciation o f rights and freedom for
the sake o f other. Therefore, the statement enables him to amplify the preceding
argument with added vigor that should both constitute an appeal and a challenge to the
Corinthians to do likewise.
The key word that stands out in 1 Cor 11:1 is (iiiieopat.1 Paul urges the
Corinthians to become imitators o f himself2 as he is also o f Christ, but the exact content
o f the imitation urged remains an issue among the scholars explaining the passage. The

‘The word means to “imitate, follow another example.” It is a loanword “used in
philosophical, ethical, and rhetorical disciplines to mean an organic and lively appropriation of the
uapadeiYPtt” (Yeo, 204, n. 102).
2Cf. 4:16. In 1 Thess 1:6; 2:3:7,9; Phil 3:17 Paul explicitly refers to his own conduct as
something that commands the believers’ imitation.
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issue seems to center on whether Paul’s injunction to imitate him amounts to a power bid
as or pointing away from self to Christ.1 Castelli’s argument is that pi.|ieopai in GrecoRoman antiquity is copying or a hierarchical mirroring, “sameness” which “undergirds
the entire mimetic relationship” in Paul.2 She claims that “the language of imitation,
with its concomitant tension between the drive toward sameness and the inherent
hierarchy o f the mimetic relationship, masks the will to power which one finds in Pauline
discourse.”3 But, Castelli’s conclusion is not wholly convincing in that it is based on the
notion o f a paternal image of hierarchy perceived to dominate the Scriptures, and
informs also her reading o f 4:16 and other Pauline mimesis:4
Willis P. de Boer, however, interprets the mimesis language in Paul in the other
direction. According to de Boer, the features o f pip€0 |ica, as used by Paul, are not to be
perceived as a power bid. Rather, they evoke “humility, self-denial, self-giving, selfsacrifice for the sake o f Christ and the salvation o f others.”5 Focusing on the special
relationship Paul establishes with the Corinthians, de Boer sees Paul as a “father” to the
members of the Corinthian church (cf. 1 Cor 9 : lb-2). Hence, “in calling for imitation

‘Another debate is reviewed by Willis as to “whether this imitation is only general, that is,
‘be Christian,’ or has more specific content” (Idol Meat at Corinth, 287-288).
2Castelli, 86.
3Ibid., 86-87.
“Ibid., 97-103, cf. 89-117.
5Willis P. de Boer, The Imitation o f Paul: An Exegetical Study (Kampen: Kock, 1962),
207. Robertson and Plummer also add that it is “unlikely that he is thinking of anything but the
subject at hand-sacrificing one’s own rights and pleasures for the good of others” (226).

|
I
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Paul is nurturing his children in Christ.”1 Stanley adds that Paul summons the
Corinthians to imitate him because “a special relationship exists between himself and
those who accepted his kerygma.”2
It is difficult to take Paul’s conclusion in 1 Cor 11:1 as a power bid, especially in
light o f 8:13 and 10:33. Paul’s appeal to the Corinthians to imitate him and Christ serves
as the best conclusion insofar as his preceding admonitions give support. Castelli’s
argument o f a “sameness” (perhaps due to an over-stressing o f the emphatic comparison,
icaSdx;) between the Corinthians and Paul, as that which corresponds to Paul and Christ as
“an act o f mediation” and “also a presumptuous move on Paul’s part,”3 fails to
appreciate the logic o f his 6ttlA.oyo<; in 11:1.4 Therefore, de Boer is right to point out
that Paul’s appeal is for the imitation o f himself and Christ. That is, Paul considers his
special relationship with the Corinthians as their apostle/father not as a “hierarchical
power bid” but in terms o f humility, self-giving, and selfless-sacrifice for the sake o f
others. The imitatio Paulis is rooted and grounded in the imitatio Christi.
To summarize, Paul’s use o f the deliberative rhetoric in 10:23-11:1, in particular,
meets his needs in argumentation and thereby increases the Corinthians’ adherence to his
values. Paul begins the pericope with the introduction (Trpooi|iioi/) o f the Corinthians’

*de Boer, 214.
2Stanley, ‘“Become Imitators of Me,’” 860.
3Castelli, 113.
4J. Baudrillard, Forget Foucault (New York: Columbia University Press, 1987); J. A.
Crafton, The Agency o f the Apostle: A Dramatic Analysis ofP aul's Responses to Conflict in
2 Corinthians, JSNTSS 51 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1991), 62-63.
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cliche and his modifications of it in 10:23. Then, he immediately states his thesis
( u p d S e c jK ;)

in vs. 24. What follows are two statement of facts

(S itv /tio lc ;)

in vss. 25-29a

that address two different situations in which Christians may encounter sacrificial food.
The two specific cases are the circumstantial reality that confronts the Corinthian
Christians to show concern for each other’s advantage as against what promotes
factionalism.
Because the proof ( ttlotl?) is the most essential part o f the rhetorical structure of
a speech, Paul advances three proofs in 1 Cor 10:29b-33. Each proof supports the thesis
o f vs. 24. The first deliberative proof is the two rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30
to strengthen the argument that he does not reverse his concern for the weak brother.
The two rhetorical questions are tactically asked to provide the reason for his concern for
the conscience o f the weak brother. That is, Paul’s two rhetorical questions asked in the
passage as proof in argumentation are not asked to side with the claims of the Jewish
Christian gnostics or the “strong” but to emphasize his concern for the weak brother
whose conscience is too weak to eat idol food. This becomes evident in what precedes
and follows over the long discussion on idol food in 8:1-11:1.
Therefore, I Cor 10:29b-30, in the narrower context o f 10:23-11:1, stands as one
o f the three proofs (ttlot€ i ?) Paul used to persuade the strong to consider the weak
brother. The context o f the passage reveals an example o f his unalloyed concern for the
other person’s advantage as exemplary in his life o f selfless giving, modeled after Christ,
and informs his conclusion (ctlXoyoc;) on the questions o f eating idol food.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study set out to investigate whether or not Paul reversed his concern for the
weak brother (or sister) by the two questions asked in I Cor 10:29b-30. The two
questions asked in the passage seem to contradict all that had been said beginning with
8:1 in the interest of the weak brother’s conscience. Does Paul mean to say by the two
questions asked in 10:29b-30 that there is a limit to how far another person’s conscience
can dictate one’s own actions? Is there a point at which we would have to disregard a
person with an overly sensitive conscience? Paul made it clear that actions are to be
guided by concern for the weak person whose conscience does not allow him to eat food
sacrificed to an idol. Unfortunately, he does not address the question about who may
have an oversensitive conscience.
Chapter 1 introduces the background to the problem and establishes a
justification for the research. It defines the limits o f the investigation and the method
used to defend my thesis. Chapter 2 points out four broader issues that significantly
impact the different explanations scholars offer on the two questions asked in 1 Cor
10:29b-30. For instance, scholars who defend the partition theories o f 1 Corinthians have
argued in Issue 2 that Paul’s response to the Corinthians on the questions o f eating idol
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food in 8:1-11:1 is o f two different concerns. It is argued that there is a relationship
between 8:1-13 + 10:23-11:1 that is different from his concern in 10:1-22 in the sense
that, in the former, Paul allows the eating o f idol food whereas, in the latter, he
denounced such eating. Although each scholar gives different explanation for the
argument, still, the major reason is informed by the two questions asked in 10:29b-30
where Paul seems to reverse his statement that begins in 8:1. Because Paul’s coherence,
for example in 8:1-11:1, was established and sustained in the process by the two
questions asked in 10:29b-30, the apparent divisions are more imagined than real as these
scholars do to other parts o f the Corinthian correspondence.
Chapter 3 examines the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 in the larger
context of chaps. 8-10 in light o f Greco-Roman rhetoric because preliminary evidence
indicates that Paul was influenced by the theories and practice o f classical rhetoric o f his
time. A rhetorical analysis o f 8:1-11:1 is characterized by the unified deliberative
argumentation o f 1 Corinthians for the following reasons: (1) Because Paul asked the two
rhetorical questions in 10:29b-30 to persuade the strong to respect the conscience o f the
weak brother in the course o f future action, (2) Because Paul intends to convince the
strong to consider the weak brother in the course o f their future action, he provides a set
o f appeals to the advantage (oup<t)€pov) that builds the Corinthian community (8:13; 9:2022; 10:23-24), and (3) Because Paul tries to persuade the Corinthians to follow his own
behavioral patterns (irapaSeiypa), he uses examples for imitation in the proofs (motei.0
as reasons to appeal to the strong to consider the weak (10:29b-30).
Thus, the discussion in 1 Cor 8:1-11:1 establishes that 1 Corinthians is
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deliberative rhetoric against those who chose to assign the passage to the other rhetorical
speeches (forensic or epideictic) or ascribe chaps. 8-10 to loosely arranged instructions
without adherence to any logical or rhetorical coherence. The passage demonstrates that
Paul’s argument throughout the letter exhibits thematic, rhetorical, and compositional
unity when viewed as a deliberative rhetoric that appeals to what benefits the interest o f
the community. Therefore, there is no need to ascribe different letters to the seeming
parts o f chaps. 8-10, since the so-called contradictions can be resolved by a deliberative
rhetoric o f Paul’s arguments.
In I Cor 8, Paul challenges the Corinthians for allowing

yvc3ol<;

to function in

the way he believes dydtrn should function. He develops his point by the link o f yvc3ai<;
to the subject of eL8cjA.60uta, since the claim to yvcooi<; is the underlying reason o f the
strong to eat kv 6l5coA.€lc^ (8:10). With deliberative rhetorical force, Paul warns the
strong regarding their wrong use o f

y v g x j k ;.

As expected, in a deliberative rhetoric, he

identifies himself with the strong because what he finds wrong is not the yvcoot<; per se.
Rather, it is the wrong use o f knowledge that made the strong become puffed up for
eating idol food because they argue ppwpa 5e ripac; ou trapaoTTiaei tc£ 0ec£ (vs. 8a).
Because the strong made the weak to adopt their viewpoint, Paul demonstrates that such
building up not only destroys the weak but, by implication; it also causes the participants
to sin against Christ (vs. 12; 10:12).
Because 1 Cor 9 is the explanation o f Paul’s statement in 8:13, the chapter is
organically connected to what precedes and follows for three reasons. First, because
Paul’s apostolic status and authority are usually met with opposition, the chapter is
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replete with several arguments to counter any objections or criticisms. For instance, Paul
discusses the rights o f an apostle in the context o f a possible objection to the principle o f
self-renunciation he set forth in chap. 8 (vss. 9-13; cf. 10:29b-30). This suggests that a
discussion o f the rights o f the apostle in chap. 9 is introduced to respond to any possible
objection concerning his statement in 8:13. As Thiselton correctly avers, “to construe
this chapter [1 Cor 9] as a 'defense o f Paul’s apostleship’ as if this were the central issue
in its own right is to miss the point of Paul’s theology, ethics, and rhetoric in these
verses.” 1
Second, Paul responds from the arguments o f the Corinthians because he finds
that they wrongly use “knowledge,” “rights,” and “freedom” to eat food sacrificed to an
idol that harm the weak brother. Thus, I Cor 9 establishes that although Paul is no less
free than the Corinthians but, in contrast to the Corinthians’ expectation, he chooses to
renounce his rights as an apostle because “realism dictates that. . . what is required for
concord is a redefinition of freedom from an individualistic to a corporative
perspective.”2 Third, because 8:13 declares his position on the questions over idol
foods, in chap. 9, Paul exemplifies the proper use o f Christian freedom from his own
personal example as imitation for the strong to see the lengths to which he is prepared to
go for the sake o f the weak brother (8:11; 10:29b-30).

‘Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 666. Because 1 Cor 9 is not meant to
account for Paul's rights as an apostle, the chapter rather represents a rhetorical convention and
skillful arrangement of Paul’s argumentation in his appeal to the strong to consider the weak on
the question over idol food in 8:1-11:1 (Wuellner, “Greek Rhetoric,” 177-188).
2Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric o f Reconciliation, 131.
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In 1 Cor 10, Paul presents three arguments against participation in pagan temple
feasts. First, on the basis o f Scripture, he views the Israelites’ wilderness experience as
analogous to that of the believing community in Corinth. His argumentative strategy in
vss. 1-13 helps to relate the Corinthian Christians’ experience to the example of ancient
Israel in that “both Israel’s flirtation with pagan cults and their punishment for doing so
have exemplary importance for the Corinthians, because they also are tempted to such
involvement with pagan deities (10:6-13).”3 Second, because Paul finds similar
allegiance in the pagan meals, in vss. 14-22, he makes specific application for the
Corinthian situation arguing that even though idols are “nothing” (10:19; cf. 8:4), still,
their “involvement” or “participation” with other gods is incompatible commonalities
(KOLvcovia)

to the Christian commitments. Third, in 10:23-11:1, Paul finally appeals to

the Corinthians to evaluate all eating and conduct based on its effects on others,
especially the weak in conscience. He made his point in light o f the two deliberative
rhetorical questions asked in 10:29b-30, in the narrower context of 10:23-11:1, that I
analyzed in chapter 4.
Even the two specific occasions mentioned in 1 Cor 10:25-27, where Paul gives
the explicit permission to eat idol food, also remind us that one must not overlook the
effect o f what one does on the other person, especially, the weak in conscience. He finds
two kinds o f eating unacceptable. One is the eating that breaks the covenant relationship
with God (cf. 10:1-22), and the other is the eating that harms a brother or sister (cf. 8:713; 10:28). Thus, he is both positive in his permission to eat all food in two specific
3Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth, 271.
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occasions and negative in his refusal to grant the permission to two kinds o f eating.
These are refined and confirmed by a deliberative rhetorical analysis o f chaps. 8-10 in
general, and the example o f a detailed deliberative rhetorical interpretation o f 10:23-11:1
in particular.
To answer the question: Do Paul’s two questions asked in 1 Cor l0:29b-30 mean
a reversal o f concern for the weak brother in the discussion of idol food that begins in
8:1? The answer is no. The result o f my finding shows that Paul does not ask the two
questions in 10:29b-30 to reverse his concern for the weak brother, both in the larger
context o f chaps. 8-10, and in the narrower context o f 10:23-11:1, in light o f GrecoRoman rhetoric. He did not reverse himself because the two questions asked in the
passage were introduced as in a deliberative rhetorical argument to indicate his reasons
for not eating idol food even though he knows he has the right to freely eat. In addition,
Paul’s two rhetorical questions were asked to disarm the strong who argue in the name o f
knowledge (chap. 8), right (chap. 9), and freedom (chap. 10) to eat idol food without
regard to the conscience o f the other person.
Because none o f the two questions asked in 1 Cor 10:29b-30 expects an answer as
in a deliberative argument, what precedes and follows these questions further indicate
that Paul did not reverse his concern for the weak brother o f 8:11. As a matter o f fact,
the two questions asked in the passage are not asked in support o f the claims of the
strong Corinthians. Rather, they have been asked in argumentation to question their
wrong use o f knowledge, right, and freedom. So far, the two questions asked in vss. 29b30 help to account for why Paul is mindful both o f the disadvantage (aaumftepov) and the
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harm that eating idol food have on the conscience o f the weak brother, as in chap. 8, and
the destruction it brings upon the strong themselves, as in chap. 10.
Therefore, the use of Greco-Roman rhetoric in the interpretation o f 1 Cor 8:111:1 provides insights, especially, in the understanding o f the two rhetorical questions
asked in 10:29b-30. Because o f the purpose and limitation o f my investigation, it was
not possible in this study to provide a thorough summary on the current debate o f Paul
and rhetorical theory. Nevertheless, I have used, in particular, “rhetorical analyses” o f
Paul’s deliberative rhetoric ably pioneered by scholars such as Betz, Kennedy, Watson,
and Mitchell, in the quest to understand one o f the most difficult passages in 1
Corinthians. Therefore, research on the application of Pauline rhetoric in New
Testament is expected to be carried further in the discussion o f other issues inadvertently
omitted in this dissertation.
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